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VX MUSIC RECORDING

&

MIXING CONSOLE

VXS MULTI -FORMAT PRODUCTION CONSOLE
World's premier music production console
Audio quality against which all other mixing consoles
are judged
Neve formant spectrum EQ and dynamics in each channel
8 mono /4 stereo auxes when tracking, up to 48 auxes
when mixing
Master status switching for tracking, mixing and broadcast
Colour TFT screen in meter bridge provides sight -level
automation data and Recall displays
Encore automation /mix data interchange with AMS Neve
digital consoles

AMS
NEVE

,ü AD

VXS Multi- Format consoles additionally provide:
Monitoring and output configurability
Up to 8 discrete outputs /4 stereo pairs
Monitoring independent of main outputs
Support for three additional 8 -track ATRs /dubbers, or
2nd multitrack
Additional stereo guide track inputs
Pec /Direct paddle switches for monitor select and
record arm

Optional music and dialogue dual track faders
Optional assignable joystick panners

AMS Neve plc Billington Road Burnley . Lancs 13B11 SUB England Tel: +44 (0) 1282 457011
LONDON Tel: 0171 916 2828
Fax: 01/1 916 2827
GERMANY - Tel: 61 31 9 42 520
Fax: 61 31 9 42 5210 NEW YORK Tel: (212) 949 2324 Fax: (212) 450 7339
HOLLYWOOD - Tel: (213) 461 6383 Fax: (213) 461 1620 TORONTO - Tel: (416) 365 3363 Fax: (416) 365 1044
e -mail: enquiryi8ams- neve.com - http: / /www.ams- neve.com
OFFICE

Fax: +44 (0) 1282 417282
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Editorial

Diffusing the Millennium Bomb and attending to trade shows

NEWS

Soundings

News from the NAMM show and of breakthrough audio

recordings accompany more general news from the world of pro -audio

International Columns
business updates from

European and American

Studio Sound's exclusive international columnists
the latest updates to Studio Sound's regular

`-r)- World Events

and comprehensive events listing demand the attention of your diary

FEATURES
Die Soldaten /Production Sound
Bernd limmerman's 1960 score for Die Soldaten pre- empted modern sound

production by several generations of technology. The ENO accepts the challenge

Brandon's Way /Facility

Fighting to meet the brief for
Zimmerman's opera
Die Soldaten
Turn to page 48

REVIEW
SECT ON
18 AKAI DD1500. DV1500. DD8

The Akai postproduction
solution takes shape

Babyface s dance production operation outgrows his home studio setup

60 Melt /Multimedia

The latest advance in the evolution of audio for the computer games market

67

Sunny Super Sound /Facility
Planning for the future of the Indian film industry from the inside

7D Metering/
Technology
A

roundup of modern metering systems

Fire Wire/
Technology

Australian classic in the miking
28 MANLEY VARIABLE MU

Traditional US compression

The future of interfacing and machine control

32 CRANE SONG STC -8

John Watkinson
abstruse alternative world contains essential

lessons in the workings of teal

BOTNIK INTERVIEW
Legendary production credits

with legendary artists epitomise
Bruce Botnik. Here he talks to

Studio Sound

about the past

and the future in film scoring

30 JOEMEEK VC1

Classic British compression

COMNIENT
A

23 SOUNDFIELD SPS422
Seminal British mic technology
26 RODE CLASSIC

MIN

audio

Broadcast
Part of the problem or part of the solution? Either

Contemporary US compression
34 dbx 1066
Classic US compression
37 NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The latest in pro -audio

innovations welcomed
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way, audio and TV compression systems are here

Open Mic
The next session booked into Studio

I

is the soundtrack to open warfare on control

room acoustics principles. Reset the desk for the follow -up to the Acousticians fugue

Studio Sound 3

The console that defines a
world class recording facility
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"The

SSL

J is an important breakthrough in recording technology. Our clients love working on the console.
The power of the automation and the sound of the 9000 J have set a new standard."

9000

Troy Germano

Vice President

The

Hit Factory New York

Solid State Logic
Paris +33 (1) 34 60 46 66

International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford OX5 1RU, England Tel: +44 (1865) 842300 Fax: +44 (1865) 842118
Milan +39 (2) 262 24956 Tokyo +81 (3) 54 74 11 44 New York +1 (212) 315 1111 Los Angeles +1 (213) 463 4444 Toronto +1 (416) 431 9131

http://www.solid-state- Iogic.com

Singapore +65 285 9300
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Show stopper
IN THE LATE 1980s, a group of manufacturers got together in the
UK with international intentions to represent

DAVE FOISTER runs the
Guildhall School of Music and
Drama's recording facilities in
London. A Tonmeister involved

h

the music business for decades,

Dave has been a Studio Sound

contributor for more than ten
years and reviews equipment in
the setting of a professional

working environment.

the interests of exhibitors to
the show organisers. Called the Pro Audio Exhibitors Group, this pressure
group was formed in direct response to the rum deal audio manufacturers
thought they were getting at the Montreux show in Switzerland.
Underlying it was disgruntlement with the number and overlap of shows.
Following a flare of publicity, the most vocal participants seemed to be
placated and we haven't really heard very much about the PAEG since -despite
the fact that the number of shows has not really declined nor have overlaps or
near overlaps been eradicated. The truth is that there will always be too many
exhibitions for international manufacturers because emerging territories continually
beckon and existing shows increase in importance due to technological evolution.
The irony is that Tor the visitor, the attendee, the humble punter Tor whom these great expensive
extravaganzas are put on there can never be too many exhibitions. Despite the popularly -held belief
that the keeper of the cheque books can travel freely to US and European AES Conventions, NAB, IBC,
NAMM and Frankfurt plus the wealth of powerful shows establishing themselves in the Far East, the
reality for most is that they hope to shop, or at least window shop, relatively locally. This is particularly
the case when we get down to humble operator level, arguably the most quietly influential souls
involved in the decision making process.
The requirements of the manufacturers and buyers are therefore fundamentally at odds but the
objectives are conveniently aligned and that's why the international exhibition circuit is now as
rigorous as it is. This is unlikely to change but there is a solution: attend your trade shows but use and
Zenon Schoepe EXECUTIVE EDITOR
read the press.

lime bomb
FRANCIS RUMSEY is a
senior lecturer on the Music
and Sound Recording course
at the University of Surrey.

He is a governor of the AES

and

a

member of its working

group on digital interface
standards. He is also author
of several books.

DAN DALEY covers

the

pro -audio industry worldwide
as well as writing for publications
like USA Today and

International Business. His

involvement in audio includes

various successes as

a

composer, producer and
studio owner.
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The turn of the calendar from 1996 to 1997 saw the media in its
traditional flurry of activity, celebrating achievements and predicting
futures. Among the technically orientated crystal ball gazing
exercises were those relating to the ' Millennium Bomb', or 'Year
2000 compliance' -that impending crisis of computers' inability to
accommodate the advent of the year 2000.
The crux of the situation is that in its search for memory economy
in the 1960s and 1970s, the fledgling computer industry opted to
abbreviate the storage year dates into two digits rather than four. That
1997 follows 1996 presents no problem (96 giving way to 97), therefore,
but the advent of the year 2000 gives rise to the ambiguous abbreviation 00.
And while this is open to interpretation as 2000 or 1900 (some programs even regard it as
representing 1980), it has also been used in certain program situations to signify invalid records or
mark search ends. The situation is complicated by the fact that the problem can arise at three points
within a computer system: in the software application, in the operating system (OS) supporting the
application and in lower in the system hardware at the BIOS. One of the reports I read placed the
Bomb fallout at as much as 80 %-90% of computer systems currently in use around the world.
The implications of the Millennium Bomb are reckoned to concern a surprising variety of issues
from business through finance to society itself-try insurance policies, air traffic control, payrolls,
prison sentences and lift (elevator) systems for starters. And bear in mind that the problem is as
international as the personal computer. Most agreement seems to centre on the size of the bill
necessary to straighten things out. Most of the discord concerns what is to be done and by whom.
At the naive end of the spectrum there is something called 'the silver bullet' -a magical solution
that has yet to be developed by the IT world. More practically there are a number of strategies which
are being adopted, ranging from reappraisal and replacement of computer systems and software with
Year 2000 compliant kit to line -by-line checking and correction of applications and data. The first can
be passed off as timely modernisation; the second requires considerable expertise, time and cash. And
forlarger companies, the start date has already passed.
In the parochial world of pro-audio, the Millennium Bomb has two sites of impact: the business
side of the biz and within the equipment. And it's in the latter that I found the first of the good news:
the Mac, using a different line of chips, is Bomb proof. So whether you're driving a Pro Tools or Avid
system at the turn of the millennium, you can organise your 2000 celebrations with impunity.
PC -based systems are obviously another story. Anyone with Award v4.5x BIOS in their computer,
for instance, may find that the sympathetic ear in the bar belongs to a COBOL programmer. But to
regard the non -dedicated computer as the only legitimate target is missing the point as many
computer -based systems are more fundamental in their realisation. Tell me, what's at the heart of
your console automation system? Maybe it's time we too took the Bomb seriously.
Tim Goodyer EDITOR
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Two new DAT recorders for the Sony range.

Because it takes a wide choice to make the right choice.

Opting for an entry -level DAT recorder shouldn't mean

tiling for second best. So the new PCM -R500 offers Sony
sional build quality in a lo. cost unit. It also means

anal features like a data 'shuttle wheel for precise and
irol, a 4 -motor direct drive for reliability, plus a full

range of both consumer and professional inputs and outputs.
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Uncompromisingly designed for h iqh cnrl applications, the new
PCM -7040 timecode recorder is fully specified as standard and

brings you more features at a lower price for even greater
flexibility. We have also added calendar recording, AES/EBU

origin codes and the unique Sony ISR system for remote
equipment monitoring and diagnosis.
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convertors and
pair of dCS 902 A
a pair of synchronised Nagra -D
recorders to capture the a short
piece performed by the Gonville and
Caius choir as a Ambisonic B- format
recording. The session was
organised by Canadian -based Steve
Lee and Meridian's Bob Stuart. and
was conducted by Lee with the
assistance of Stuart. Soundfield
microphone inventor Peter Craven.
dCS convertor designer Mike Story
and Nagra GB's John Ruddling. This
considerable assembly of talent had
two aims in common: the first was to
provide a 24 -bit. 96kHz recording for
use in a presentation to be made by
the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio

UK:The newly refurbished London Lyceum Theatre's current production of Jesus Christ Superstar
marks the first concurrent use of Cadac J -type and F -type consoles. The 50 -input J -type handles
vocals while the 39 -input F -type takes care of the band with sound reinforcement duties falling to
an EAW speaker system. This show also marks the 25th anniversary of JC's première with sound
design by Richard Ryan and production engineering in the hands of Mike Walker.

Record NAMM
The NAMM Convention. that
took place from 16th -19th January
in Anaheim. CA hit record numbers
this year. More than 1.000 exhibitors
and nearly 60.000 attendees
converged and conversed in over
415.700 feet of convention space.
NAMM -goers came to check
out the newest and coolest in music related equipment and found that
a number of manufacturers were
following current form with a combination of cost -effectiveness
and improved performance. With
this in mind. notable equipment

introductions included Ensoniq's
PARIS (Professional Audio Recording

Integrated System) and Mackie's
Digital 8 Bus console (More
details can be found in this month's
New Technologies' section). Also
notable was Mackie's HUI, a
digital audio workstation control
surface for mixing with ProTools
4.0. This Human User- Interface
will eventually be compatible with
other Digidesign DAE compatible
software. such as Opcode. and
other DAW systems.
Alesis introduced its premier
ambient effects processor. the
Wedge Desktop Master Reverb
with impulse audition. priced at
S499. Its reverb algorithms include
halls. room and offers reverb
programs like Virtual Stereo

8
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rooms. flexible gated reverbs and
effects specifically designed for
postproduction and ADR. A total
of 256 memories are available
with 128 presets and 128 user
programs. Following on the heels
of last year's Studio 12R. Alesis
introduced its affordable Studio
32 recording console. Retailing
for S1.299. this 16- channel. 4- group.
in -line monitor recording console.
allows you to route 16 audio
signals to multitrack and monitor
16 channels coming back from
tape without repatching. Both
new Alesis products are expected
to ship in the spring.
Symetrix introduced the 606
Delay F/x Machine which expands
the company's 600 -series of
Digital Productivity Tools and
marks the first Symetrix venture
into effects processing. Priced at
S599. the unit boasts 24 -bit internal
processing. 20 -bit A D and D
conversion. balanced inputs and
outputs and an internal power
supply.
Another highlight of the show
was Allen & Heath's innovative
DR128 24 bit. 12- input. 8- output
digital audio mix processor
created for the system designer.
The unit is designed for sophisticated installations requiring full
matrix mixing. processing and
zoning. A &H developed the T-MIX
ASIC that provides the interface
between the unit's DSP and the

A

input and output circuits. This
single rack space unit retails for
S2995 and will be available by the
summer.
Hafler Professional. well known
for its amplifiers. unveiled alpha
versions of its impressive
Transnova studio powered reference monitors. The monitors are
biamplified. with a 75 watt
Transnova channel running the
tweeter, a 150W Transnova
channel running the woofer.
active crossover. dual clip lights.
-inch tweeter with waveguide,
1

an 8 -inch woofer. and rear -mounted
EC adjustments for tailoring of

room acoustics. Hafler notes that
the new monitors' performance
exceed current industry standards
at half the price, selling at
approximately S2.400 per pair.
NAMM will take a two -year
hiatus from Anaheim [it has been
held here for the past 20 years]
while the Convention Centre
undergoes renovations. The 1998
NAMM show is scheduled for
29th January -1st February. 1998
at the LA Convention Centre.
DEBRA PAGAN

(ARA) to various DVD technical
committees in Japan and America
beginning in May, the second was to
provide research material for Craven
and Stuart's research into lossless
data reduction (or packing) also for

presentation to the ARA and DVD
authorities.
As well as being Chairman and
Technical Director of Meridian Audio,
Stuart is Chairman of the ARA. whose
aim is to champion the cause of
multichannel surround audio as we
enter the next phase of carrier development. While it is now established
that there is a need for a greater
standard than that offered by the
stereo 16 -bit. 44.1 kHz CD, the pressures from other parties' interests in
defining the DVD (Digital Versatile
Disc) standard demand that the
audio community is properly
represented if it is to be receive
appropriate consideration.
dCS' Mike Story. meanwhile, had
collaborated with Lee, who is
President of Canorous Inc. on a pair
of papers circulated at the Los
Angeles AES Convention and which
have just been reproduced in Nagra's
own literature. Lee's contribution.
entitled 24 -bit Digital Recording
-Why is it Necessary ?, addressed
the recording engineer and producer's
perspective while Storey's 96kHz
Recording-A Door to the Future
presented an informed argument for
the advantages of working to elevated

UK:

Sunday 26th January marked
a significant 'first' in audio recording:
the first 24 -bit. 96kHz recording of a
soundfield recording was made in the
historical chapel of Cambridge's
Queens College. The session
required a Soundfield microphone. a

technical standards.

'The next challenge is to design
something to play it back.' said Stuart
a few moments after the recording
was complete. 'We took the B- format
microphone feeds straight to the D
convertors: so although we have the

A
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Burbank's EFX Systems complex
has accepted a customised Neotek
Essence postproduction console.
The 4- channel, 28 monitor desk has
been installed in the facility's ADRFoley stage where it is to be used
with a 24 -track Fairlight MFX3 DAW
in replacement dialogue and Foley

hardware. we don't have the software
finished for the decode speaker feeds:
A full report on this session-along
with the intended future for a recording
nobody can play -will appear in next
month's Studio Sound.
TIM GOODYER

EGYPT:

A serious development
of Egypt's claim to be the 'media
centre of the Middle East and
Arab world' unfolded recently in
the form of a S314m (US) contract
to build a facility dubbed Media
Production City -which has
already been alternatively termed
Hollywood on the Nile. The
Egyptian state broadcaster. ERTU,
awarded the contract to a consortium of companies including
Sony Broadcast and Kvaerner
Construction. which will involve
building a 420.000m' studio
complex near Cairo to house

future film, TV and video production
and support. When complete. the
complex will rank among the
world's largest and is claimed to
be the beginning of Egypt's push
into modern media production.
The period to 1999 will involve
the construction of six production
studios -two 900m. and four more
at 600m-along with TV edit suites.
workshops. OB vehicles and

administration. Construction

duties fall to Kvaerner, while
essential equipment listing will
revolve around Digital Betacam,
Quantel and Cinetel systems.
with SSL providing the core of
the audio. SSL's contribution
will see a SL8000GB consoles
in each of four production
studios. an SL4000- series in
each of two sound recording
studios and an Axiom system in
each of two dubbing suites.
The sound recording studios
will use Sony 3324S DASH
machines.

GERMANY:

A recent
German court judgement has
found Behringer in breach of
equipment design copyright
held by Aphex Systems and
AKG Acoustics. The ruling
concerns Aphex' Aural Exciter
and involves a settlement of
$450.000 (US). The latest
development follows a ruling
made in 1992 on the suit
which was originally filed in
1987 -that Behringer had
infringed Aphex' copyright, but
which had been challenged by
Aphex over the size of the
financial settlement. The appeal
successfully saw the penalty
raised. but not to the S910.000
sought by the US -based Aphex.

-

generation. EFX handles a wide
variety of television and film productions on America's west coast.
EFX Systems, US.Tel: +1 818 843 4762.

Neotek, US.Tel:

+1

818 281 3555.

Martinsound International, UK.
Tel: +44 1763 262656.

The Norwegian NRK Broadcasting
outfit has become second taker for
Soundcraft's Broadway digitally -controlled analogue console. The first is
at an unidentified London theatre
venue as part of the testing programme;
the second will be installed in an OB

vehicle whose duties include live
concerts and 'events'.
Soundcraft, UK. Tel: +44 1707 668231.
Spanish recording studio Magic &
Sound has purchased an Akai DR16
fitted with a 2Mb Barracuda hard drive.
The DR16 is expected to see the
company of a DR8 shortly and a
move to better premises are in hand.
If successful, the redesigned facility
will house the present D&R Orion
console And four ADATs; Philip
Newell has been named as designer.
Magic & Sound, Spain.
Tel: +34 52 803598.
Akai, UK. Tel +44 181 897 6388.

Danish broadcaster Danmarks
Radio has brought its commitment
to SSL consoles to 23 with the purchase of an SL4044 and SL4032G
Plus. Both consoles have been
installed in mobile units: the first
was fitted in Mobile but required
almost immediate replacement due
to fire, while the second replaced a
Neotek desk in Mobile 3.
Danmarks Radio, Denmark.
1

Tel: +45 31 35 0647.
Provided. Denmark.Tel: +45 43 64 7800.
SSL, UK. Tel: +44 1865 824300.
London's CTS and Lansdowne
studios have jointly purchased two

Studer A -827 2 -inch, 24-track analogue
machines to be shared between the
the two facilities. The move follows
rising demand for analogue recording
from the film world with which the
studios regularly work.
CTS, UK. Tel: +44 181 903 4611.

Studer Revox, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 1 870 75 11.
Californian postpro facility Advantage
Audio has replaced its quota of
24 -track analogue machines with
four Otani RADAR hard -disk machines.

UK:

Ten Years After guitarist Alvin Lee's old Buckingham
studio has returned to commercial operation under the auspices
of producer- engineer Stuart Epps. Wheeler End has been recently
reequipped with refurbished 42- channel MCI console and
24 -track MCI and Otani multitracks previously used by Gus
Dudgeon. The studio offers large control and live rooms and a
wealth of classic keyboards and outboard equipment. Wheeler
End Studios, UK. Tel: +44 1494 883671.
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The facility was already familiar with
nonlinear working through its use of
Pro Tools, but had been reserved
about the suitability of the technology
to long -form projects prior to its
commitment to RADAR. Advantage
handles post work for numerous
weekly animated TV series including
Spiderman. Jumanji, Aladdin and
Pink Panther.
Other Californian activity involves
the first US installation of a DVDequipped SSL SL9000j console.
LA -based Pacifique Studios working
in music tracking but expecting to
move into DVD postproduction via
other 6- channel postpro work in DTS,

SDDS and Dolby Surround.
Otani, US. Tel: +1 415 341 5900.
SSL, US. Tel: +1 213 463 4444.

British independent TV broadcaster
Meridian Broadcasting. has recently
equipped its ENG crews with Micron
portable diversity radio mic systems.
The new setup allows camera mounting of mics alongside the use
of lavalier and hand -held reporters'
mics running on both UHF and VHF.
The systems consist of SDR -570
receivers,TX501 belt transmitters
and TX503 hand -held transmitters.
Meridian Broadcasting. UK.
Tel: +44 171 839 2255.
Audio Engineering, UK.
Tel: +44 171 254 5475.

Rumanian television outfit, Pro TV,
has equipped its new outside broadcast unit with a DDA OII 32:8:3
console and a selection of Klark
Teknik outboard including DN500
comp -limiters, DN504 quad compressors and DN514 quad gates. The
truck has been operating since

November addressing Eastern
Europe's reputation for old- fashioned
equipment and practices.
Mark IV Pro Audio Group, UK.
Tel: +44 1562 741515.

London's Gemini Audio Production
has added a DAR Sabre Plus DAW
system as part of a recent expansion.
The new Sabre Plus -based track laying suite located in the basement
of Gemini's Soho -based facility
follows the house policy of offering
an all- digital solution to television
documentary, feature and drama
work. The forthcoming year promises
extensive networking of Gemini's
wcrkstations via DAR's D -net.
Gemini Audio Production. UK.
Tel: +44 171 734 8962.
DAR. UK. Tel: +44 1372 742848.
Germany's Audio Media Service
music production and video post
facility has installed a second
Fairlight MFX3 DAW system.
The Bielfield -based studio's new
preproduction room is intended to
support the main room which uses
a 24:24 MFX3 and Euphonix setup.
This is reflected in the choice of an
8:8 MFX3 and Yamaha 02R for
the new room.
Fairlight, UK. Tel: +44 171 267 3323.
Yamaha -Kemble Music, UK.
Tel: +44 1908 366700.
Euphonix, Europe.
Tel: +44 171 602 4575.
Fax: +44 171 603 6775.
Moscow and Azerbaijan are two of
the BBC's World Service studios
currently being refurbished by

Audionics for commissioning later
this year. Both installations require
Audio Workshops' to provide a main
preparation facility for recording and
editing to digital format ready for
broadcasting. Both projects will use
Audionics ACE consoles, and the
Moscow installation involves a
custom routeing system giving
access to Bush House programme
material for Russian broadcast.
Correspondingly, the Moscow
facility can feed programme
material to London.
World Service.
Tel: +44 171 257 2941.
Audionics, UK.
Tel: +44 114 242 2333.
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EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY
ULTRA -CURVE

A 24 -Bit Dual -DSP Processor Mainframe With Auto Graphic EQ,
Parametric EQ Notch Filter, Feedback Destroyer, Limiter, Gate,

Real Time Analyzer,
Input Output Level Meter, MIDI Implementation, Delay Option And More.
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FEEDBACK DESTROYER
Any of 6 parametric EQ bands can
"seek and destroy" unwanted feedback
frequencies dynamically. THE perfect
solution for all live applications.
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1.600 kHz
act -18.0 dB
max -13.0 dB
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LIMITER, NOISE GATE
Limiter with variable threshold and IGC
protects against overload without distortion.
Digital Noise Gate with IRC" provides a
level- dependent expansion ratio for
"jitter-free" performance.

REAL TIME ANALYZER
High -resolution RTA with Peak. Hold.
Variable integration time and 10 user
memories. A noise & sinewave generator
enables for automatic room -equalization.

INPUT /OUTPUT METERING
The ULTRA-CURVE offers full input/output
high precision metering capability. Permanent RMS and Peak reading as well as various reference levels are a matter of course.
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DIGITAL STEREO 31 -BAND, TRUE RESPONSE, AUTO -Q GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
Up to 100 EQ curves can be named, stored,
copied, inverted, added and subtracted.
True response ensures that,
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET'

PARAMETRIC EQ /NOTCH FILTER
3 bands per channel of parametric
equalization with +16 to -48 dB of gain
range, fine -tunable between 2 octaves
and /60th of an octave.
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These pictures only tell part of the story. If you're involved in sound installation, touring sound or simply
looking for the ultimate digital signal processing "tool kit" for your musical suite, audition the ULTRA -CURVE.
UPDATE V2.0, NOW ON THE WEB! WWW.BEHRINGER.DE"
TOTAL- REMOTE VIA PC

MIDI -SYSEX- CONTROL & DATA DUMPS
NEW 20 -BIT CONVERTERS

FASTER GATE & LIMITER

EO- DESIGN

MSRP for the ULTRA -CURVE DSP 8000 is £ 649.00
2x 5000 ms Delay Option £ 189.00
AES /EBU Option £ 139 00

Your Ear Is Our Judge
'Interactive Gain Control

O

r

"Interactive Ratio Control

BEHRINGER UK. Tel. +44 (0)1483

-

For more informatiol about the ULTRA -CURVE and the interactive world of BEHRINGER please visit
Internet site ht1p: //www.behringer.de or contact

458877. Fax

-

458822

(D

BEHRINGER France

BEHRINGER Spezielle Studiotechnik GmbH. Tel. +49 (0)2154 -92 06 66. Fax

O

ELTNER Musikinstrumente Tel. +43 (0)3572

-

85419. Fax

-

82144

-

(,)

42 85 23

SARL.

Tel. +33 (0)4 7804 4416. Fax

-

(0)4 7804 4429

BEHRINGER AG. Tel. +41 (0)56 -250 44 54. Fax -250 44 56

BEHRINGER Benelux b

.

Tel. +31 (0) 73

-

513 0000. Fax

-

513 0778
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JOHN WATKINSON

Sound thinking
We spend a lot of time with sounds but how many of us pause to think what
sound really is, or even to think whether sound might mean different things

to different people asks JOHN

WATKINSON

before the Fletcher-Munson tree fell and
it still didn't appear to make a sound.
falls and there's no -one to hear it, does it
One of our test subjects, Vincent, had
no hearing at all in one ear, but perfect
make a sound ?' And there area number of
hearing in the other ear. One day the
answers which are quite different and give
Zwicker tree was off to one side of the
Fletcher-Munson tree as it fell. The one useful insight into the elusive nature of sound.
eared observer failed to hear it fall whereas
Obviously the impact will set up
a normally hearing colleague did. Again
vibrations in the tree and the earth and
an argument ensued because apparently
these will disturb the equilibrium of the the falling
tree simultaneously did and
surrounding air. These disturbances travel
did not make a sound. The experiment
outwards at the speed of sound. If we
was repeated except that the normally
define sound as a vibratory disturbance
hearing observer put his fmger in one
to the equilibrium of air then the answer ear. Now there was
agreement; neither
is clear. The falling tree does make a sound
heard a sound As can easily be demonstrated,
and physicists and acousticians can predict masking doesn't work as well in stereo
quite accurately how this sound will
because the masker and the maskee can
interact with other objects and diffract,
be in different locations. Most of the
reflect and refract until it fmally decays.
testing of compression algorithms was
Physics knows no parametric limits
done in mono. As our local psychoand the air disturbance can be analysed acoustician put it: 'They did not listen,
from 0Hz up to whatever frequency instru- they did not know how, perhaps they'll
ments allow, say 100kHz. Over that frelisten now'.
quency range any level may be encountered
and analysed. Enter a human observer
ONE OF THE OBSERVERS
who is to give an account of what was
then got into an argument with the psychoheard. Well, most falling trees produce
acoustician who had shown him the
frequencies within the range of human
inaudible sound that the microphones
hearing, and if our observer is close
had picked up. The gist of the argument
enough he or his politically correct sister was that he was being shown instruments
will say it made a sound.
measuring sound he couldn't hear whereas
Using genetic engineering I have suc- he had read in a hi -fi magazine that people
ceeded in breeding a Fletcher- Munson
could hear things that instruments couldn't
tree which uses noise shaping so that
detect The physicist shook his head wearily
when it falls over the spectrum of sound and said 'Well of course that's also true.
it makes has exactly the same shape as
The ear can equally make you think you
the threshold of human hearing. An
heard sounds that don't exist. If you don't
unusual timbre, you might say. When
believe me, just give me a hand to get this
such a tree fell over at a suitable distance equipment into that church over there.'
from our observer he heard nothing at
So off we went to the church to play
all, and said it fell without a sound.
the organ which had a stop which gave
Before the Fletcher- Munson tree was
two off-tune pipes for each note. The
perfected, it had an annoying narrow
result was a pleasing tremulant effect.
spectral peak which rose above the hearing The observer reckoned that the tremulant
threshold. It's very hard to get rid of
frequency was about 5Hz. 'So where is
ringing in a tree. As a temporary solution the 5Hz component on this spectrum
the Zwicker tree was developed whose
analyser then?' said the psychoacoustician.
rustling leaves produced band -limited
'I can see the two fundamentals from the
white noise covering the same frequency. two pipes, but the beat frequency you
When the Zwicker tree was rustling the
can hear isn't there.' 'But it must be, I
early Fletcher- Munson tree didn't make
can hear it!'. 'What you have to remember
a sound when it fell. Neither the Phantom is that your ears aren't very accurate,
of the Opera nor the Lone Ranger could
they produce an illusion which is based
hear it. Another success was the Haas
on, but not faithful to, the original
tree which stopped making a noise just
sound. Unfortunately there's no way
There is a len riddle which asks'll
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a

tree

of getting round the illusion.'
Then the psychoacoustician changed
the time window on his analyser and
made it shorter. Suddenly the two fundamentals merged into one which varied
in amplitude at the beat frequency. 'How
did you do that?' said the observer. 'Easy',
came the reply, 'I just made the frequency
discrimination of my analyser as bad as
the human ear and now it can't tell the
two tones apart so the amplitude is changing as they move in and out of phase'.
'So your spectrum analyser can be more
accurate than my ears?' 'Well, your ears
wouldn't be much use if they were this
accurate'. 'Why?' 'Well, if your hearing
Using genetic engineering I have
succeeded in breeding a Fletcher -

Munson tree which uses noise

shaping so that when it falls over the
spectrum of sound it makes has
exactly the same shape as the

threshold of human hearing
had the frequency resolution needed to
discriminate the two fundamentals in this
organ stop, the Q factor of your basilar
membrane would be so high that you
would still be hearing it on the way home.
Conversation would be impossible because

the higher the frequency discrimination,
the worse the time discrimination gets.
Worse still, there would be no such thing
as dissonance and the very foundations
of music would crumble'.
'So is there a name for this theory?'
'Yes, we had a group of musicians who
were always complaining that the seventh
harmonic was dissonant. When we found
out why we called it the critical band
theory'.
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Icons abound
There is more required of an audio engineer's talents than simply balancing
sound. Maintaining a balanced view of the history of professional audio is an
increasingly valuable skill writes DAN DALEY
Christmas is when the (hristian church rolls out the biq guns of
its iconographic arsenal. The Church has saints for everything

policemen, firemen, cobblers, fishermen, politicians, medical
miracles, the lack of medical miracles, malpractice, lawyers, lost souls,
lost watches, lost causes. Professional audio too has its icons some of

which sometimes seem as old as the (hurch's.

The saints of professional audio are also a varied bunch, and
there are certain self-appointed keepers of the eternal flame of
sound, who are ready to retell yet again how the kick drum
was miked on a session in early 1968 for the now -deceased
drummer who was playing with a recording artist who is
currently (your choice: equally deceased/long -retired/eligible
for parole /attained fugitive status /cryogenically preserved
(head only)/living in an affluent suburb of Nashville) but is
otherwise eminently forgettable, except for the fact that the
French have taken an interest in him recently.
On one hand, many of these ancient warriors of audio truly
have things to tell us, some of which is particularly useful at a
time when many engineers have have yet to mic a kick drum.
They also remind us that much can be accomplished with the
balance towards talent instead of technology. Every now and
then we find a previously hidden gem -one of the ancients
who has been overlooked and who brings new histories, new
insights and new musician jokes to the archives -like Bob Heil,
the godfather of modem live sound and the mixer for The Who,
the Grateful Dead and Joe Walsh, who hid for 15 years, devising
home theatre environments until he got tired of hearing how
bad (in his opinion) live sound had become and decided to do
something about it. And I reserve my highest praise for those
woolies who continue to work the consoles themselves and
create new things, incorporating new techniques and technologies
with their vintage ones. You can talk to Al Schmitt for hours
and never once hear him mention an artist he worked with
more than three weeks earlier.
On the other hand, we have been and continue to be regaled
by the hoary old war stories of the rest. We pore over each
interview, desperate for a new nugget that tells us something
we haven't heard before -but more often than not, we're disappointed. The best interviews, to me, are the ones that offer some
new insight into the personalities of the artists and musicians
and their times. But these are few and far between.
The apotheosis of all this was probably the recently released
series of Beatles reissues. Initially, the recordings provided
insights into the workings of a momentous collection of talents,
both within the band and the technical and creative support
team that assembled itself around them. And the journalism
that accompanied that initial release was inspired, thanks to
the unprecedented opportunity to plumb the archives of the
period. By the second set of discs, however, the story had been
told and was on the verge of shedding its compelling aspects
in its retelling. The dropped stick at the drum kit had gone
from an unexpected moment of intimacy to a boring delay in
getting on to the next disinterred mix. By the arrival of the
third 2-disc set, we were all Beaded out and desperate to return
to the original mixes.

THE REAL ESTATE that the more senior members of
the pro -audio corps get in trade publications is no longer
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commensurate with their contribution. This is not to say that
their work should not be acknowledged but it is to assert that
their presence is often at the expense of a new generation. A
generation that has transgressed the axiom that you must first
learn the rules of a profession before you break them, but that
has, nonetheless, taken the license granted by personal recording
technologies and built themselves their own culture with its
own rules. Thus, the distorted lead vocal tracks of Cypress
Hill, Beck and Soundgarden that would have been grounds for
immediate expulsion from an earlier generation's pro-audio
fraternity (ever notice how few women qualify as saints in this
industry?) are now the hallmark of success in the context of
today's music.
Of course, the current generation of home recordists are as
prone to a more juvenile sort of old foggery as their elders
-how often can we read about the intricacies of hooking up
one sound generator after another and listen to spine -tingling
accounts of how one prerecorded, pre -edited, pre -effected
sound was chosen over 14,537 others?
In the US, the relationship between the elder statesmen of
pro-audio and the current crop of recordists is at its most
ambivalent. We lack the European tradition of implicit respect
The oldest person -let alone oldest engineer

-I have ever interviewed is Aaron Shelton,
87 years old this year and who,

who will be

with two other equally

vintage partners, founded the first commercial
recording studio in Nashville in 1946
for our elders, but we tend to over-imbue them with sort of
god-like qualities. It's fair to say that in the youth -oriented
culture of the US, older engineers and producers fare far better
than their contemporaries in the press. Or on The Simpsons.
Perhaps, in the best Swiftian sense, we should require that
each gets a pass at the press until such time as we have exhausted
the current supply, at which time we can start all over again
with the ones that are left. In the meantime, we should continue
to broaden our reach to find the classics who have not yet
shared their experiences with us. The oldest person -let alone
oldest engineer -I have ever interviewed is Aaron Shelton, who
will be 87 years old this year and who, with two other equally
vintage partners, founded the first commercial recording studio
in Nashville in 1946, The Castle. I recently had to go back to
Mr Shelton to confirm some facts from an earlier interview
and found, in speaking to his son, that I had to couch my
inquiries carefully: the first was, 'Is, uh, Aaron, I mean, uh...'
'Yes,' came the patient reply, 'Aaron is still with us'.
Experience has much to offer but we have to balance its
stories with the many new ones that are created every day in
this extraordinarily robust business. And in addressing the
vintage elements, we must not limit our enquiries to the small,
vocal cadre that seems to dominate those sorts of stories. It's a
big world out there; let's try to get more of it into our memories
while we still have time.
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Standard and deliver
Recent developments in the fortunes of both DVD audio and DTS audio
highlight the growing importance of carrier technology in the progress of
bringing digital audio to a mass audience writes BARRY FOX
n

International Steering (ommittee which represents the Recording

Industry Association of America, the International federation of
the Phonographic Industry and the Recording Industry Association
of Japan has for a year now been talking

with the Audio Working Group

of the DVD (onsortium about an audio -only version of the disc. The

(ommittee last met in late December and issued a progress report- although

it might better be described

as a non - progress

report.

The ISC insists that DVD -Audio must use an Active Copy
Management System to control not just home copying, but
transmission by new digital services, such as the Internet and
direct- to-home satellite links but there is no agreement on how
to achieve this. It will be easier to meet the ISC's other requirement,
that DVD Audio discs must be backwards-compatible with
existing CD players. This can be achieved with double-layer
discs that have a Red Book track at 1.2mm and a Super Audio
track at 0.6mm. But the Audio Working Group of the DVD
Consortium has not yet decided which of several different and
competing audio coding technologies to use for the Super Audio
track. It also has to settle the vexed question of whether the
new disc should be of standard 5-inch size, or reduced to 3 inches
for use in vest -pocket portables.
The late Michael Gerzon was first to warn that lossy compression would limit the potential of any new video system as a
high -quality audio medium. The voluntary industry group, the
Acoustic Renaissance for Audio, sounded the alarm that the
DVD Consortium was using lossy systems for multichannel
video. The Japan Audio Society came on board and involved
its Advanced Digital Audio Conference. The ADA has so much
clout that its recommendations will shape the future of hi -fi in
the next century. Because the ARA is a lobby group, not a
manufacturing company, it cannot formally propose a technology
standard but the ARA's ideas conform closely to those of Pioneer.
Pioneer proposes an extension of the existing PCM system, as
used for CD, but with the sound sampled at either 48kHz or
96kHz (rather than 44.1 kHz) and coded in 18-bit, 20-bit or 24 -bit
words (instead of CD's 16 bits). Pioneer has been using a 3 -inch
disc, rather than the standard 5 -inch. The DVD standard allows
for this. But the ISC wants DVD-A to be a 5 -inch format.
The main challenge to the Pioneer-ARA's approach comes
from Sony, with the Direct Stream Digital system. Instead of
fixed PCM word lengths, DSD uses a very rapid stream of single
bits at Mx the CD sampling rate. Now Philips has backed Sony's
DSD. So have Accuphase and Sharp. Matsushita (PanasonicTechnics) has proposed a system which splits the signal into
two halves and then uses PCM for one and bitstream coding
for the other.
JVC has proposed a lossless compression system which uses
PCM and samples at twice or four times the CD rate, and codes
in 24 -bit words. Small wonder that in their joint pre -Christmas
non -progress report on standards, the ISC and DVD -Audio
Working Group admit that 'no firm timetable has been set for
completion of the process'.

CALIFORNIAN I)igital Theatre Systems hit a winning
streak in 1993 when Universal Pictures chose DTS for Jurassic
Park, instead of the Dolby Digital system which had been
launched the year before. DTS takes the cinema full circle
back to the earliest days of cinema sound, when the Vitaphone
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system synchronised a 16 -inch disc, running at 33.3rpm, with
a movie projector. DTS puts multichannel digital sound on a
CD-ROM that is sync-locked to the film. The sound is compressed
using the apt -X system from Belfast. If cinemas want to play a
Universal picture in digital surround, they have to install DTS
equipment. Otherwise they must make do with analogue
Dolby surround.
Buoyed by the success this brought, DTS proposed a system
variation (using modified compression) for use with CDs, laser
Disc and DVD, as an alternative to AC -3 and MPEG2 Musicam.
But the DVD Consortium said no to DTS for the DVD -Movie
standard; and AC -3 and Pro-Logic are well- established as the
sound carriers for laser Disc. It was hard to see where the
company hoped to go next.
When I asked DTS for comment, head man Terry Beard got
cross and threatened to come to England and do me no good.
I asked Universal if this was the company's new PR policy. One
of Beard's staff quickly apologised and asked me to write a letter
to Universal saying I was happy with the apology. This reaffumed how much DTS needs Universal's anti-Dolby commitment.
Foolishly I obliged. Foolishly, because when I later asked DTS
for an update on the company's consumer plans, I got no reply.
DTS turned up in Europe when the company set up a small
stall at the giant electronics show in Berlin, some 18 months
ago. But apart from that it looked as if the company had lost
interest in Europe. Now, out of the blue, comes news that DTS
has set up a European office in England. It's in Henley-onThames and what makes it interesting is that much-respected
ex -Sony Broadcast man Chris Hollebone is head of European
Operations. Another ex -Sony man, Andy Tait, is Technical
Support Manager.
DTS now claims to have 2,250 decoders in cinemas across
Europe. Although Dolby has 3,100 digital boxes and over
11,000 stereo systems, it is clear that Universal's DTS-only digital
release policy continues to work. DTS also promises to licence
its technology 'for a variety of home entertainment formats'.
The European audio fraternity will not however take DTS
seriously until DTS demonstrates a multichannel coder and
decoder which work in real time at the standard AC -3 and
MPEG2 Musicam multichannel rate of 384 kb /second. It will
be interesting to see whether DTS' new European office can
deliver on this, or cuts losses on consumer applications and
sticks with cinema sound.
The DTS announcement coincided neatly with a seminar
held by the British Film Institute at the National Film Theatre
on London's South Bank. The theme was archiving, and the
University of California's Film Department in Los Angeles told
how it has been restoring 2,500 one reel Vitaphone shorts shot
by Warner Bros in the 1920s.
The sound for these ten minute programme fillers was all
on discs. One made in October 1926 shows Al Jolson talking
and singing, a year before The Jazz Singer. It was suppressed
by Warner Bros when the feature was released.
The disc had been broken in four places, and a collector
had made a clumsy attempt at gluing it together with epoxy
resin. Unfortunately they botched the job and misaligned the
grooves. So the disc sounded like an MTV rap record. UCLA
used heat to melt the glue, pulled the joints apart and reconstituted the disc. It was easier than using digital technology to
cut and splice the rapidly switching sound segments back into
their original order.
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Akal DD1500,

D98, DV1500

Akai's incursion into nonlinear audio -for -video post has proceeded steadily and efficiently and now offers a powerful

and friendly option.

ROB JAMES evaluates the system and its functionality in the front line

THE

SOUND FOR PICTURE

market has been almost completely
converted to the use of DAWs, digital
multitrack tape machines and, in many
cases, digital or digitally -controlled
analogue consoles. Even die -hard
magnetic film fans have embraced the
upstart digit and many facilities now have
several years of experience with the
technology. Many larger facilities employ
workstations from different manufacturers
because of their cost effectiveness with
specific tasks, this despite the continued
absence of practical and reliable data
portability between systems.
Largely by virtue of utility, reliability and
a shallow operator learning curve, Akai
has carved itself a niche in this competitive
market. Now the DD8. DV1500 and
enhancements to the DD1500 look set to
consolidate this position.
Manufacturers' key to success in this
market
is
working
understanding
processes and contributing solutions to
problems. Akai has listened carefully and
brought innovations of its own.
One example of how this works in
practice is a new development- Conform
From Disk -for the D1500. Introduced this
month in v2.2 software, this is a process
for on -line VT where a low -cost machine is
used in the studio gallery together with the
usual VT machines to record audio with
common time code (usually time of day).
After the VT edit, which may be a
combination of nonlinear off-line and final
on -line, the resultant edit list is loaded into
the DD1500 and autoconformed from the
optical (or removable Winchester) disks in
the DR8. This eliminates laborious
conforming from the original video tapes.
There is no need for a suitable (and
expensive) broadcast video machine in the
audio post suite and there's no need to get
involved in the fraught area of media
interchange between dissimilar systems.
The Sound Supervisor has access to all
the out -takes immediately and can adjust
edits or substitute takes without having to
search for tapes and transfer audio.
Conform From Disk can also be used to
conform previously synchronised material
to a nonlinear off -line EDL. again
eliminating conforming from tape.

BUILDING ON

the success of the
DD1000 the DD1500 is a full -blown
workstation with 16 tracks and numerous I0 options. The system consists of a neat
hardware controller, the DL1500, and a
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selection of 19 -inch rackmount units.
The maximum storage which can be
on -line at any one time is currently a
massive 99 hours. There may be up to
4000 audio `recordings' per disk, a recent
increase
large
to
accommodate
Winchester disks, and the number of 'cues'
per project is limited only by available
RAM.
The DD1500M houses the CPU and
Akai's custom LSIs to handle audio data
video
inserter and
streams,
the
synchroniser. This is also where most of
the connectors and interfaces are located.
All the usual ones are industry standard but
there are some unusual extra interfaces
and some Akai specific ones. The
DD1500m can provide up to 12 channels of
AES -EBU input and-or 16 channels of
AES -EBU output. The mix outputs can be
connected digitally via a D-connector to the
DL1500 where two stereo D
convertors
are provided for monitoring.
Further D- connectors carry three
programmable GPIs and four programmable GPOs to drive tally lamps (or similar)
and biphase -0. A pair of proprietary
connectors go to the analogue interface(s).
There is also a BNC connector for the AKnet link which communicates with the
DL1500 hardware controller.
The DD1500A analogue audio interface
takes a total of four 4-channel cards of
20-bit D As with 8x oversampling and
three 4-channel cards of 18 -bit A Ds with
64x oversampling. Fully populated, each
DD1500A provides 12 analogue inputs
and 16 analogue track outputs.
The DD1500X storage unit is connected
via SCSI to the DD1500M. It can carry
variety of storage options such as 2.6Gb
M -O
drive(s),
fixed or removable
Winchester drive(s), Exabyte or data DAT
for back -up and Jaz. Akai will supply drives
or advise on suitable units.
The DL1500 display has a standard
VGA output. There is only one screen, no
pages or nested information. The display
driver uses a custom LSI to eliminate the
processing overhead of waveform drawing
and zooming from the CPU. noticed that
the horizontally scrolling video display
seemed less smooth than it used to be
when viewing 4s or less. Akai admit a bug
crept in on a recent software update -the
pest controllers will eradicate it on a
subsequent release. The additional video
inserter on the DM1500 can be set to add
a time counter, DD1500 transport status
and space free on disk to a video picture.

A

I

I

The solid and elegant DL1500 is
standard 19 -inch rack width and can be
integrated into custom furniture or stand
alone. The design imperative was to put the
most commonly used functions on
dedicated keys with the next most
commonly used functions accessed via a
SHIFT key. Only the housekeeping and less
intensively used functions are on data entry
keys and soft keys. One strange omission is
that of a dedicated reverse play key,
however pressing swiFr and PLAY to sync
reverse soon becomes second nature. In
addition to the buttons, there is a smooth
jog wheel, a long -throw fader for setting
levels and a pan pot. Tracks are selected for
recording, editing and replay with dedicated
buttons on the small upstand which also
houses the LCD, time -code display, meters
and a 3'/2 -inch floppy drive.
A standard computer keyboard can be
connected to facilitate text entry.

INTUITIVE SOFTWARE contributes
to the ease of learning the DD1500. When
a choice is to be made the most likely
alternative is highlighted on the LCD or a
tally lamp flashes next to a key, inviting
selection. In many circumstances 'in
context' help is also displayed. If you get it
wrong there are 20 levels of undo-redo.
In addition to the transport controls
there is a comprehensive autolocator with
99 'grab markers' and 99 numbered
locations. Recorded material is organised
into Projects and Libraries. A Project
carries audio, EDL or ()list, DSP
information and system settings. The latter
makes operation
considerably less
stressful and less prone to finger trouble.
Libraries are Project independent and are
used to store material for many Projects.
Libraries can be created of say, the sound
effects for a series of programmes, with
each programme an individual Project
resulting in big savings in storage.
Recordings can be made to Project and
Library simultaneously -this gives one
recording and two references to it both of
which have to be deleted to erase the
audio. In this way effects added during
work on an individual episode can be
made available for all future episodes.
Cut and paste editing is fast and simple.
The Clipboard has ten locations which
can be named. Clips can be taken of
multiple cues or sections of cues and the
Clip retains the attributes of the original
Region. This can be useful if you wish to
duplicate an effect which is made from a
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composite
material.

of

edited

DSP allows fades to be

added with three curves
available, Linear, Log and
Sine which provides an
equal power curve fade
suitable for crossfades. The
current limitation is that
crossfades within individual
tracks are fixed at a few
milliseconds. but software
v2.5 (due in May) will allow
long overlaps within a track
(in real time), reduce the
keystrokes
number of
required to perform trim
operations, and generally
improve the trim functions.
DSP gives mixing and
panning in real time with
functions
non real -time
shift pitch
including
timestretch, reverse and
EQ. These take around
three times real time to
There
are
execute.
of
sets
16
preset
parameters for the time domain functions, each with
three variations which affect
the way the material is
analysed. Extreme shifts or
stretches of more than say 10% can
produce artifacts but the performance is
as good or better than any comparable
machine.
Off-line EQ provides high -pass and low pass filters. high and low shelves and two
bands of parametric with variable Q. It is
not possible to alter parameters whilst
listening to the material. The optional real time EQ board, which will be enabled in
software v2.2 will make all this far more
usable in time critical situations.
From v2.1 the level and pan mixing
functions can be controlled by Akai's neat
MT8 mixing controller. A subsequent
software release will add dynamic
automation.

AUTOCONFORM utility is
comprehensive and solid: variable handle
lengths can be specified. sections of lists
can be conformed and minimum gaps set.
digital audio
EDL analogue and
commands can be mapped to DD1500
tracks and the EDL video commands can
be mapped to a spare audio track, if so
desired, to allow the picture edits to be
viewed graphically.
Another v2.1 innovation is Rushes
Record which allows recording of material
from rushes tapes with time code
discontinuities and speed variations.
These are often present on analogue
location recordings. The remaining snag is
with digital rushes. Discontinuities in
digital input, when sync'd to video, cause
the DD1500 to drop out of record. If this is
important to you it can be easily overcome
AES -EBU
simple
a
by
putting
synchroniser -rate convertor between the
source machine and the DD1500.
The DD1500 can be an RS422 (Sony P2
THE
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9 -pin protocol) master or slave, a time code

master or slave (LTC, MTC, VITC) or a
biphase master or slave (2, 4 or 10
cycles/frame). The unit can be synchronised
to: wordclock,PAL-SECAM or NTSC video,
digital audio or internal clock.
The DD8 is a professional version of the
DR8. Akai has done its homework
because, in addition to the obvious
applications in music recording and audio
post, the DD8 is tailored to film use in
clever and subtle ways. It remembers its
setup in flash memory, there is a preread
output and the whole device has all the
features of an 8 -track mag recorder -and
then some. Not for nothing does the word
'dubber' appear on the front panel.
First, the DD8 is a plug -compatible
drop -in replacement for the justifiably
popular Tascam DA -88. Second, every
function you could wish for in a film dubber
is here; reverse play, 'chatter' audio at up
to five times play speed, track arming,
seamless punch -in and out on the fly on
all or any of the eight tracks and nudging
of sync on individual tracks in frame, 12
frame, /.,th frame or 'sprocket' increments
(35mm film has four sprocket holes per
frame). Functions can be remotely
controlled via RS422 and or by optional
programmable GPIs. A total of 12 GP
inputs are available with 16 GP outputs to
control tally lamps and so on. Akai has
adopted a sensible approach to third -party
control and have released its protocols to
manufacturers of custom control devices
such as Colin Broad.
The DD8 even has an output to drive a
conventional film dubbing theatre preread
display. Preread takes the form of a row of
lights usually situated under the projection
screen. An extra replay head is mounted
'

Akai's DD1500,
DV1500
and DD8: the

building blocks
for postpro

on the magnetic film machine a in advance
of the audio replay head. When audio is
detected on a track a signal is sent to the
display which lights up from left to right
over the same time it takes the audio to

arrive at the replay head. When the last
lamp on the right illuminates audio will be
present at the relevant fader on the mixing
desk. Third, the transport will synchronise
to a vast variety of sources: time code in
various flavours, RS422 and, perhaps
most importantly to some film users,
biphase pulses.
The film industry has used biphase for
many years to synchronise magnetic film
recorders, replays and in some cases
projectors. It does not carry an absolute
sync reference, as does time code, but it
has served the film industry well and
provides a painless way to integrate digital
dubbers within a film environment.
There are a plethora of pull -ups and
pull -downs available which allow the
machine to be used on the most complex
projects involving exotic frame and
sampling rates and conversions. There is
insufficient space to detail them all here,
suffice to say if you have a problem with
unusual sync requirements or conversions
give Akai a call.
The icing on the cake is the optional
AK -net board. Up to 16 Akai machines
from the range can be connected to one
DL1500 control surface. The DL1500 will
control whatever facilities are available on
a given machine plus enhance the
capabilities of the DD8 to provide the same
basic editing facilities as the DD1500. In
the beta software saw the notable missing
component was actual machine to
machine synchronisation which had to be
achieved separately. Akai is expecting to
I
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001 5 0 0
SOFTWARE
VERSIONS
VERSION 2.2
(February 1997)
MT8 support for real-time EO board
Conform from disk

VERSION 2.1
(November 1996)
Support for MT8 controller
provides control of level
and pan for 16 tracks
Text entry simplified.
Maximum cues per disk now 4000
Rushes record.

VERSION 2.0
(May 1996)
Hon-real time DSP functions added
Comprehensive Autoconform

Exabyte backup

VERSION 1.5
(August 1995)
Improvements to VGA layout:
overview, 16 track status bars,
autozoom (track(s) selected for
editing automatically displayed
Biphase control improved
gearboxing between
synchronising standards improved
R5422 control
Printing
MIDI

VERSION 1.3
(April 1995)
DD1000 disk compatibility

VERSION 1.0
(January 1995)

Multitrack record
Cut and paste editing
Comprehensive
synchronisation functions

All software updates to date have
been free of charge

introduce synchronisation across AK -net in a
forthcoming software release so even this minor
limitation will be removed.
Finally, a who has edited or mixed audio to
U -matic or one of the lower priced Betacam
video recorders should know about FED's
V -MOD nonlinear video recorder. For a full
rundown see Studio Sound, September 1995
but know this now
offers instant access and
the range of speeds over which it can provide
stable picture and tight synchronism with no
noise bar, break up and therefore far less eye
strain is impressive. Pictures are not broadcast
quality but neither is a 16mm slash dupe or Beta
or U -matic off-line copy and know which would
prefer to watch for 12 hours a day. Akai
engineers have worked informally with the
people responsible for the V -MOD to ensure
seamless operation under Akai control and Akai
anticipate bringing their own version to market
this year designated DV1500.

-it

I

THE SAME CORE CODE is

I

used across
the DR8, DR16, DD1500 and DD8 ensuring that
when new product is brought to market any bugs
will be minor and relatively easy to fix. In practice

20 Studio Sound

Akai is well aware of the importance of software
and hardware reliability in a market which has
considerable experience of being used as an
extension of manufacturers R &D departments.
A further advantage of this approach is any
software development on one machine is
applicable to the rest of the range provided the
machine has the relevant hardware to support it.
The DD8 and DD1500 will perform bit
transparent recording. What goes in the digital
inputs is what will come out of the digital outputs
unless the operator manipulates the audio using
DSP functions.
Akai has been diligent in providing the means
to enable its equipment to fit seamlessly into a
wide variety of real world situations with the
minimum of aggravation. The obligation this
imposes on facility managers is to design
complete processes with care in order to achieve
the most cost effective solution.
The hardest thing to describe about this range
of machines is the smoothness and speed they
bring to the dubbing process. Transport ballistics
have been carefully chosen and tare a pleasure
to use. The highest compliment can pay is that
the feel is like that of a dubbing theatre with a
well set up master pulse generator (biphase)
driving top-of -the range magnetic film machines
but with vastly improved sound quality and
random access advantages. The reverse sync
play which is common to all the range is
seamless and as near instant as makes no
difference. Incidentally reverse play has more
uses than simply equalising as many feature film
mixers do. It is also the quickest way to identify
sync points and helps to establish a rhythm as
you work.
All of this contributes to fluid operation which
tape -based systems never managed to achieve
and very few workstations approach. Add to this
the interchangeability of disks between the
systems. Whether you choose to use M -0.
removable Winchesters or whatever, provided
the machine is physically capable of accepting
the disk you can load and instantly use the
project. If a 16 -track project is loaded on a DD8
any 8 tracks can be selected.
With the addition of the DD8 and DV1500 and
the enhancements to the DD1500, Akai has the
building blocks, apart from a heavyweight mixing
desk, for the post process. The omission of a
desk means, however, that Akai is happy to help
users integrate third -party consoles. A real
bonus is that a complete Akai system with well specified DD1500, DD8 and DV1500 costs
about the same as two 2 -track 16mm high end
mag machines.
have concentrated on the sound for picture
applications as these are amongst the most
demanding but should mention these machines
are finding many applications and admirers in
radio and music studios. Q
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How do you improve on the most

successful professional multitrack tape

recorder of all time? listen to your customers.
Do some heavy thinking, and...

Make the transport four times faster
and put it under constant software control.

Incorporate advanced onboard digital editing

TRACK DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER

with track copy, auto

punch, track delay, tape offset, 10 -point
autolocator, rehearse mode and more. Use the

latest oversampling converters for the ultimate
in digital audio quality. Design a beautiful

vacuum fluorescent display that provides all

the critical information. Wrap all this well thought-out technology in an utterly
professional six-pound solid die-cast aluminum

chassis. Of course, make it

100%
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with over 70,000 ADATs already in use

worldwide. Introducing the new, definitely

improved ADAT-XT" 8 Track Digital Audio

Recorder. Consider it a think tank for your
creativity. See your Alesis dealer. Don't think
twice.
see your Authorized Alesis Dealer or
P' Alerts and ADAT ore ,egorered trademarks ADATXT it o trademark of Ale'
For more informahon about the ADATXT

Alesis Corporation

3630 Holdrege Avenue

: ibd' 2272

Caryr,c

Los An teles CA

Sound Technology plc

Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6
Tel: 01462 480000 Fax: 01462 480800

httpJ/www.soundtech.co.uk
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T9000

CONDENSER TUBE MICROPHONE

he new Peavey PVM- T9000

tube microphone features a
special, self-polarized condenser
capsule coupled with a vacuum -tube

preamplifier to provide all of the
mellow warmth for which tube
microphones are revered.
With a smooth, extended range frequency response and a
uniform cardioid directional pattern,
the PVM T9000 is ideally suited for
studio vocals and a host of critical
applications.
This microphone will easily
handle SPLs of up to 137 dB
and includes a 10 dB
attenuator and 80 Hz, low -cut
filter switches. The unique
shock suspension incorporates
a finned heat -sink to help
dissipate tube filament heat!
Get all of the vintage sound
and state -of- the -art functionality
from a company dedicated to quality
and performance in professional
sound productions. Get the tube
microphone that combines classic
styling with today's technology-the
PVM T9000.

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS LTD
Great Folds Road Oakley Hay CORBY Northants NN18 9E7 England
Telephone: +44 (0) 1536 461234 Fax: +44 (0) 1536 747222
http:!,www.peavey.com AOL Keyword: Peavey CompuServe: Go Peavey
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SoundField ss'zz
The latest variant of the notorious SoundField microphone has its sights

largely neglected area of microphone and associated technologies.

WHEN IS A SOUNDFIELD not

a

SoundField? The answer, since the
the
associated
microphones
and
technology were sold on to SoundField
Research by AMS, is Never, since the
whole family now carries the SoundField
legend where previously only the top
model with all the surround bells and
whistles was strictly a SoundField.
AMS introduced a second model, the
ST250, and SoundField Research took
this 'poor man's SoundField' on as part of
the package. This took the basic building
blocks of the technology -the tetrahedral
capsule assembly and the manipulation of
B- Format signals -and used them to
produce
much
simpler stereo
a
microphone with comprehensive XY and
MS facilities in a package capable of being
used on location, complete with battery
a splendid
power. While this is
microphone, it has a couple of
idiosyncratic features which SoundField
feels have stood in the way of its
becoming a familiar studio resident.
Coupled with the image of the full -blown
SoundField as an enthusiast's tool or even
a nutter's toy, this prompted SoundField
Research to develop a microphone whose
function was clear and straightforward and
which could be seen as the powerful
stereo tool the microphones have always
been. To this end the details of how the
technology achieves its results have been
played down somewhat, and some of the
unique features of the technology have
been deliberately omitted.
like
all
The
SPS422 consists,
microphones,
of
a
SoundField
microphone head and a dedicated control
unit, linked by a multicore cable. The head
is physically very similar to the other
SoundField models, but is sufficiently
different electronically to warrant a
warning in the manual against attempting
to use it with the other types of control
unit. Inside the head is the essential array
of four capsules together with the
associated four channels of electronics,
and as with the ST250 matching for
individual capsules takes place here,
unlike earlier SoundFields where heads
and control units came in dedicated pairs
as the first stage of the electronics was
factory matched to the capsules.
Substantial screw -locked connectors
terminate the multicore cable between
head and control unit. While an ideal
installation would have suitable multiway
tie -lines installed. it is possible to use
breakout boxes to link the microphone to
the electronics via several XLR tie -lines.
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firmly set

on popularising a powerful but

DAVE FOISTER

little fieldwork

system. One further nicety is added by the
presence of the vertical Z component,
which can be swapped with the X to switch
the microphone from side fire to end fire,
and similarly the microphone can be
operated upside down, with left and right
still correct, in either end -fire or side -fire
mode -not that the user needs to know
what is what is happening, as like all the
SPS422's functions both these are on
clear front panel switches.

One or the other is advisable, as the
microphone's full potential is realised with
the control unit in the control room. Many
microphones have controls on their power
supplies for polar patterns and the like,
which can reasonably be left in the studio,
but there is so much more available on the
SPS422 that treating it like that would not
do it justice.

Those familiar with the SoundField
concept of combining B- Format signals to
create virtual microphones can skip the
next bit, but for the rest a little background
is in order. The four capsules are set on
the faces of a regular tetrahedron, not. as
some seem to think, facing front, back. left
and right. Straightforward addition and
subtraction of the four capsule outputs
yields a set of signals known as B- Format,
comprising three figure -of-eights facing
forward, left and up (called X, Y and Z
respectively) plus an omni called W. In
other applications these signals can be
manipulated in a variety of ways to give
anything up to full Ambisonic periphony
but
sound with height)
(surround
familiarity with Ambisonics is quite
unnecessary to get results from the
SPS422. Here the use of the B- Format
signals is restricted to the generation of a
front -facing microphone with fully -variable
polar pattern (mixing the X and W
components) and using the Y signal as the
side component of a conventional MS

does a

THE RESULT

SPS422: 'There
is nothing that
I know of

outside the
SoundField
range that
provides this
degree of
control over
stereo acoustic
recording
in such a

convenient,
readily
adjustable
form'

of all this is a particularly
flexible MS microphone, with two
straightforward controls to perform the
usual adjustments to the M polar pattern
and the stereo width. dictated by the
amount of S signal mixed into the matrix. It
is disappointing to see, however, that the
manual's description of these controls
perpetuates the confusion that surrounded
the corresponding controls on the ST250
when it was launched. The first is labelled
PATTERN and the second WIDTH Which to
those used to MS will immediately make

perfect sense. For others, however, there
will be a temptation to assume that the
controls synthesise a crossed pair where
both microphones have the polar pattern
set by the first control and the angle
between them is set by the second. This is
not the case at all, although unfortunately
the manual continues to suggest that it is.
Since full -blown SoundField microphones
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SOUNDFIELD
,fl such

as the current Mark V have controls that do
exactly that, this confusion becomes even more
of a problem. Taking the manual at face value
could lead one to assume that the microphone
was misbehaving, and two specific examples
bear this out.
As the manual describes it, setting the polar
pattern control to omni should give a mono
output regardless of the setting of the width
control, and it plainly doesn't
gives a stereo
signal which at maximum width is actually 180°
cardioids, exactly as the MS devotee would
expect. At the other extreme, a figure -of -eight
polar pattern should give out -of -phase mono at

-it

maximum width (with complete cancellation
when switched to mono) which again it doesn't;
it gives the classic Blumlein configuration of 90°
figure -of- eights, again as one would expect from
an MS arrangement. This is not a criticism of the
microphone in any way, which behaves exactly
as it was designed to do, but a criticism of the
manual which in a misguided attempt to simplify
matters actually ends up being wrong and
misleading.
In fact the facilities these two controls provide
are hugely powerful in their own right and need

stereo flexibility that any SoundField has ever
had, albeit in a slightly different form and without
the steering capabilities of rotation and tilt that
the full -blown models possess. It also inherits the
advantages of the near -perfect coincidence of
the virtual microphones making up the array,
with effectively no risk of arrival -time differences
colouring the stereo picture or compromising
mono compatibility. The resulting stereo image is
as convincing as any you are likely to hear, with
extraordinarily
precise
localisation
and
breathtaking depth.
The control unit is also the preamp, as the
SPS422 delivers full line level from its balanced
outputs. It has both coarse and fine input gain
controls, giving more than a sufficient range for
most conceivable uses, and has the huge plus of
big LED meters on the front panel, carefully
colour coded to show transitions through
important level points and with additional fast
overload LEDs. Next to the meters is a very
bright indication as to whether the microphone is
set to its usual X -Y configuration or is delivering
raw MS signals to the outputs. For the first time
on a SoundField, straight B- format is not
available, and while
can understand
SoundField's decision to remove the potential for
intimidation of the uninitiated
am personally
disappointed that one of the few remaining
custodians of the best surround technology ever
developed feel it necessary to play it down to this
extent. The failure of Ambisonics to establish
itself beyond its die -hard cult following and to
hold its head up while consumer surround sound
becomes ever more practical is a source of
continuing frustration to those of us who know its
capabilities.
But then most potential purchasers of the
SPS422 will care not a fig for what might have
been, but will be looking at it as SoundField
intend, as a supremely versatile stereo
microphone. Judged like this there is no doubt
that it has few if any peers outside its own
immediate family. The flexibility would be of little
value if the sound was in any way substandard,
but again the sonic qualities of the SPS422 take
some beating, the outstanding natural musicality
of the sound perfectly complementing the
vividness of the stereo image.
The benefits of SoundField technology seem
difficult to market properly, and certainly none
of the previous owners of the system have
been able to give it the presence it deserves.
SoundField Research has adopted its own line,
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will

care not a

fig for what might have been,
but

will

be

looking at it as

SoundField intend, as

supremely

a

versatile stereo microphone.
Judged like this there is no doubt

that it has few if any peers
no simplification. MS enthusiasts will know the
consequences of changing the polar pattern of

the front -facing M microphone and the
corresponding X -Y results, and will appreciate
the benefit of having a fully-variable M pattern.
The point is that any conceivable X -Y array of
standard first -order microphones can be
produced in this way. The trick, as with any
transition from X -Y to MS, is to learn the
correlation between the two techniques, and in
fact SoundField Research has produced a useful
piece of graphic Windows software which shows
more clearly than anything else have seen how
a given MS setting translates into X -Y. If ever
anybody had it in their power to explain the
relation between the two techniques and
demystify the one to the adherents of the other it
is SoundField, and it would be good to see the
literature helping the cause a bit more
I

STILL, WHO READS MANUALS?
Given a modicum of common sense, operation is
straightforward enough and yields the expected
huge range of stereo pickup possibilities. There
is nothing that know of outside the SoundField
range that provides this degree of control over
stereo acoustic recording in such a convenient,
readily -adjustable form. The SPS422 has all the
I
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resulting
in
a
stereo
SoundField,
uncompromised sonically, for about the price of
a U87, and while
as an Ambisonics convert
may regret one or two missed opportunities, if
the SPS422 makes its mark and opens the
door to further exploration by some of its users
then it will serve an even higher purpose than
simply being the best stereo microphone on
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MEET THE REPLACEMENT
FOR YOUR 8 TRACK DIGITAL
TAPE RECORDER
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MO specialists Genex Research have

and an on -board SMPTE chase reader /generator, ensuring that the

already revolutionised the world of hi -bit

GX8000 slots in just where your tape -based 8 track used to be.

2 -track recording with their ground-

And, unlike other MO 8- tracks you may have heard about, only the

breaking GX2000 magneto optical disk recorder. Now, the

GX8000 is available right now, already working hard for leading

remarkably cost -effective new GX80O0 is set to replace tape -based

facilities around the world.
Being an optical, non -contact format, MO is extremely

8 -track digital recorders in all applications from music

secure

recording to film and video post -production.
MO 2.6GB

Essential for full compatibility with DVD and other new

formats, only the GX8000 is equipped to record at 16, 18,

4

20, 22 and 24 bits, and at sampling rates of 32, 44.056,

44.1, 47.952, 48 and 96kHz.

- so much

so that HHB MO media is backed by a

lifet me (100 years) warranty. And when you buy your
GXE00O, we'll even give you your first 10 HHB 2.6GB

MO disks for free.
For further details on the the Genex GX8000 MO

Recorder, the future of digital 8 -track recording,

Only the GX8000 has features like simultaneous recording

contact HHB Communications today.

on all 8 channels at higher than 16 -bit, 9 -pin serial remote control

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Genes Research

Worldwide distribution by HHB Communications

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U, UK
Fax: 0181 962 5050

E

-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA
Fax: 207 773 2422 E -Mail: 75671.3316 @compuserve.com

HHB Communications Inc
Tel: 207 773 2424

.

Visit HHB on line at: http: //www.hhb.co.uk

Rede classic
Following the general philosophy behind the NT?, Rode's (lassic microphone sets out to mix traditional with innovative
design considerations.

DAVE FOISTER

WHEN RODE LAUNCHED

the
was clear that the previously
unknown Australian company meant
business. The blatant Neumann look -alike
had a sound worth considerably more
than its budget asking price, and its status
as a desirable microphone in its own right
was quickly established. The combination
of technical excellence and evocative
packaging made the prospect of a valve
microphone from Rode particularly
appealing, and the Classic was therefore
eagerly awaited.
The Rode Classic is no less reticent
about its inspiration than the NT2, but
seizes the opportunity to borrow
characteristics from more than one
vintage model. The design of the body is
unmistakably 1950s Neumann, and the
swivelling trunnion mount is like the
Neumann too, but the power supply and
control unit offer a set of facilities
remarkably similar to a vintage AKG.
Yet this is not intended to be a mere
NT2 it

If I were to accuse the Rode
(lassic of sounding transparently
accurate

I

am sure its designers

would take offense
look -alike or even a sound -alike. Rode
makes it clear in the literature that the idea
was to create a new microphone
embodying the perceived benefits of
classic valve design with the advantages
of modern technology, producing a sonic
character all of its own. The attention to
detail makes it plain that the company
wants it to be considered on its own merits
rather than simply seen as a cheap replica
of a collector's item.
To this end Rode managed to lay hands
on large stocks of the obsolete 6072 valve
on which so many classics were built, and
had Jensen design a custom output
transformer that, with the valve circuit and
the specially- designed capsule,
is
intended to produce 'ultra low' distortion.
There is only one way to mount the
microphone on a stand, and that is to use
the attached swivel arm, giving very

flexible control over position. The
microphone can be swivelled head up or
head down, although the connector fouls
on the arm slightly, and the knurled nut is
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tests

a

new valve mic that is certain to be

a

quality classic

not quite big enough to lock it off
positively. The only puzzle is working out
which is the frontend, not helped by the
fact that the photo on the instruction
leaflet is actually a picture of the back. The
main giveaway is a single gold screw in
the front; there is no maker's badge, and,
of course, no control switches as they are
all on the power supply.

THE MICROPHONE

connector is
a special
long and winding Rode cable is supplied
as standard to connect it to the power
supply. The cable, also custom made for
the microphone, is remarkably chunky,
and carries not only signals and supply
rails but also switching lines. These are for
the two pad positions, which reduce the
gain within the microphone's onboard
circuits by means of micro relays.
The switch for this is on the power
supply, as is control for the low -cut filter
and the polar pattern selection, all three
being old- fashioned rotary pointer knobs.
The polar pattern possibilities are exactly
the same as on the AKG C12, with a
9- position switch marked omni and figure of -eight at its ends with cardioid in the
middle, and having three intermediate
positions each side. No one would
pretend, am sure, that the polar patterns
were accurate right across the range, but
they are quite distinct, serving again as a
reminder of how useful this extra degree
of control can be in tailoring the behaviour
to the situation. For instance, one notch
tighter than cardioid can help a lot with
spill without the restrictions imposed by
going all the way to hypercardioid.
The most consistent pattern with
frequency, according to the specs, is
figure -of- eight, and this also gives the
flattest published frequency response plot.
Cardioid and omni curves show distinct
deviations from flat, with a slight dip in the
upper mid followed by a rise in the lower
treble. This is no accident, but a clearly
audible and undoubtedly deliberate
characteristic of the microphone.
If were to accuse the Rode Classic of
sounding transparently accurate am sure
its designers would take offense. The
microphone has a definite character, and
one which often delivers just what is
needed for vocals, horn lines and so onall the applications where a tube is often
first choice. The pronounced presence
drives right,through a mix, and the bottom
end is big enough to stop it sounding hard.
The curve is exaggerated enough to give
a small Tuchel multiway. and

I

I

I

It's yesterday
once more
with a Classic
valve mic

problems on an already sibilant voice, but
for the rest it does an excellent job of

adding that certain something without
reaching for the EQ.
It may well be that many people have a
mental image of what a vintage
microphone should sound like, even those
who have never been fortunate enough to
use one. It seems that what Rode has tried
to do is to distil the elements of that image
into the Classic, producing if you like a
generic vintage microphone sound without
sticking its neck out and claiming to be the
1990s' answer to the U47. It invites a
wholly different kind of comparison,
offering itself on its own terms as a
microphone in its own right, and it stands
up very well indeed.

CONTACT
UK: HIM Communications,
73-75 Scrubbs Lane, London
NW10 6QU.
Tel: +44 181 962 5000.
Fax: +44 181 962 SOSO.

Email: sales@lthb.co.uk
US: Event Electronics, PO Box
4189, Santa Barbara, CA 93140.
Tel: +1 805 962 6926.
Fax: +1 805 962 3830.
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Choose The Look You Like

Rugged Switchcraft® Jack Panels
Switchcraft's new TTP96 Series
Jack Panel (shown in photo) is built
to last. It features corrosion resistant
nickel -plated jacks, a steel frame for
superior jack life and an aluminum,
black anodized face and cable support bar. Switching arrangements
available in full normal, half normal
and open circuit. Fanned solder terminals make solder connections simple, and an offset ground terminal
makes common ground buss connection easy.
Request NPB #448 for the TTP96
Series. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for
product pricing and delivery.

Need a quality connection for a compact application?

We've got just your size!

The D series of Q -G® connectors offers a choice
of satin, pebbled, or black metal finish for panel or
chassis -mounting. Choose from 3 to 7 contacts or
pins with silver or gold plating. Shown above, left to
right: D3F (pebbled), D3FS (satin), D3M (pebbled)
and D3MS (satin). For black finish order D3MB or
D3FB.
Request Switchcraft's AVP -3 catalog for more information. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for product pricing
and delivery.

Patch Cords In 6 Colors

Switchcrat t audio patch cords feature 3-conductor .173" diameter telephone -type (Tr) plugs and are
available in a variety of colors and styles. Choose
black, red, yellow, green or blue as braided or over molded; gray is available as overmolded only.
Request Switchcraft's Molded Cable Assembly and
Patch Cord Guide for details. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579
for product pricing and delivery.

Durable Q -G® Audio Connectors
Switchcraft's patented tini Q-G' connectors offer the same quality as our
industry- standard full size Q-Gs, but are ideal for compact applications.
Tini Q-Gs are used in wireless and lavaliere microphones or wherever reliable compact connections are required.
Choose 3 to 6 pins/contacts.
Silver- plating is standard, gold -plating optional.
15()
9001
Available as cord plug, PC and panel mount
Large opening in cord plug strain relief accepts cable
up to .170 inch diameter.
Black inserts.

\

Raytheon Electronics
See us at

Swiltehoraft

Musikmesse

E82

Anchorage Park
Portsmouth P03 5TD
United Kingdom
Tel:

+44 (0) 1705 661579
+44 (0) 1705 694642

FAX:

on

Stand

Switchcraft, Inc.
c/o Raytheon Marine Europe

http://www.raytheon.com/re/swc.html
Swrtchcraft

- Consistently Excellent Since 19465^^.

Preferred by audio professionals the world over,
Switchcraft Q -G® connectors, such as the A3M,
A3MBAU, A3FBAU and A3F (shown left to right),
feature unsurpassed durability with a choice of finishes and contact platings. High performance inserts
are available in Switchcraft® green or black with gold plated or silver-plated contacts. A rainbow of colored
flex reliefs also available. Solder terminals rotated
for easier access and soldering.
Request Switchcraft's AVP -3 catalog for details.
Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for product pricing and
delivery.

Manie
(laiminq more of

a

VARIABLE MU

historical heritage than many of the valve processors presently appearing on the market,

Manley's Variable Mu comp- limiter is sure to attract attention.
THE COMPANY TELLS ME

ROB JAMES puts it through

its paces

that

David Manley designed the limiting
circuitry in this device 30 years ago; this is
perhaps five years before
first came
across the concept. remember studying
the principles embodied in this unit when
was training at Woodnorton from where
have happy memories of lining up valve
PPMs-which, if memory serves, also
employed variable -mu valves. Later
(though not for long) used a similar unit
before it was consigned to the scrap heap
in the march of progress. It would be worth
a fortune today...
The huge advantages of current valve
designs -such as the unit on test
their
quietness and relative stability. Some of the
older designs needed alignment on a daily
basis even when the valves were young
and at their best were decidedly hissy.
The manual suggests; 'good ventilation
is definitely encouraged'. Its good advice
as this baby runs hot, something for which
was very grateful in the absence of
central heating with the temperature
outside hovering around zero. It is a
2U -high box, but would allow 4U in the
rack for decent ventilation. was delighted
to see the manual provides instructions on
setting up the device for such parameters
as Meter Gain Reduction Accuracy and
Zero although this requires the lid to be
removed so should not be attempted by
those without the
knowledge or
confidence to carry it out safely. Curiously
the internal balance which adjusts the
current draw of the variable -mu valves is
available on the front panel together with
the required test points to attach a
multimeter. Curious because Manley
reckons this adjustment is normally only
required when the valves are changed.
With normal use this should only be
required once every four or five years.
The variable -mu valves fitted are now
5670s as the original 6386 is now in very
short supply. These are not a direct swap
without other component changes.
The construction is solid and seems
meticulous. The circuit board is neatly
laid out but the track widths are of
necessity far more generous than is the
case with the densely packed 'modern'
digital cousins of the computer. There are
a total of eight valves or tubes as they
say in California.
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THE LOOK

and feel of the unit is
interesting. At first glance it all harks back
to an earlier age and inspires confidence.
But when you examine it more closely the
design is more subtle. The knobs are
hewn out of solid metal -no bakelite
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here-the toggle switches are the modern
dainty variety not the clunky great things
on the device
remember. The panel
legends and meters are large and clear
enough for the most myopic engineer.
Controls are as you would expect on a
device of this type, there is a hard wired INBYPASS which simply connects input to
output, COMP-LIMIT which gives you 1.5:1
compression or limiting at 4:1 which these
days
would class as compression
although the ratio increases when limiting
over 12dB up to 20:1 maximum. The knee
is soft. Recovery times are selectable on a
rotary switch with five steps between Very
Slow at 8s /dB to Fast at 0.5s /dB.
Threshold control is on a pot as is output
attenuation and attack. DUAL INPUT sets
input attenuation. The unit may be used
twin channel or linked for stereo with the
LINK switch which, in this unit, links the
attack and release parameters so it is still
necessary to match the other controls.
The meters remain unlinked to facilitate
threshold setting.
On the back panel are the necessary
sockets with inputs and outputs provided
on balanced XLRs. Unlike some of the
other Manley units jacks are not provided.
There is also a mastering version
available with /zdB THRESHOLD and OUTPUT
controls, a 5- position INPUT preset switch
and 12- position ATTACK control to enable
accurate, repeatable settings. With
transformers on input and output this
machine has all the makings of a classic.
One point worth noting in this context is
the the output impedance which is 60012
and the input impedance which, at
somewhere around 1 kit, may give
problems with semi -pro equipment
expecting to see high impedance; 60012
-0 used to be standard on all professional
equipment but is now something of a
rarity. The output impedance should not
cause any problems. The unit will only give
of its best when used with balanced
sources and destinations.
Manley recommends allowing 15 to
20 minutes from power -up to let the
circuitry stabilise. The first thing you notice
is the gain reduction meters are right -hand
zero and are held in this condition
I

I

'

Manley's
Variable Mu:
classy looks
and a 'real
valve sound'

electrically so the needles move from left
to right as the unit warms up. was again
reminded of the old valve PPMs where the
same thing applies but with zero on the
left.
remember being told this was
because the spring 'return' of the meter
needle was faster than the valve
electronics could achieve.
This is not a 'brick wall' broadcast type
limiter nor is it intended to be. While it is
possible to provoke the machine into
'pumping' and transient distortion you have
to want to do it as the control settings
required are extreme. The Manley can also
be used to give a smooth 'creme fraiche'
valve distortion if you require it. The unit is
at its best providing modest amounts of
compression on a wide variety of
instrumental sources. It is well suited to
classical or acoustic work and will gently
lift instruments or vocals out of the mix. It
tightens politely, more lycra than
whalebone, more affectionate squeeze
than bear hug.
Another possible application would be in
compressing dialogue tracks in sound for
picture. fondly remember using one of the
Manley's predecessors for this purpose. It
was always less obtrusive than the solid
state alternatives. The Manley performs
this task without you being aware any
processing has occurred.
Push it harder and you get plenty of
punch, subjectively far more than meters
would indicate and the Manley begins to
impress in a different way. Real valve
sound without the sloppiness evident in
some units. Drums take on real 'slam' and
boring bass parts come to life.
I

I

I

CONTACT

I

MANLEY LABS, 13880 Magnolia
Avenue, Chino, CA 91710, US.
Tel: +1 909 627 4256.
Fax: +1 909 628 2482.
UK: Raper & Wayman, Unit 3,
Crusader Industrial Estate,
167 Hermitage Road, Haringay,
London N4 1 LZ.
Tel: +44 181 800 8288.
Fax: +44 181 809 1515.
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THE DDA ADVANTAGE
IS TRANSPARENTLY OBVIOUS
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The DDA Advantage in console design

is

simple. Its all about transparency.
Because we

includes the QII VCA

lra

,

- with intelligent

features

such as LCR subgroups, 8 VCA and mute group

believe that where audio

assigns, advanced cueing and a 12x8 matrix

- and

electronics are concerned, the less we put in the

the Interface, Forum FoH and Monitor, QII FoH

way of your sigral, the more your mix will

and Monitor desks.
You will also find these attributes in the

shine through.

And we apply that principle to every DDA
live sound, production and broadcast console.
(Even though our facilities give you far

more creative flexibility than you would expect

for the price.)

production console, along with features like

4 -band EQ

and complete aux, solo and mute

facilities. Our production console range includes
the Interface, QMR, DMR
The Network

An elegant gain structure gives you over
22dB of headroom throughout,

signal path"

FMR

with "minimal

topology and state -of- the -art

Analog Devices'. chips for accurate audio and

a

12,

Profile and DCM 232

on -air console expands

and DCM224V desks. It provides

a

range of

stereo, mono and telephone input module

options

-

each with EQ, routing and ducking
2

aux and stereo subgroup

High quality controls and switches, distributed

busses, interchangeable On and Cue switches,

decoupling and gold plated connectors enhance

signal limiter and our tri -state Remote Start

signal integrity. Full- length copper earth bars and

system.

ground -planed

PCBs

improve noise,

RF

immunity

Wherever you're mixing, the audio quality
and versatility of our consoles will be transparently

and crosstalk.
The large range of DDA live sound consoles

THE ODA

.

a

broadcast range which includes the Interface

control options,

low noise floor.

7

obvious. That's the DDA advantage.

ADVANTAGE IN PRODUCTION /RECORDING, BROADCAST AND LIVE PERFORMANCE CONSOLES.

MARK IV PRO AUDIO GROUP, KLARK TEKNIK BUILDING, WALTER NASH ROAD, KIDDERMINSTER,WORCESTERSHIRE DY11 7HJ, ENGLAND. TEL: (01562) 741515 FAX: (01562) 745371.
MARK IV PRO AUDIO GROUP, 448 POST ROAD, BUCHANAN, MI 49107, USA. TEL: (616) 695 4750 FAX: (616) 695 0470. TOLL

FREE

WITHIN USA: 800 695 1010.

MARK IV AUDIO CANADA, 345 HERBERT STREET, GANANOQUE, ONTARIO K7G 2V1, CANADA. TEL: (613) 382 2141 FAX: (613) 382 7466.

JoMeek vu

The legacy of British production legend Joe Meek lives on -in the popular press and in the equipment rack.

ZENON SCHOEPE evaluates the latest studio compressor starting with the paint job...
STUDIO CHANNEL

®)?

moo.

comd

Caisploam

4ik

LATEST IN a Fletcher
ElectroAcoustics range that also includes
valve -based units is the VC1 Studio
Channel. The unit is a single -channel
preamp with a JoeMeek compressor and
an enhancer. Needless to say it's still the
characteristic shade of automotive paint
green that has become the trademark of
the JoeMeek stuff. How the colour came
about is one of those marvellous
accidents of happenstance that deserves

compressor and enhancer. Some 60dB of
gain is available on the mic input with -5dB
to +30dB provided for line levels and this pot
works in conjunction with a mic/line
selector, phantom power switch, and 25Hz
12dB/octave high -pass filter all with LEDs.
We
then
hit
the
established

to be told.

drive), Ratio (1.2:1 to 6:1), Attack (0.5ms
to Ems) and Release (250ms to 2.5s).
The enhancer section works by peeling
off the upper end of the input signal,
compressing and fiddling with it, and then
mixing this back into the channel on an
Enhance control. It's a principle that is
similar to other so- called enhancers
although the results are quite distinctive.
For example, you can hear a subtle delay
on the processed signal under certain
conditions and would say that the usable
range of control available is extremely
wide and is not just concentrated in
quarter turns of the pots. Plus you've got
DRIVE and o pots to play with that alter the
tone and high -frequency harmonics
respectively. It amounts to a useful little
section. An LED glows to tell you signal is
getting into the section and turning the
pots does make an audible difference
which could described as a type of top
end thickening. You can add presence with
it and apparent brightness and providing
the source is up to it can be pushed quite
hard.

THE

While working on an early prototype
JoeMeek unit, designer Ted Fletcher
decided its plain metal panel work needed
painting and ran into a car accessories
shop just prior to closing time asking
vaguely for 'some paint'. The disinterested
shop assistant reached out to the shelves
of spray paint behind him without even
looking and plonked a can on the counter.
And that my friends is all there was to it.
Bright green? Considering the selection
process and what could have happened
we got off fairly lightly.
Combined with a solid build quality, the
colour contributes to a very impressive
unit with the VC1 benefiting from
rudimentary front panel legending of its
circuit diagram. The back panel is similarly
marked up and usefully ties the physical
connectors into the diagram. In fact, it's a
shame that you're unlikely to see it again
once you've bolted the unit into your rack.
However, it's here that you'll find the
balanced line in, -10dB insert, an auxiliary
input into the signal chain, paralleled
balanced jack and XLR DI outputs and a
balanced line output. There's also a
ground -lift switch, a phono socket for
stereo linking the compressor section to
another unit, plus a mic input paralleled
with that found on the front panel feeding
the device's transformered preamp. The
front panel also boasts an instrument level
input so this box can handle any type of
input you throw at it.
The 2U -high rackmount is dominated by
a large mechanical vu meter which can be
switched to read input gain or gain
reduction. Operation is simple and concerns
itself with sections for the preamp,
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photoelectric
driven
JoeMeek -style
compressor although this one unlike some
previous incarnations offers fully variable
controls for Compression (essentially

I

PUSHING

HARD is what the
JoeMeek compressor circuit is all about
and the VC1 distinguishes itself from the
preset
partly
original
JoeMeek
Compressor by being altogether more
variable. The original box has a slightly
slower maximum attack time and a tad
more maximum ratio squeeze but this is
academic as the end results are extremely
similar with a highly characteristic
squashed sound that the manufacturer
has now made its own. It's an old
fashioned compressor sound and if you
haven't heard it already then you should.

..
The VC1
sounds superb;

looks great

o

41,
o..

or

Not to be confused with limiters, this is all
about using compression as an effect for
its own sake while reducing dynamic range
almost as an aside although it does do this
extremely well.
The VC1 compressor scores on its
variability and while it's still not lightning
fast in the attack and release department,
it's still smart enough to stay on top of
things because of the comfortable and
smooth way in which it does kick in when
finally roused. The COMPRESSION pot is
essential for ensuring that there is enough
poke on any signal to make things happen.
really do love this type of compression
because it's so relaxed and ultimately very
expensive sounding. It's performance on
vocals is price category leading.
It's a shame the box does not handle
two channels, although the presence of an
output level pot clearly aligns it with those
seeking a direct -to -tape channel path of
some flexibility. As with all the JoeMeek
gear it's exceptionally quiet.
Mic preamp performance is very good
but so are the results with instrument level
sources. A bad attack of a recurring guitar
fetish has caught me sticking a jack into
just about anything that will take a guitar
input and much gratification was found in
the VC1. The compressor and enhancer
really do work well and Fletcher
I

ElectroAcoustics should contemplate
applying itself to this application.
It all amounts to one very clever single
channel processor, that looks great, is
distinctive in operation, costs less than
you'd think and sounds superb. O

CONTACT
UK: Sound Valley Distribution,
The Briars, North Road,
Amersham, Bucks HP6 5NA.
Tel: +44 1494 434738.
Fax: +44 1494 727896.

INTERNATIONAL: Joemeek,
Swilletts House, Chorley Wood,
Herts WD3 5BB, UK.
Tel: +44 1923 284545.
Fax: +44 1923 285168.
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AUDIO MIXER EDITOR

The totally integrated digital recording,
editing and mixing solution, by Fairlight.
If you're searching for the world's fastest 24 -track workstation

equipped with 36 -input motorised fader mixing, total
dynamic automation, assignable dynamics processing,
integrated machine control, stereo and surround
monitoring, then all you need is FAME.

Europe London (171) 267 3323
Fax (171) 267 0919
USA 1800- 4- FAIRLIGHT
Los Angeles (310) 2.37 1400
Fax (310) 287 0200

Asia Sydney (2) 9975 1230
Fax (2) 9975 1368
japan Tokyo (3) 5450 8531
Fax (3) 5450 8530

THE BENCHMARK

Crane Song

SIC-8

(rave Song's new compressor - limiter competes well in today's design stakes but it's in the rack that it really
delivers the goods.

DAVE FOISTER

enjoys

a

dose of alternative American dynamics processing

CRANE SONG

aligns itself with the
growing movement to apply audiophile
approaches to professional equipment,
challenging the view that pro kit is by
definition superior to consumer systems
and that the beliefs of the home audio
enthusiast
little
are
more
than
superstitions. The STC -8 is a twin -channel
compressor -limiter which eschews any
kind of integrated circuit VCA in favour of
discrete class-A circuitry, pointing out that
the disadvantages in terms of cost and
heat
generation
are
more
than
outweighed by the sonic benefits. Crane
Song is not content to let it rest there.
however, and adopts some proprietary
approaches to the apparently simple
matter of compression control itself.
It also adopts a cosmetic style all its
own, combining a substantial laboratory type aluminium panel, rudimentary black
control labels and basic black toggle
switches with peacock blue-green knobs
which you'll either love or hate. The panel
also
features the illegibly -scrawled
signature of the designer, whose name is
revealed by the manual as being David Hill;
Operation of the compressors, while
unconventional, is designed to be helpful
and intuitive and to a large extent it
succeeds. Most of the familiar controls are
present, the notable exception being Ratio
adjustment. This flags up the fact that this
is essentially a soft-knee compressor, with
a ratio which increases as the signal level
rises further above threshold. The transfer
function is adjusted by a SHAPE control,
bending over the upper part of the curve
to give more compression as the control is
advanced. This makes it possible to be
quite brutal without losing the benefits of a
big soft knee.
The
relationship
between
the
compressor and the associated limiter is
vital to the operation of the STC -8 and the
two are integrated more than is usual.
Both processes operate on the same gain
reduction circuit, with an LED to show
when the limiter takes over from the
compressor. Overall gain reduction is
shown on a usefully long LED bar graph,
and this meter can also be switched to
show output level or remaining headroom.
Most importantly, the action of the limiter
can be made to influence the effect of the
compressor so as to reduce the effect of
hard peak limiting on a dynamic signal.
With Attack Modulation (A -Mod) enabled,
the presence of over -threshold peaks
shortens the attack time of the
compressor so that the peaks don't get
squared off and the processing is less
obtrusive.
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PRESENCE OF several
unusual features makes experimenting
with the STC -8 particularly interesting and
rewarding, the results warranting the need
to learn how the controls interact. For
those who need it to get the job done
more quickly, there is a selection of
presets covering most requirements with
the minimum of manual adjustment. These
are provided by a 16- position rotary
switch, which is divided into four
quadrants for deciding whether to include
programme-dependent release (PDR)
and -or attack modulation. Within each
quadrant there are four positions, one
enabling all the manual controls and three
giving preset values to the Attack,
Release and Shape parameters of the
compressor. The three presets are
effectively the same in each quadrant, and
are optimised for vocals, bass and general
programme
compression,
although
obviously they have applications far
beyond these.
found they worked well on a variety of
signals, with the amount of compression
set simply by the THRESHOLD control.
Programme- dependent release is nothing
new, but Crane Song's version of it works
particularly well, and the difference
introduced by the A -Mod function is also
valuable in the appropriate circumstances,
giving very smooth limiting even at
extreme settings. An uncalibrated gain
make -up control completes the chain.
Stereo operation links the two channels
under the control of the Channel 1 knobs,
THE

I

with the exception of gain make -up, an
annoying (but strangely common) omission
since it necessitates careful checking of

More than
skin deep-the
STC -8's looks

are matched
by its

character

'

stereo balance every time the gain is
changed. A final novelty is a switch, common
to both channels, which decides on the type
of distortion the unit will introduce.
Crane Song points out that compression
by its very nature adds distortion, and that
this is generally unmusical third harmonic
distortion.
The
STC-8
therefore
incorporates circuitry to convert this into
second harmonic, which according to the
manual adds warmth
stops short of
dropping the word valve into the
description. Quite why this setting should
be marked KI and the default transparent
setting HARA is not clear, but the effect of
switching to KI is subtle and satisfying,
adding a thickness to the sound.
Access is provided to the side chain via
a 15 -pin D-connector giving balanced in
and out for both channels' side chains,
while the main ins and outs are
electronically balanced on XLRs.
The STC -8 fulfils both its objectives of
very high sonic quality and a different yet
helpful approach to compression, and
bodes well for further Crane Song
developments. Perhaps cranes sing just
before they start to fly.

-it

CONTACT
CRANE SONG, 2117 E. 5th
Street, Superior, Wisconsin 54880,
US. Tel: +1 715 398 3627.

Fax:

+1

715 398 3279.

UK: Funky Junk, 505 -507
Liverpool Road, London N7 8NS.
Tel: +44 171 609 5479.
Fax: +44 171 609 54
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Virtually no competition)

VIRTUAL
-DIGITAL CONSOLE-

STARTING AT £18,500, TI IE VIRTUAL DIGITAL
CONSOLE IS IN A CLASS OF IT'S OWN
The Soundtracs Virtual has signalled
the beginning of a new era in digital
consoles
For audio engineers, digital consoles
have made the seamless integration of
complex and diverse audio and video
equipment possible. while achieving a high
quality audio mix at breakneck speed. But
what has been a distant luxury for some.
has suddenly become an affordable reality.
The Virtual integrates a vast array of
analogue and digital studio devices
allowing them to be processed. bussed,
compared and mixed in an intuitive, fast

and flexible manner, which shortens the
production process.
With specs like rapid format
configuration, instant parameter recall
and dynamic and snapshot automation.
the Virtual is everything you could want in
a digital console - at less than half the cost
of the competition.
Once you've done the homework, we
think you'll agree that Virtual is at the
head of the digital console class regardless
of its price.
And at £18500, it simply in a class of
its own.

SOUNDTRACS PLC
Unit 2I -D Blenheim Road Longmead Industrial Estate . Epsom Surrey KT19 9XN England
.

.

.

Telephone: ( +44) (0)181 388 5000 . Fax ( +44) (0)181 388 5050 . email: sales®soundtracs.co.uk
Distributed in the UK by Larking Audio. Tel: (01234) 772244
'Excluding VAT

pleasure to mix with
Virtual. We could not
have reached the
artistical level and
emotional impact
desired without it.'
Mr Kauko Lindfors MD Kikeono Film

Sound Oy.
'Congratulations on a

terrific piece of
equipment, which 1
look forward to using
for many years to
come.'
Colin Sheen - lingles

Studio.
'1

fen in love with

it

immediately. 1 think
its absolutely
wonderful. this
machine.'

SOUNDTRACS
.

-I am happy to tell you
that it has been a

Pete Bellotte - Writer
Producer.
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dbx jobb
The dbx legacy is set to make a renewed impact on the development of pro -audio dynamics processing. The overture
to things to come takes the shape of a capable and

DAVE FOISTER

friendly compressor as

discovers

ammo

dbx
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to realise how
many pro -audio people may not know that
dbx used to make noise reduction for old
analogue tape recorders. True; opinions
have always differed as to its merits and it
never threatened Dolby's supremacy, but
one spin -off we continue to benefit from is
dbx's expertise in VCA design. Many's the
console automation system that is proud
to proclaim its use of dbx VCAs as the
name qualifies among the very best OEM
VCA manufacturers.

This trademark dbx feature
places a sizeable soft knee curve
across the threshold, smoothing

the transition to compression
in dbx' own inimitable way.

similar circuit controls the

action of the expander, giving
a curving transfer function all

the way down from threshold
It is therefore hardly surprising that dbx'
own current equipment range centres on
dynamic processors, one of the latest of
which is the 1066 2- channel compressor limiter -gate. This 1U-high box, built round
the latest V2 VCA, carries a fair sprinkling
of controls and indicators, in marked
contrast to one of dbx' earlier models
which had a single slider marked
Compression: More. In fact one of the
distinctive features of the 1066, the
OverEasy soft knee characteristic, is
inherited from that and other preceding
dbx compressors.
The collection of processes handled by
the 1066 is familiar enough, as many
boxes contain the same grouping, but it
wouldn't be a dbx if it didn't have its own
way of doing things. Thus the first stage is
an expander with no attack or release
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controls but with fully variable ratio,
allowing its use as a gate. The level of

control this gives surpasses by a
considerable margin the rudimentary
gates fitted to some compressors, and
makes it worth using on its own.
The compressor naturally follows this,
and the usual complement of controls for
time constants, threshold, ratio and gain
adjustment is augmented by an automatic
signal- dependent attack and release
override
and
the
aforementioned
OverEasy function. This trademark dbx
feature places a sizeable soft knee curve
across the threshold, smoothing the
transition to compression in dbx' own
inimitable way. A similar circuit controls the
action of the expander, giving a curving
transfer function all the way down from
threshold. The final nicety on the
compressor is the CONTOUR switch, which
reduces the LF in the side chain to avoid
the effect of heavy bass punching holes in
everything else.
The last step is the limiter, with a single
control for threshold. Not content to be just
a peak limiter, this features dbx's
PeakStopPlus function, which reduces the
overall gain of the system in the presence
of extended high peaks so that the limiter
needs to work less hard and so is less
obtrusive. The limiter is therefore a
2 -stage process,
starting with the
Instantaneous Transient Clamp circuit
which keeps peaks to within 2dB of the
threshold level and completed by
Intelligent Predictive Limiting which kicks
in after around 5ms of excess level to
reduce the input gain. The time constants
for this stage are programme dependent
while the clamping circuit operates very
quickly all the time, giving a good balance
between protective hard limiting and the
avoidance of the need to limit at all.

.

_

.i
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dbx' 1066:
so well laid out
it almost sets

itself up

1066

`!-

OverEasy region when selected. All these
displays operate in Bypass mode, making
it possible to set the unit up off -line and
switch it in when it's ready.
As might be expected, there is access to
the side chain for external processing, and
this allows not only frequency conscious
compression (for de- essing and speaker
array control) but also frequency
conscious gating, further adding to the
ability of an apparently simple gate to
stand as a decent processor in its own
right. Side chain connections are on
unbalanced jacks, and they can be left
permanently connected as they do not
break the usual path unless enabled by a
front panel switch. Setting up the external
processing is helped by a side chain
monitor switch, which like all the others is
illuminated, adding even more to the clarity
of presentation of the whole thing.
The 1066 slotted smoothly into my
system, needing no learning effort at all
and providing the expected range of
processing intuitively -and quickly and
sounding highly impressive into the
bargain. The only difficulty
discovered
was the old favourite of expecting the Auto
time constants to deal with bass, acoustic
or electric; few compressors have an
automatic function that can handle this
properly and the 1066 followed the trend,
but manual setup is so easy as to make
this not a significant problem.
In fact, very little is a problem with the
1066. It behaves exactly as one would
expect under almost all circumstances,
and is so well laid out as to almost set itself
up. The typically American sprinkling of
trademarked proprietary features has
more significance than it often does,
making the 1066 potentially one in the eye
for the competition.
I

CONTACT

FOLLOWING

the operation of the
1066 is made very easy by two meters
and three threshold indicators. One meter
shows gain reduction of all the processes
while the other shows either input or
output levels, and the threshold LEDs
show the operation of all three processes.
A nice touch on the compressor is the use
of three LEDs for under threshold, over
threshold, and somewhere in the

dbx,

8760 South Sandy Parkway,

Sandy, Utah 84070, US.
Tel: +1 801 568 7660.
Fax: +1 801 566 3565.
UK: Arbiter Group, Wilberforce
Road, London NW9 6AX.
Tel: +44 181 202 1199.
Fax: +44 181 202 7076.
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Otani's New Elite Audio Consoles
Merjing the precision of Digital Control with the most
elegant of analog circuit design. Elite is an expression
of 0 :ari's philosophy that technology should enhance,

not

lihibt the

creative process. The emphasis in design

was not just in its automation but in its integration with

sopristicated. excellent sounding analog electronics.
Elite is

a

combination of disciplines. It looks and feels

familiar while delivering the complete level of computeriza:ion essential in today's recording environments.
We invite you to experience the total integration of

art and technology

-

audition the Elite!
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also with stereo modules. Inclu'

with Image Recall, Snapshot. Midi &
central

-t

Consoles and more...

,s available in three

to 96 automated channels (V

`

¿..

'

rs)
I

Ile

http:/íwww.otan.com
-

omation.

control as well as

Master Status Switching. Virtual Dynamics containing

compressor, limiter and noise gate for every channel. M-Pan, optional

for film- and post production, allows integrated monitoring and mixing of all
surround sound formats.

Otani Inc.

Japan
Phone: ++81. (0)424 -81 -8626
Otani Corporation

Fax:

++811)424-81-8633

USA

Phone ++1- 415 -341 -5900

Fax:

++1-415-341-7200

Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd. Singapore
Fax: + +65- 284-4727
Phone: + +65.284 -7211

Otani Deutschland GmbH Germany
Fax: ++494)2159-1778
Phone: +49- (0)2159 -50861

.

The BLUE reward....
From the beginning you've spent your life, your energy
and your career producing the finest audio you've known
how. It's time you rewarded yourself with the tools
necessary to produce the masterpieces experience tells
you're capable
The new dbx Blue Series.

Blue Velvet:

The 1608 Compressor /Limiter

The 160S follows in the tradition of the
industry- standard 160. The signal paths
consist of high -precision input stages
followed by the world's widest dynamic
range (127db) voltage controlled amplifier the dbx V8 VCA - and output stages with

,J

Electric Blue:

precise phase alignment of all audio
frequencies. Both hard -knee and classic
dbx OverEasy compression is featured.
Digital Type IV Analog to digital conversion
and analog extra high drive output cards
are available as additional output options.

The 786 Mic Pre
tca

The 786 Solid State Mic Pre -Amp is
designed to provide the purest reproduction
of the microphone source as is electronically
possible.
Featuring a dynamic range of 130db and
Signal to Noise of 104db. +48v phantom

s

a

power, 20db pad, phase invert and
"Spectrum" a unique variable equalisation
circuit within the mic pre -amp which
enhances the high frequency spectral
content of the signal, while maintaining
phase integrity.

1a .,
True Blue:

The new dbx V8 is based on the
David Blackmer deco -linear VCA.
Featuring 127db dynamic range
and sounds very transparent

i

Classic. custom designed. back
lit VUS provide highly visible indication of all critical level functions

The 704 A/D Converter

Nick named the "Bad Boy ", the 704 uses
dbx's patent pending Type IV conversion
system, with equivalent performance of 27
bit, for the widest dynamic range and most
natural analog sounding conversion available. 8, 16, 20 or 24 bit output is offered,

and can be dithered and noise shaped
using the numerous word reduction and
preset and user -definable noise shaping
options. AES /EBU, S/PDIF inputs and
outputs as well as ADAT and TDIF outputs
are fitted as standard.

For more detailed information on the Blue Series from dbx, call now to receive a brochure

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

Distributed exclusively in the UK by ARBITER GROUP PLC Wilberforce Road London NW9 6AX Tel: 0181 202 1199 Fax: 0181 202 7076 Web site: http://www.demon.co.uk/arbiter
-
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Haman International Company
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New Technologies
(aught between the recent
American NAMM show and the

forthcoming European

AES,

DAVE FOISTER

finds

new equipment launches

thick on the ground

Mackie digital 8 -bus
Mackie previewed its long- awaited digital
console at the recent NAMM show and
aimed it squarely at the area of price
expectation established by Yamaha's 02R.
Configured as a 48:8:2, the desk is an
impressive piece of real estate with an inline assignable architecture, and an
assignable rotary control per channel and
100mm touch -sensitive moving faders
arranged to the left of a'Fat channel strip'
control section containing more channel
hard controls plus transport keys for
machines and automation.
The console will ship with 24 channels
of analogue tape -O with three 8 -track
I

optional digital interfaces for MDMs
available. Twelve balanced mic -line
channels are provided with direct outs
plus 12 additional balanced line inputs,
12 auxes per channel, 4 -band parametric

EQ with switchable variable high -low
shelving, and a sweepable high -pass filter,
dynamics processing, and eight separate
group bus outputs with fader and mute
automation.
Convertors are 24 -bit, 64 times
oversampled D -As and 20-bit, 64 times

February 97

oversampled A-Ds. 8Mbyte of RAM is
standard as is a diskette drive, and
500Mbyte of hard disk for storage and
retrieval of the fully dynamic UltraMix II
automation data. A built-in modem permits
DSP files and operating updates to be
loaded.
Other points of note are a well equipped
talkback section, built -in meter bridge with
dynamics indication and a multilingual
help function. You can even connect up an
SVGA monitor to display automation and
DSP parameters with additional control
afforded by a mouse and keyboard.
Mackie Designs, US. Tel: +1 206 487
4333
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In a major new development that stole the
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Ensoniq PARIS
show at NAMM, Ensoniq has launched a
cross -platform recording, editing, mixing and
processing environment known as PARIS
(Professional Audio Recording Integrated
System), capable of handling 128 tracks at
24 bits. The core of the system is the Ensoniq
EDS -1000 PCI card together with a CDROM containing software for both Macintosh
and Windows environments. The software's
graphic interface controls the integral 128track digital mixer with dynamics processing,
4 -band parametric EQ, aux sends and real time effects including reverb. Multiple cards
can be supported to increase processing
power and I -0 capability, and plug -in
software architecture allows third -party
development of effects and features.
The card carries connectors for an
Expandable Input- Output System and a
dedicated hardware control surface, and can
be augmented with an expandable modular
mainframe. This allows wide flexibility, with
support for analogue and digital -0, word

il

ñ

NAMM Star: the
new Digital 8 -bus

console from
Mackie
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and
clock and video synchronisation,
forthcoming additions such as ADAT and
Tascam TDIF interfaces plus time code. The
hardware control surface has 16 channel
faders, mutes and solos, a master stereo
fader, and a full set of rotary controls for EQ,
auxes, pans and monitor level, together

with comprehensive transport controls
including a jog -shuttle wheel.

New EM3000
series UHF
receivers from

Sennheise
replace the older
EM2004 model

PARIS is the result of a long- standing joint
development programme between Ensoniq
and Intelligent Devices, and relies on
Ensoniq's new ESP -2 chip for its 24 -bit
capabilities and processing power.
Ensoniq, US. Tel: +1 610 647 3930.

tc electronic DBMax
The Danish tc electronic concern is
addressing the broadcast market with its new OW

Studio Sound
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PRODUCT
Publison Totalstation

Three new graphic equalisers from dbx
all offer the company's Type Ill noise
reduction and PeakPlus limiting
DBMax Broadcast Maximizer. Following the style of
the M2000 and the Finalizer, the DBMax offers a
selection of appropriate processing functions in a
1U-high box with control screen and multiple
meters. Included are EQ, stereo adjustment,
automatic gain controller, and 3-band compressor,
limiter and expander. All can be used
simultaneously, and setup is helped by a wide
selection of factory presets and a Wizard function
for providing a starting configuration in response to
a few questions. tc sees the unit as being valuable
both on air and in production, producing a louder
and punchier programme, and allowing monitoring
of the end result as the audience will receive A.
tc electronic, Denmark. Tel: +45 86 262800.
tc electronic Inc. Tel: +1 805 373 1828.

Neutrik software
and analyser
Neutrik's well -known A2/A2 -D test systems can
now be controlled from a Windows PC using the
new ASO4 remote control software. All generator
and analyser settings are displayed permanently
and on-screen buttons provide direct access to the
most commonly used functions and commands.
Displays include numerical read-outs, eight bar
graphs and FFT spectrum analysis for suitably
equipped A2s, and the software allows automated
test procedures to be run for applications like
quality control.
Also new from Neutrik is the NC10 hand -held
psychoacoustic
analyser, the
first
joint
development between Neutrik and Cortex. As well
as a precision sound -level meter and third -octave

analyser it incorporates a psychoacoustic
loudness analyser in accordance with DIN 45631,
and has facilities for data logging, with a hard -disk
sampling module optional. RS232 communication,
a parallel printer port, and an SPDIF output for
direct digital recording are also provided.
Neutrik. Liechtenstein. Tel: +41 75 232 9666.

dbx 20 Series

EQ

dbx's latest EQ range comprises three graphics,
offering single and dual third -octave and dual
'/,-octave, all featuring additional functions
besides the basic EQ role. dbx Type Ill noise
reduction is included, giving over 20dB of noise
reduction to prevent the noise increase that can
occur with radical EQ, and overall gain control
can be set with dbx's PeakPlus limiting. LEDs
show levels, limiter operation and clipping, and
further facilities include switchable slider range
(±6 or 15dB), a low -cut filter and ground lift.
dbx, US. Tel: +1 801 568 7660.
UK: Arbiter Music Technology.
Tel: +44 181 202 1199.

Publison is following up its Infernal Workstation
with a new generation of systems beginning
with the Totalstation. This is a dedicated
hardware system comprising an electronics
rack, a hard -disks rack, and a streamer -optical
disc rack with a choice of screens and control
surfaces, and gives 32-tracks recording at up to
24 bits. There is an additional track reserved for
video integrated with the audio for full nonlinear
working. Automated mixing is included.
complete with 10 -band parametric EQ, and can
be controlled from dedicated mixer surfaces
with motorised faders. Other remote-control
options include a graphic tablet with wireless
pen, and multiple control surfaces can be
networked to the same Totalstation.
RAID technology aids true 32 -track working
and flexible copying, and an important feature is
an 8mm tape backup system that operates in the
background at 30x normal speed. giving
48 hours of 20 -bit storage on each cassette. Full
synchronisation facilities including bi-phase are
fitted, and sound for pictures is further
supported by off -line autoconforming and full 32track reverse play.
Publison, France. Tel: +33 1 43 60 84 64.

ASC DAW

AUSTRALIA

4W power amp-or headphones. LED PPMs are
provided and there is a switchable peak limiter.DAW
out puts can be connected directly to the unit for
monitoring, and a clean feed output for use with a
TBU or ISDN link is also provided.
ASC, UK. Tel: +44 1734 811000.

Maycom ISYS
Maycom Automation systems has introduced a
windows ISDN audio application for live
bidirectional communication. Known as ISYS, it
uses MPEG2 Layer Il audio compression and
can be run on a standard Pentium PC (100MHz
or higher). The system requires the ISYS
software, an ISDN board, which is included in
the price, and a Digigram PCX audio board type

9or11.
The window -user -interface means it can run
on any suitable PC and interface with studio
automation software to play audio direct from
the computer's hard disk. It can also log
incoming communication information such as
receiving time and audio settings. The system is
compatible with Telos Zephyr and CCS CDC)
Prima codecs, and besides its flexibility, its main
advantage is cited as its low cost compared with
existing hardware codec systems.
Maycom, Netherlands. Tel: +31 481 377740.

BELGIUM

Studio Sound

AMPCO BELGIUM BVBA
TEL:

+32 3 844 6797

FAX: +32 3 844 6746

CROATIA

D.0.0.
+385 339994
FAX: +385
339994
ATER
TEL:

1
1

DENMARK

DAMGAARD
TEL:

+45 7020 9050

FAX: +45 7020 9051

FINLAND

SOUNDATA INC
TEL:

+358 0490 322

FAX: +358 0490 142
FRANCE

SONOFRANCE

+33

1

FAX: +33

1

TEL:

GERMANY

4280 6052
4023 0833

SCHMITRONIC GMBH
+49 221 599 4555
FAX: +49 221 599 3055

TEL:

HONG KONI

HAUPPTON COMPANY
TEL:

+852 2780 4864

FAX: +852 2770 5520

ITAI'

SOUNDLAB SRL
TEL:

+39 376 360000

FAX: +39 376 360040
KOREA

OBM
TEL:

+82

2

3461 0861

FAX: +82 2 3461 0863
NEW ZEAL.,

OCEANIA AUDIO LTD
TEL:

+64 9849 3114

FAX: +64 9849 3307

NORWAY

SIGMA AUDIO
TEL: +47 55 951 975
FAX: +47 55 952 230

PHILIPPINES

BLUE CHIP SALES

+63 2 10 61 38
FAX:-t-63 2 79 48 27
TEL:

SWEDEN

ARVA TRADING AB
TEL: +46 8 470 5810
FAX: +46 8 470 5880

THAILAND

KAMOL SUKOSOL
TEL:

+66

2

222 8613

FAX: +66 2 225 3173

SOUND VALLEY LTD

UK

TEL:

+44 1494 434 738

FAX: +44 1494 727 896
USA
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365 0686

FAX: +61 2 365 0686

Audio Crimson additions

TL Audio's Crimson range of processors,
reviewed in December's Studio Sound, has
expanded to six units with the addition of the
3051 voice processor and the 3013 stereo
4 -band parametric EQ. The 3051 combines a
mic preamp, compression and equaliser, and
also has a line input allowing it to process any
source. Phantom power, gain control,
phase reverse and low cut filtering are II

SHRAPE INTERNATIONAL
TEL: +61 2

Buddies

ASC's new Buddy range is designed to sit under
a DAW monitor interfacing the system to the
outside analogue audio world. The first model.
the Buddy Junior, offers two switchable mic -line
plus two stereo line balanced inputs, all with
level control and PFL, and with monitoring either
on local loudspeakers -for which it has a built -in

TL

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
INTERNATIONAL

8

CANADA

PMI INC
TEL: +1

310 373 2034

FAX: +1 310 373 4714

Joemeek /d3a0- -mi:k/ noun
The - range (Recording) creative production

tool,

powerful, clean, distinctive, punchy, reliable,
compact, good mixer, value for money, musical,
quality, mastering aid, lifestyle.

Swillett House, Heronsgate Road, Chorleywood,
Herts, England WD3 5BB
Phone: +44 1923 284545
USA: PMI Inc, 23773 Madison Street, Torrance, CA

9)505,

USA

Fax: +44 1923 285168

Tel: 310 373 2034

Fax: 310 373 4714
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warm and wide Sound, surprisingly dry.
neutral, very low Noise..."

... unexpected

linear, fresh and dynamic...

"...versatile, recommendable..."

"...best

Buy in its class..."
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while the
available on the preamp,
compressor has fully variable threshold, ratio
and gain make -up with switchable fast and
slow modes. EQ is 4 -band, with switchable
shelving on high and low bands and two fully
variable mid bands.
The 3013 is the solid -state equivalent of the
established EQ2 valve equaliser, with two
channels of fully parametric EQ plus high -

In Brief

Sennheiser receivers;
Neumann AK 20

Sennheiser's EM2004 UHF receivers
are to be replaced by the EM3000
series, comprising an entirely new
16- channel selectable frequency
receiver system in either single
(EM3031) or dual (EM3032) channel
configurations. The 1U -high facia
features frequency select and set
controls and a large backlit LCD
screen simultaneously showing frequency, field strength, deviation and
transmitter battery status.
The Neumann KM 100 modular
microphone system has a new capsule
in the form of the figure-of -eight AK 20.
Unlike most studio figure-of-eights, the
AK 20 achieves its polar pattern
acoustically with a single diaphragm,
and claims identical frequency response
in the front and back lobes as a result,
along with consistent polar pattern
with frequency. Some new mounting
hardware allows the AK 20 to be used
in pairs for classic Blumlein techniques, or with an AK 40 cardioid
capsule for MS recording.
Sennheiser, Germany.

pass and low -pass filters and onboard mic
preamps. Like the EQ2 it features line and
instrument inputs, and a stereo mode where
both channels are controlled by one set of
knobs.
TL Audio, UK. Tel: +44 1462 490600.
US: Sascom Marketing Group.
Tel: +1 905 469 8080.

Audio Developments mixers
Audio Developments has two new models of
mixer to follow the original Pico mixer. The
AD144 is for studio and OB work, and comes
in frame sizes from 12 to 24 channels with

four outputs, four auxiliaries, extensive
monitor facilities and an optional comms
module. The smaller AD149 is intended for
film and drama use, and replaces the AD062,
adding more features in a smaller footprint. It
can be configured with up to 12 channels,
with comprehensive switched EQ, channel
inserts and limiters, and has 2 outputs and 2

Production
Powerhouse
Neotek consoles are part of the
success of leading post houses. We
know your industry, and we've got
the products to get you to the top.
Our Encore "consoles are designed
specifically l'or film -style rerecording. "It's flexible, and it
sounds great
what we need
for The X- Files.' Dave West.

just

Groove Tubes upgrades
Groove Tubes' range of microphones,
the MD1, MD2 and MD3, has been
upgraded internally to create the A
Rev series. A completely revised circuit
topology, that GT claims has never
been used before in a valve micro.
phone, uses a selected 12AT7 -M dual
triode valve with newly designed
electronics and output transformer to
deliver a 10dB improvement in dynamic
range and reduction of distortion by a
factor of 10. The capsule mount is
made from Sorbothane, described by
GT as a miracle material, and inter-

Sonorous STUDI /O
STUDI /0 is a PC card offering a 16-channel
digital audio interface to Windows -95 -based
DAW software using two Alesis ADAT format
optical -Os. It is supplied with software drivers
compatible with existing Windows audio devices
to provide compatibility with most editors. The
primary application is direct interface to a pair of
ADAT machines for direct transfer of material
digitally between tape and disk, and is also gives
the option of using the ADATs' onboard
convertors to save buying additional hardware to
feed the DAW. There is an 18 -bit stereo
analogue monitor output, and for mastering one
or both of the ADAT interfaces can be software
reconfigured to deliver SPDIF, complete with
sample -rate conversion.
Sonorus, US. Tel: +1 212 253 7700.
I

nally adjustable polarisation voltages
allow for precise matching of stereo
pairs. The power supply has also been
upgraded to improve hum and noise
specifications, and the price remains
the same as the original models.
Existing GT microphones can be
upgraded to the A Rev specification
for a nominal charge.

Symetrix 006
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Be a Post

Tel: +49 51 30 600 366.
Sennheiser, UK. Tel: +44 1494 551551.
Sennheiser, US. Tel: +1 203 434 9190.

auxes.
Audio Developments, UK. Tel: +44 1543
375351.

Symetrix has launched its first foray into effects
processing with the 606 Delay F/x Machine.
Designed to couple vintage controls with stateof- the -art features, the 606 has many more
knobs than is usual for a modern effects box,
allowing live- function adjustments without
scrolling menus. In layout it resembles a classic
DDL, with controls for delay time (up to
2.6 seconds depending on the mode), feedback
and modulation for each of two independent
delay lines. These can be used separately,
ganged together in stereo, or placed in series for
a variety of effects, and further parameters allow
control over diffusion, filtering with modulation
and room simulation. Six separate modulation
sources can be used to control almost any
parameter in the unit, and real time MIDI control
is provided of all parameters including MIDI
clock delay sync.
Symetrix, US. Tel: +1 206 787 3222.

'TT

Groove Tubes, US. Tel:

+1

818 361 4500.

Axis Audio Systems, UK.
Tel: +44 161 474 7626.

Elation 201

"Sonic performance is important to
us, sure, but we bought a Neotek®
Essence ®console because it's the
only one compatible with the
LarTec ®ControlPro® and it's easy to
operate-essential for quality in
our one -man ADH/Foley operation."
Mike Morongell, EFX Systems.
Neotek and Martinsound® bring
over 50 years of film and post
industry experience to your door.
mouse.
Just pick up your phone

or

The Russian tide continues to roll in.
Newly available here is the Elation 201,

small studio condenser microphone
that although only introduced this
decade is already successful within
Russia. Its claimed strengths are
clarity and warmth coupled with
impressive tolerance and low noise,
making it suitable for a wide variety
of applications. It comes as standard
with a cardioid capsule, but in fact
forms a modular range with hypercardioid, supercardioid and omni
capsules are also available.
Mytex, UK. Tel: +44 171 486
a

\

NEotek
A Martinsound Company
1151 West Valley Boulevard

Alhambra CA 91803
+1

800-582-3555
(818) 281 -3555

www.martinsound.com
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A

remarkable career has seen
remarkable producer make

same colour red or colour blue as everybody
else,' he continues, 'but it seems that I have
been fortunate enough to be given a gift
the successful transition from
whereby what I hear is what a lot of people
like to listen to'
engineering seminal sessions for
In its historical context, Botnick's career
is certainly worth plotting for anyone who
The Doors to present day feature - is interested in charting the course that
sound recording has taken during the past
four decades. For, while the soundtrack of
film production for Disney.
Disney's animated feature, The Hunchback
of Notre Dame, is among the most recent in
a long line of film projects with which he
has been involved, this man is clearly given
talks to Bruce Botnick
to considerable understatement as far as his
own talents are concerned. Just consider the
'I'VE GOT TO FIGURE that I've been
variety and longevity of his career...
very fortunate to work with a lot of great
The year in which Botnick started out as
people over the years, that a lot of great music an assistant engineer was 1961, the place was
has gone under the bridge, and that I've been Liberty Records' studios in Hollywood, and
able to make something that people want to the assignments included work with then listen to' It's a modest opener from a legendary popular acts such as Johnny Burnett, Bobby
producer and engineer, but one typical of
Vee, The Ventures, Leon Russell and The
Bruce Botnick. 'I don't know that I see the
Chipmunks.
a

RICHARD BUSKIN
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'We worked 3- track, 2 -track mono using
Ampex 350s; Botnick recalls. 'Ted Keep, who
ran the studio, also had a Presto 4 -track
'/2 -inch, and that was unheard of at that time.
It was the first 4 -track that I'd ever seen, and
for years it remained the only one in town.'
After Liberty closed its doors in 1963,
Botnick then moved on to nearby Sunset
Sound Recorders as an engineer, and during
his four years there he worked on a lot of
childrens' albums for Disney with Tutti
Camarata, while also recording 'every kind
of music known to man for the Musac company, ten hours a day for six months... It was

the greatest learning experience I ever had
Mixed in among Botnick's assignments
during the first half of the 1960s were some
'beach party' films starring Frankie Avalon
and Annette Funicello. Those were the days
of 3 -track or 4 -track recordings, and, as a
forerunner of today's EDnet technology,
equalised telephone lines running about
ten miles down the street to a facility with
35mm mag machines.
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'We would do all of the recording and
then call them up, and transfer everything
over the phone lines,' Botnick explains. 'We'd
just mix it mono and send it down the line.
These days, of course, you can do more, and
do everything more easily, but I still strongly
doubt that we actually make a better sound
with all of the modem equipment. I have
recordings that I made all the way back on
old Scotch 111 tape as well as old BASF and
Agfa, and they're just as quiet as any Dolby
SR or digital tape that I've ever heard, while
also sounding bigger and more open'
During the mid-1960s Botnick worked
with Phil Spector's arranger, Jack Nitzsche,
and as his reputation grew he soon found
himself recording several of the tracks on
The Beach Boys' legendary Pet Sounds album.
'We did those recordings at Sunset Sound,'
he recalls. 'There was a custom analogue
tube console with 14 microphone inputs
and no onboard equalisation or limiting, so
our equalisers were Pultec EQP1As and some
Langevin passive EQs. The Langevins had a
17dB insertion loss but that didn't seem to
matter because those boards were so hot.
The compressors were tube Universal Audio
176s, Langevin and RCA, and we recorded
on 3 -track '/2 -inch using Ampex 200s that
had been converted over to 3-track. Those
machines had special EQs -you could have
AME equalisation on the recording and NAB
on the playback, so you could record with
one EQ and playback with another, and that
was highly unusual because Ampex didn't
do anything like that. We also had an Ampex
300 3-track'
In addition to his work with The Beach Boys,
Bruce Botnick's other mid -1960s credits
included Love, Tim Buckley, The Turtles,
Herb Albert, Captain Beefheart, Earth, Wind
& Fire, and The Buffalo Springfield. After
departing from Sunset in 1967 he joined
Elektra Records as chief engineer, and this
period saw him working with The Doors and
MC5 as well as assisting on various tracks
on The Rolling Stones' Let It Bleed album.
When he left Elektra to go solo in 1970 Botnick
then coproduced The Doors' LA Woman.

'JUST ANOTHER SESSION,'

`The Turtles had given me a mono

acetate of

So Pepper about three

months before it came out,' Botnick
recalls. `I listened to it;

I

played

Paul [Rothchild]; I played

it for

it for The

Doors; and we couldn't believe it.

from that, the bass and drums were on one
track, and the organ and guitar were on
another track. Then, when we mixed it down,
we had latitude. In fact, I've gone back to
the tracks since then and found that I still
have great latitude with just two tracks of
information.'
Recently Bruce Botnick was involved with
a new Best of The Doors release. This includes
a version of 'The End' which, complete with
jungle sound effects, was used in Francis Ford
Coppola's 1979 Vietnam war film, Apocalypse
Now, as well as a version of 'The Ghost Song'
that was released after Morrison's death, on
the 1978 album, An American Prayer.
'I used Sonic Solutions for mastering the
Best of... album, but not for noise,' says
Botnick. 'None of their albums are noisy.
Go back and listen to any really old masters
-especially in England, where they'd use BASF
and cut +10. Tape hiss? What was that? You
didn't hear it. It didn't exist! If you cut hot
you cut cleanly'
When listening to the Doors tapes again
after the passage of nearly 30 years Botnick
reckons that, in certain instances, it is just
like starting afresh. 'That's especially true in
the cases where we left off some of the words
that were too colourful for the times,' he

asserts. 'When you hear a song in its entirety
it takes on a different light. Also, over the
years the 2 -track tapes have lost high -end,
and so getting back to the first generation
of multitrack is really quite something. When
we did [Oliver Stone's 1991 movie] The
Doors we went back to all of them and they
were pretty impressive.'
A second album, Strange Days, was released
in 1967, and while this was obviously intended
to capitalise on the success of its predecessor,
it was also heavily influenced -as was much
else during that era-by The Beatles' Sgt
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band.
'The Turtles had given me a mono acetate
of Sgt Pepper about three months before it
came out,' Botnick recalls. 'I listened to it;
I played it for Paul [Rothchild]; I played it
for The Doors; and we couldn't believe it.
I mean, the creativity, the experimentation,
and the fact that they didn't stick to the
norm was ground -breaking, and that really
influenced us to let go and try new things.
As a result I think Strange Days is pretty
innovative.
'I got an 8-track machine -the first 3M
8-track that had been made, which I rented
from Wally Heider. We were going to rent it
for a few days and wound up keeping it for
about four months. The first thing that I
noticed was how noisy it was -much, much
noisier than the 3 -track and 4 -track machines
that I had been working on -but we figured
out how to get around that, and now those
tapes sound dead quiet. We recorded carefully,
cutting as hot as we could without clipping,
and basically giving it a good hand -job
during the mix, as we like to say.
'We did some backwards things, we did
forwards things, and we did sideways things.
For instance, on 'When The Music's Over'
I took Robbie [Krieger]'s guitar solo off the
microphone, took it out of one mic preamp
into a pot that was feeding another mic
preamp, and then ran the knobs against one
another until I got it to break up just right.
I would literally overload the tubes and get
them to glow, and while some studios at that

is how

Botnick now describes the approach towards
the recording of the band's eponymous 1967
release, The Doors. Indeed, as produced by
the late Paul Rothchild, the album took just

seven days to complete.
The material, and the way in which they
performed it, was wonderful,' Botnick says.
'I had an immediate affinity for it without
anyone telling me, "Wow, this is heavy!" Everybody knew what to do and the whole thing
was very, very simple. There were very few
nits -for the most part it was all recorded
live in the studio, with Jim [Morrison] in the
vocal booth at Sunset Sound in order to keep
the separation.
'In those days we still hadn't got to the
point where the studio became the place in
which to write. Everything was written, they
had been playing it live, so when you rolled
tape you got a performance. Maybe you'd
overdub a few things to expand it and enhance
what was there, but there wasn't too much
of that. We recorded to 3 tracks of a 4 -track
machine, and the only overdubs that we did
were some Fender bass with Larry Knechtel,
and sometimes another vocal from Jim. Apart
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The Doors' 1967 album, The Doors, was recorded live in

days
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WIDELY REGARDED as one of
The Doors' finest achievements, LA
Woman spawned the classic 'Riders
on the Storm', a track which amply
displayed Jim Morrison's most
haunting qualities as a singer.
'Depending on the situation I used
either a Telefunken U47, a Shure
SM57, an SM58, or an Electro -Voice
on him,' Botnick recalls. 'He was a
very easy person to record. He had a
lot of presence, a big voice, and when
you have somebody with a big voice
it sounds full even when he gets
soft. The Urei 176 tube
and Fairchild limiters
would grab the voice with
grace, as would the 1176
when it came out.

time would have shut me down that was
never the case at Sunset Sound.
'During that album we also had one of
the first Moog synth`sisers brought in, put
Jim's voice in and he played it against his
vocal. The keyboard would cause the envelope to open and clos`, and it was doing some
really cool things. Then there was the 'farkle;
which I came up with for The Doors -although
Van Dyke Parks carne up with the name
-and which consisted of masking tape that
was folded, and folded, and folded, so that
it resembled a fan. It was maybe an eighth
of an inch long and it would go around the
capstan. This fan would cause a bouncing
sensation, and so as the tape went through
it would make a kini of gurgling sound.
Using that on reverbs or vocals you could
create some pretty wild sounds -After all,
we didn't have the electronics back then so
we had to use our hands'
One track to benefit from the 'farkle' was
'Horse Latitudes', whose sonically innovative
opening was the result of pink noise on a
tape, running send-only into the chamber
courtesy of Botnick's manual efforts, and then
recorded back and inserted into the cut.
'A lot of people were doing similar things
without anything being published or anybody
talking to one another,' he says. 'It was a
very, very creative tame. However, I have to
say that, even when we went to 8-track on
Strange Days, the performance was still everything. Nothing was different as far as the
approach was concerned, but having more
tracks just allowed Ls to keep things separate
while also allowing us a little more hindsight
with regard to the mix, even though I now
sometimes wonder how valid that was'

'I got an 8 -track machine -the first
3M 8
I

-track that had been made, which

rented from Wally Heider. The first

thing that I noticed was how noisy
it was -much, much noisier than
the 3 -track and 4 -track machines

that

I

had been working. We

recorded carefully, cutting as hot
as we could

without clipping'

defunct studio called-ITC-which, incidentally,
stood for 'Two Terrible Guys' -otherwise
known as Radio Recorders 10H, that housed
a very large live area as well as a control
room containing, to the best of Botnick's
recollection, 'probably the most beautiful tube
console that I've ever seen. Custom-built and
all black'
Thereafter, sessions for The Soft Parade
(1969), and Morrison Hotel (1970), as well
as the mix of Absolutely Live (1970), took
place at Elektra Records' own new facility,
that was equipped with an English 24-input
solid-state desk that had 24 'half-moon'
faders ('off' was up, 'on' was down).
Aside from the use of 16 -track for the
THE DOORS' third album, Waiting For mix of the live album 8 -track was still
Ike Sun, was recorded in 1968 at a nowthe format, as was the case in 1971 when

'The more that Jim
performed on the road the
more that he really didn't
want an expensive microphone. He'd literally hang
on the microphone, with
his foot on the base, and
his hand pulling the mic
down in front of him.
After a while, when an
expensive mic is being
treated like that it
becomes a problem.
I don't like the way that
foam -rubber pop- filters
sound, so we had to be
careful, especially when
Jim was inebriated,
because if you get moisture on the capsule then
the sound goes. I'd alw
ask him to perform a

certain distance from
the microphone. Then
started making pop -filters
out of ladies' stockings
glued over wire frames.;
However, when they
were fresh he was then
getting stoned off of the
glue on the mic filters.'
Bruce Botnick at Pacific Ocean Post's Capricorn console
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The Doors recorded
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Woman in their own production office. Morrison's

AUSTRALIA

Amber Technology Pty Ltd

indictment for 'indecent
exposure, public intoxication and profane, lewd and
lascivious conduct' at a
concert in Miami in July of
1969 had caused legal
problems that dogged the
band for quite some while.
Not as much material was
being written, the cancellation of concerts meant
that new compositions were
no longer being rehearsed
in a live situation, and so
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the studio became the
place in which to create
The Beach Boys' classic Pet Sounds album was
and refine.
another Botnick landmark recording made
'Most artists are limited
on a custom console with no onboard EQ
by the fact that their fans
like to hear the same guitar solos and so
'I brought in a 3M 8 -track machine and
on, as on the records when they see them recorded on BASF tape at +8,' he somehow
in concert,' says Botnick. 'However, The recalls. 'I was using an old Langevin 16 -input
Doors had a lot of freedom because,
analogue console, and I also had a bunch of
although there was a framework,
old microphones that I'd got from Elektra's
everybody knew that there was free
facility which was across the street. It was
expression within the band. So, they could my concept to use their rehearsal room
extend a solo if they wanted, eliminate a
because that was where they felt very comsolo or do whatever they wanted, and
fortable, and so the sessions didn't have that
people would accept it. They were very
'back in the studio"-type of feel to them. As a
fortunate in that respect. Very few bands
result we did that album in ten days. The
could do anything like that.
goal was to go in there and, if it was

'By the time that we went to make
the LA Woman album both The Doors
and myself really wanted to just

throw off the shackles and get back to

what we did originally: just be very

primitive in our approach... very
relaxed, get the performances

down.... It worked out just fine.'

working, great; if it wasn't, we went home.
We didn't sit there and try to beat it. We
didn't do a hundred takes. Four takes were
usually enough, sometimes two or even just
one. We fixed things that were really obviously bad, but otherwise we just tried to
keep a raw edge on it, relaxed, no pretension'

IN

1975 Bruce Botnick joined Columbia

Records as a staff producer. There, over
the course of five years, he would produce
artists such as Eddie Money, Kenny Loggins
and Aerosmith's Joe Perry; as well as the
first -ever digital recording of a film soundtrack, for Star Trek -The Motion Picture.
However, after producing an album by
Steve Perry, Botnick was, by his own admission, 'kind of going into overload -I was
pretty close to burning out.' Work on the
soundtracks of both ET and Poltergeist
helped him realise just how much he
enjoyed being part of the movie business,
and so, without too much effort, he made
a lateral move in that direction.
All of a sudden I found myself not having
to take work home and not having to serve
as a full -time psychiatrist,' he now says, and
the ensuing result has been a steady stream
of film projects, including Rambo, Indiana

'Obviously, in the studio we were
trying to make a better and better sound,
and we did get to a point where it became
too cerebral, so by the time that we went to
make the LA Woman album both The Doors
and myself really wanted to just throw off the
shackles and get back to what we did originally; just be very primitive in our approach,
very relaxed, get the performances down
and if something didn't sound exactly right
then that was okay... It worked out just fine:
Ray Manzarek's Hammond B3 organ, John
Densmore's drum kit, Robbie Krieger's guitar
rig, Jerry Scheff's bass rig and Mark Beno's
rhythm guitar setup were all crammed inside
The Doors' tiny rehearsal space for the live
takes, while Morrison stood in the doorway
of an adjacent bathroom with a microphone
in his hand and recorded his final performances with the band. Coproducer -engineer

Jones and the Temple ofDoom; Basic Instinct
Total Recall; Waterworld; The Ghost and the
Darkness, and Disney features Beauty and
the Beast Aladdin; Pocahontas; and The
Hunchback of Notre Dame. In addition,
together with composer Alan Menken he
has coproduced the Broadway and world
musical Beauty and the Beast as well as that
of A Christmas Carol and, later this year, will
work on King David.
'I've always been a fan of recording live in
the studio, and one of the main things that I
love about movie work is that, for the most
part, it is still live,' he explains. 'In my mind
that allows me to go back to the past and to
review what I was doing. It's a great exercise

Bruce Botnick sat upstairs.

and I plan to keep on doing it'
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product launch for '97
For all those who have visited recent shows and have kept their eyes on the press

you will be aware that Soundscape Digital Technology have

now launched the SSAC-1 and SS810 -1 Audio Interface

for the SSHDR1 Digital Audio Workstations.
The SSAC -1 Accelerator Card is designed
in true

Soundscape style, expanding

enhancing

and

the existing

unit

instead of replacing it, and can be

playback per unit (with recommended drives).
The SSAC -1 also includes an Expansion Port which can connect to an

Chassis (available later in

existing

be able to shore disk space,

the SS810.1

is an 8

plug in DSP

allows up to 12 track

in the

form of

o TDIF

playbac k per unit

port (Tascam Digital Interface), and is

Semiconductor converters to provide superb quality A/D

Word /Super clock in and out and 8

segment

necessary for all existing customers who wish to upgrade to the new 32bit

standard.

LED

level metering

The

SS810 -D

SSHDRI Plus which will have the SSAC-1 fitted as standard. All upgraded systems will then

for users who lust wish to connect an

have 10 inputs and 12 outputs when connected to

ADAT directly and

DA88 or Yamaha 02R

/

03D console with no extra hardware required. Version 2.0 software allows up to 12 track

Serafine adds further systems

is

x

10

provided as

don't need the extra

analogue channels.

Soundscape price restructure
Soundscape Digital Technology are pleased to announce

FX,

D/A

is

supplied without the analogue converters,

Serafine

8

conversion. It also has an ADAT Optical Digital interface proviéing direct

Version 2.0 software and expand the number of In's and Out's. Also available will be the

a Tascam

has 8

inputs and 8 outputs with balanced XLR connectors, using 20 bit Crystal

connection to ADAT via the ALESIS "Lightpipe".

capability of the existing unit. The SSAC -1 also gives an extra 8 channels

I/O

I/O with additional hardware,

channel digital and analogue 19" 2U rack unit which connects to the

SSAC -1 Accelerator Card via the TDIF connector. The SS810 -1

card which fits into the SSHDR1 and gives several times the processing

of

VO capability.

VO and processing.

For those customers who wish to expand the number of

Version 2. 0 software

is a

external Expansion

512 channel audio bus and allows up to 14

Multiple Soundscape SSHDRI units can be connected to one Expansion Chassis and will

units in

the field.
The SSAC-1

This has a

cards to be plugged in for additional DSP (for real -time plug -in effects) and

easily retro fitted to
all

'97).

Venice, California

a

solid NEW and exciting

has

pricing strategy for 1991 for the SSHDR1 range of Digital Audio Workstations. With

taken delivery of

a

further

two
the imminent release of the SSAC -1 accelerator card and the new

Soundscape

SSHDR1

8

channel audio

systems
interfaces SDT have restructured pricing to provide products and features to meet the

expanding

their

audio to

picture

needs of specific users.

facilities.
The price of the core 8 track SSHDR1

"We now have
systems

six Soundscape

at the studio," explains

Frank "and we've used the SSHDR1
on almost every project that's come through the facility. Soundscape is

fast becoming one of the top systems around in digital audio post
production here as well as around the world."
Frank, whose credits include Tron, Star Trek "The Motion Picture" and
The

Hunt for Red Oktober is currently working on the CBSTV series

Orleans starring Larry Hagman and

a

3D IMAX feature.

has been reduced, so making it easier for

customers to 'get on board' with Soundscape at
SSHDR1FS (fixed software).

a

lower price. This is called the

Customers who purchase the SSHDR1FS will be

supplied with V1.18 software, the Remote Control Software (RDC) for RS422 /MMC

control of DA88, ADAT and VCR's and the .AVI file player.
For many customers the existing features of the

V1.18 software (which also includes lock up to
VITC, support for video capture cards, Reverb and

Time Module Plug -Ins) are more than adequate for

Contents
'
New roducts

their needs.

Sound to picture

Continued on back page.

FDLiAuto conform
Must_ recording & MIDI

CD Mastering

SSHDR 1

sales now exceed 3,500 systems

Version 2.0

Future Developments

Sound

for picture editing
in Sync.

AV Master from Fast Electronic
audio video card to implement

PCI

was the first

bus mastering, a

from Soundscape - on the some

PC

Recent

Customers

at the same time. Full

motion video playback through the V1.18 .AVI file player

Clearcut Productions,

Soho, London hove just

McCain

finished

and video together for accurate placement

Chips /National

of sound effects,

dialogue.

shown this month on UK national television. Music,

established card guarantees

With the AV Master, image quality and

sound design and dubbing were completed using the

the superb video quality that

performance are enhanced by high quality

until recently has only been

filtering,

achieved on expensive systems

accelerated video effects and

digital

PC

based

and

multimedia.

in

TV

video

well

This

studios. AV Master

smaller

businesses,

medium -sized

and

multimedia

agencies,

32bit

studios,

video

producers

and

Fast

50206 -0. Fast Electronic

ambitious videographers the ability to process images

Compuserve:

digitally, with full frame accurate lock up to the audio

multimedia.com

GO

major multimedia project for

a

Microsoft Networks starring Oz Clark.

Kitefield Music Productions, London, UK
0181

UK Tel:

is

968 0411

/

one of London's major music for television

production compenes. Last year the company

http /www:fast-

Internet:

FAST

SSHDRI. Recent projects also include a VW radio

commercial and

International Tel: +49 89

Electronic

to be

comes

latest in 32bit editing software.
Contact:

Lottery TV advert

graphics,

capturing,

complete with Media Studio 2.5VE for the

is

fully compatible with the SSHDR1 hardware and together
provide

rushes and

latest

Oven

makes it possible to smoothly scrub audio

technological breakthrough for

the

provided music and effects for Dispatches,

Equinox and Panorama

on the SSHDRI. They

ore currently producing a major documentary tolled

EDL Processing

& Auto Conform

1

Caesar for BBCTV and ARE (USA).

Rare Ltd,
game
Conform via RS422. There are many useful features

including

manual

a

performed if

conform facility which

there are

rushes with

con

be

discontinuous

timecode on the tape. The software can also be used to
clean up bad EDL's. Handles, fades, scene markers and

time code offsets can be added or edited, with
graphic display of where the audio
the tape, and whether it

there

is

is

a

positioned on

is

recorded on the disk - so

completed both the

Killer Instinct

Machine Control
ADAT,

DA88 or

VCR's. It is possible using this software to

connect the

EDL

PC

to any of these devices using

processor

control of the tape transport,

a

very powerful

software package for the SSHDRI.
It can read all common EDL formats (inc. CMX, GFG,
SONY)

and supports SONY 9 -pin

protocol for Auto

locator positions

and

track

.Id 111

jog

and

shuttle,

standard

I

11

II
jj

II0II1.obo

arming. It is also possible to

of video games on their

series

CBC Toronto took delivery of 12 x SSHDR1
systems for their Radio production departments. SDT

ltd. recently visited the company for two days of
SABC South

increased their number of SSHDRI systems

Broadcast Audio
system at their

have installed the first SSHDR1

new production

facilities

Birmingham, England. Ex-Central Television's

Tetlow, who spent

rile
o

for V1.18 is

a

recently

to 24 in December 1996.

Included in V1.18 is the new remote control

MIDI or RS422 card, for total

has

Donkey Kong Country and

SSHDRI's delivered last summer.

Africa

The

of the top video

companies,

product training. Also in broadcast,

no excuse for errors.

driver software (ROC) for

Twycross, England, one

production

6 years on

in

Jim

Spitting Image

ie,

and other major drama series for national television,

jet

invested in the SSHDRI for their dubbing, track

J

laying and CDR production suites.

and even

HDS Studios in Middlesex, England have installed

eject the tape.

a SSHDRI /Fast AV Master system for their Digital

The Nu
Odin

Betocam edit suite.

several new programs

Benitez of Dimension

Sound, Burbank,

CA

recently

used Soundscape to cut sound

On

-

and the software. The SSHDRI
it's got

Nature Calls"

powerful audio/video

a

is

very quick to use, and

very easy learning curve. In "Ace Ventura -When

to be broadcast on the

forthcoming Channel 5.
Broadcaster Emperor

Rosko went digital last year

and invested in the SSHDR

1.

Based just outside Los

monkey scream and pitched it up

Angeles,

Rosko is producing shows for

We

to make it sound like a bat was screaming. Manipulating

Radio,

Europe

save the edits of each reel as

effects with software, as this system allows is very nice,

Dragon, Red Rose and GWR.

one

I

reel at a time.

was working with Pro

Tools early on and still use Digidesign products. The main

line editing

that we were immediately attracted to both the interface

feature film editors we work

an arrangement on the SSHDRI.

-

reason why we looked into the Soundscape system was

on The Nutty Professor. "As

on

Off

This

setup is to be used in all areas of post production for

line editing

I

took

a

in Pro Tools you would need to use Sound designer or

Sample Cell ".

Auto Conform

Track Laying & Dubbing

ADR

1,

Radio Bahrain,

Virgin
Red

recording /CD mastering

Music

Recent

S.D.T. & Emagic Partnership
announced at NAMM

Customers

Kasim Sultan former bassist with Todi Rundgren's
Utopia, has recently taken delivery of an SSHDR1 system

hare studio

at his

= 111A1,

The SSHDRI can also synchronize to

hardware

1016.

MIDI

sequencers

or

Meatloaf,

A K E W A L K

C

Windows with support

for

the

canuletely rebuilt around the SSHDR1, Tascam

in Los Angeles.

This

award winning software will

DA88 omd Mackie equipment.

Ooh! Aah! GINA G!

Soundscape SSHDRI hardware at the NAMM show

currently riding high in the US charts with Gina

processing of Logic

just a little bit" which was recorded and edited on the SSHDR1.

providing the ultimate in audio /MIDI

hardware,

sequencing. As the SSHDR1 only uses the computer

and "ooh, aah

G

of

The hit, which reached number one in the UK, is port

it

for display purposes,

is possible

SSHDR1 and Logic Audio

powered

PC

the

to run

Windows on a lower

than is normally required, with a totally

:

"Tell me what you wont ", The Spice

Steve is busy at

Girls and "Addicted to Love ", Robert Palmer.

the moment finishing Gina G's debut

album and

re-mixing

is

(Belgium)

Music

and

running without

mix-down

together

with 48

Diamond

Recording in

Warsaw,

Poland

a

any problems

whatsoever.

Instrumentos Musicais installed

Diapasao

system at

of Hard Disk recording

Writer, producer and musician

with

EDIT

Recording Studios

in

We

have

48 track

a

Amadora,Lisbon.

Ramiro Martins chose on

Soundtracs Jade

SSHDR1 48 track system as the heart of his studio. The

48PB console to provide

system which is synchronized with Steinberg's Cubase

100 input channels at

last year recorded and edited

a

direct output channels.

Wladyslaw Bawiek, Diamond's president, comments "We

Jazz

star

Pedro

a

the

due to be

releasec is the UK next month.

Charlie Jones

Phil

and engineer

Andrews (Hugh Cornwall, "The Stranglers ")
hove

raently completed

a

track soon to ae released in

the US. The track which was the first to be produced on

mix.

actually never been able to cause the system to hang."

combined the 48 tracks

CD in

Robert Plant

All the backing tracks

and

nere recorded

ono hard disk and then transferred to 24 track

tracks wee then transferred back to hard disk for the final

day including weekends, and the system keeps

hours

two major European studios.

is

tape tc record Jimmy's guitar and Robert's vocals. All

use the SSHDR1 system extensively between 14 and 16

Diapasao (Portugal) have installed 48 track systems into

now has 6

"Requiem for an

"The Sky of Avalon'

collection untitled

Jimmy Page.

European

Uli, whc

symphonic rock piece as part of his

their SSFDRI system features

systems in Warsaw & Lisbon
Trans

c

Robert 'Icnt bassist

mixed by Steve include

UK.

'Symphorrc Legends' series of CD's. The -irst

directly

SDT distributors

Tunbridge Wells,

systems is currently completing

and re-

"A Red Letter Day" soon to be released by the Pet Shop Boys.

integrated user interface.

ii

studio

Angela

o long

list of hits produced by the team of re-mixers and songwriters at

their London, UK based studios. Other hits produced

Scorpions guitarist and composer Uli John
Roth aicd a further unit upgrading to 48 tracks at his
Forme'

Steve Rodway (Motiv8) and his record label FX Music are

combine the superb audio quality and powerful DSP

Audio and the SSHDR1

managed to fit in time to perform on the

Celine Dion and apuear on The
Late Shaw with David Letterman the studio has

Cakewalk Pro Audio, also supports the SSHDR 1.

been

for Logic Audio

Kssim who hos

ward tour with

ten month

a

latest album from

software running on Atari computer.

German company, Emagic, announced an extension

in Staten Island, NY.

recently returned from

Cnorhe and Phil are now in production of their new

album Juv for release in 1997.
Merseyside, England, is the home for new record label

'Loop'.

Owned by ex -Christians' menbers Henry
Priestman and Gary Christian, Lloyd Masset
(OMC) and Pete Fullwell (The Christians), the
label

is

R&B

be area. "The
artist who combine
scene ", explains Henry. 'loop'

recording brand new artists from

aim of the label

is

to promote new

vith the Merseyside

now own five SSHDR1 systems.

live session featuring Acid

Abrunhasa which

was

broadcast

on

SDT Ltd ore pleased to announce

partrress for Asia.

national radio.

new distribution

The SSHDR1 together with the

this month were

new hardware options to be released

recently shown at the

Vietnam Film Festival

in

Ho

Chi Minh City. Distribution throughout Vietnam will be
handlers by O'Conners Singapore Pte. ltd. Tel: (65)

4737444, Alpha International
The

PDAE CDR

professional

CDR

mastering software for the SSHDR1

is

a

package for audio CDR machines. It provides

total solution

THE

music

recording

for

studios

main advantage of this type of

CDR

burning

a

4994347 and distribution

This month we will be launching a proprietary CDR compiler

fully compatible with

mastering CD's.

German company PointCD. This software is

There

differing

is

available for other editors and

recording,

Roaster).

type

CDR
a

Auvi P`e Tel: (65)

'Plug -in" and

The software

is

Soundscape

to be

in

Singapore continues via

2832544 with O'Conrers being newly

is

commonly known as Red

works with

is

appoided as Soundscape resellers in Singapore.

software from

supplied as part of the SSHDR1 CDR package (it is already

hardware options for CDR
SCSI

SCSI

(822) 551 2776

handled by ModiAuvi Coordinate Pte. Ltd. Tel: (91) 44

to produce

Glass Master.

which

two

is

Tel:

have ueen appointed for South Korea. India

the time factor.

However, it is far less risky when the intention

or radio stations regularly

are

is

arrange

INTERNATIONAL SALES ENQUIRIES:
Soundscape Digital Technology Ltd.
CrichtonHouse, Mount Stuart Square,
Cardiff. CF 6DR U. K.
+44 1222 450120 Fax: +44 1222 450130
Email no @sscape.sydecbe
1

based

drives which connect to the

PC

and compile audio

on the .WAV file format, and Audio CDR's, which can

also connect to the

PC

via the serial port, but send the audio

data via the AES/EBU or SPDIF outputs on the SSHDRI

.

The

files and allows

generates
a

a

PO

editing, crossfades, ISRC codes etc. and

merged file on the

PC

data file for PointCD, which

the disk.

with
burns

COMPACT

o

Tel

_bb

Recordable

U.S. SALES CALL

Soundscape Digital Technology Inc.
4478 Mcricet Street, Suite 704, Ventura, CA 93003
Tel: ( 8O5) 658 7375 Fax: (8O5 )658 6395

Multi -Track Recording Stereo EditingRe- MixingADAT /DA88 EditorMIDIPre- Mastering

internethnp://www.soundscape-digital.com

SOUNDSCAPE INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS

Australia
Digital Sound Systems Ltd
Tel.

(61)

386 1043

2

Argentino
Solidyne
Tel

(541

Soundscape price restructure

701 8622

1

Belgium
Trans European Music n.v.

14665010

Tel (321

Bulgaria

DAVID
Tel

Continued from page

1359) 431 25341

Canada
Geri Audio Distribution
Tel

1.

V2.xx software will require the SSAC -1 and

software license

(416) 696 2779

Croatia

(password)

which will

a

be

the value of their investment in Soundscape is

can bring the

not devalued by price decreases year by year or

users at a lower price with an upgrade program

that the product

to our high end systems, whilst continuing to

not replaced by 'the new

is

power of Soundscape to more

support all our existing customers".

provided free of charge to all existing customers

model'. Our policy

who purchased their SSHDR1 at the original

upgradeability as well as giving value for money

price. Nick Owen, Commercial Director for SDT

and this new policy means that although the

run any of the new software as

says "One very important point that we have

pricing of individual components has changed the

many other systems. However, Windows '95

emphasised to customers since day one is that

overall package price remains the same. Now we

required.

supports the additional 8 inputs and outputs has

OUT1

is one of

expandability and

Audio Video consulting GmbH

1431662 436960

Tel

Czech Republic
Mediated!. SPOL. S.R.O.
Tel 1421 455 622591

Denmark
Kinovox

AB

There is also no need to upgrade the computer to
is

the case with
is

Tel (45) 4453 3011

Estonia
IS

Music Team

Tel

(372) 6466053

Finland
Sound Media
Tel

90 510 2355

France
Gallarel Musique
Tel

(33)

S A

34 48 38 38

1

Germany, Austria

IL

Switzerland

S.E A.

V2.xx

(49) 5903 93880
Greece

brand new 32bit operating system

is a

a

/2 of

the SSHDR1, analogue IN 182 as an

Tel:

Bon Studios
Tel

(30)

S

k

completely user

state of the art software and DSP technology. The

structure and presets for different configurations

of MIDI instruments and as many auxiliary sends

can be saved or loaded as required. Each channel

as

380 9605

1

software

Holland
TM Audio b

v

(31) 30 2 41 4070
Hong Kong and China

routing /channel

which expands and enhances the SSHOR1 with

Windows '95,

currently runs under

although it is planned that the system will run on

can

Windows

but not in the first release version.

running

separates the hardware

and

limited

software layers, the SSHDR1 may also become

power.

cross -platform in the future.

have

V2.xx supports

channels

definable

have any number

of real -time processes

Tel

Technica Engineering
Tel

lid

(852) 2356 9268

Hungary
Pixel Multimedia
Tel

(36)

266 6059

1

Hot 6e Studios

(354)

1

ModiAuvi Coordinate Pte Lid.

Control Techniques Ireland

that supports two separate drives per unit (ie. disk

take file names (64 character),

a

comment field

(128 character), new attribute flags (archive,

454 5400

1

completely new disk format

a

A, disk B) and has a sub -directory structure. Long

(91)44 499 4547
Ireland
Tel

(353)

multiple units in one arrange

window and uses

651 877

India

TeL

NT

(eg.

fact,

In

you

many

as

Reverb, etc.)

Compressor,

EQ,

only by the available

DSP processing

can

Israel

read -only etc.) and different kinds of files (eg.

Mote Audio Professional
Stage Systems Ltd

Tel (972) 3 695 6367

Italy

with
and

you

as

internal
effects

2

in

aux

means that you can route audio

out of

effects processes on the other and

SS810 -1 or to

DA88 or Yamaha 02R etc.).

Explorer and files can be moved or copied easily

configuration could be when you have

Continental For East Inc

between different units and drives.

mixing situation with 8 tracks from Soundscape

TeL

4870 2843

Accelerator Card

(02) SSI 2776

New Zealand

playback tracks

Digital Sound Systems Ltd

(64)

9 514

0399

Norway
Aktive Musik
Tel:

Hexagon (London)

Draposoo Instrumentos Musicals

(351)

define

Russia

n®0110111011110
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a

tape), with
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Mediatech

(42)

214 OSl

7

Digital

Tel

(27)

,J

1

South Africa
EMS

AUVI PVT Ltd
_II_I.

Tel 1651283 2544
.

Microluso
Tel

..

.

real -time

effects algorithms

from

simultaneously by the DSP on the SSAC-1.
The

SSAC-1

which allows
external

also includes the

connection

to

audio bus from

Expansion
a

Port

512 channel

the 3U

Expansion

Chassis. This allows playback/record tracks and

inputs /outputs to become resources in the bus

Jr J

which can be routed where required. Connecting

G

connected together to form much larger systems.

a

The Expansion Chassis will also allow multiple DSP

.r:

VA ,4
,

r,--F-7

audio channels from one unit to input /outputs on

another is then possible and multiple units can be

r
(

Ns

,

and

I/O cards

mixing

to be installed for greatly increased

capability

and

virtually

unlimited

processing power for effects algorithms.
Punch in /out recording is included in the V2.xx
DSP code, as are the MIDI

tempo map and play

J:
J

.r..

40.,,

I1!.
r.

.r

1

>

-

.

rJ cwrs

Al or.,

looping requested by many users

for music

applications. There will be several other software
releases

to

include

general

editing

and user

interface additions throughout 1997, many of

which have been requested by existing users.

S L.
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_
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mixer

stereo main output from digital

.
...___,.__Al

MS Max

Tel

final

Soundscape tracks, 8 for digital tracks from the

J

Tel

a

and 8 tracks from an ADAT or DA88. You could

eL-0 0-r= nv'
-E
J,

J.

J..

-r-7---.

8405203

1

required and the number of

increased to 12 per unit (with

recommended drives). The new mixer page that

-3-..,,.

(44) 181 677 6698

Portugal
Tel

is
is

J..

(47) 1137 7500

Poland
Tel

change for V2.xx is that the SSAC-1

The main

Alpha International Inc

Tel

mixer

(813) 3583 8451

Korea
Tel.

programmable

the mix, making

maximum use of both DSPs. New for

'97 will

Japan

a

back into

then

stored on the disk. The Take Directory (renamed

for

digital

from one unit through real -time

port on the SSAC -1 (this could be connected to the

use

internal

connections in the mixer. This

arrange files, presets for EQ, Reverb, etc.) can be

a

planned

interconnected, so it's like
having

the SSHDR1, plus the 8 in /out TDIF

typical

is

allows 8 channels of audio to be

busses

processes,

/4

International Sales tel: +44 (0) 1222 450120 fax: +44 (0) 1222 450130

AB

/

(461 8 404 141

internet: http : /www.soundscape- digital.com

Thailand
Sound System Business Co
Tel

1661

2

376 0115

Vietnam
0 Conners Singapore Pte
TeL

(65) 473 7944

names are acknowledged

ltd.

A

later release.

sends /receives using the

original

outputs.

With two units, the TDIF connection on the SSAC -

A

1

a

need,

external

and

the remaining

configuration. Automation of the mixer
for

mixing

SFile Manager) is now more like the Windows 95

Drgimedia
Tel 1391

required from

mix

a

recording mixer could have a completely different

1

Iceland
Tel:

NT,

Windows

As

auxiliary effects return or stereo input from

S O.

(IM

are continually developing their products and so reserve the right to change soenliccnons w'r~our

norme
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If so you need the u Iti mate
recording combin .ation_

It's always been

important to make sure that the front end of

the recording chain

is as

clean and pure as possible. Today's

:e

digital technology reveals any weak link in the chain. This
means you must chose a microphone that is quiet (no self -noise)
and a monitoring headphone that will reveal the accuracy of
your signal.
The beyerdynamic MC 834 pure condenser with its

natural frequency response, exceptional signal to noise
ratio (non existent self-noise) and high SPL capability
is

the answer to digital technology.

outperforming the competition, it ensures
ou recordings contain the original sound without
any added noise or hiss. That's why it has
Easily

become

'gular feature in studios around

the,world just like some of our other products.
For example, the legendary

beyerdynamic DT 100
professional headphone
series, seen wherever

musicians are at work.

Their exceptionally wide
and flat frequency
response allow you to

rear everything in the mix
(including the hiss).
the next time you
visit your Pro Audio centre
ask for a demonstration of
beyerdynamic microphones
and professional studio
headphones.
So

want to
carry on taping the hiss....

Unless, of cotirse you

For more

a brochure call our freephone on 0800.374994
Albert Drive Burgess Hill W.Sussex RH15 9TN

information or
17

V

Twenty -five years ago, Bernd Alois to a new set of musicians and technicians,
although American soprano Lisa Saffer, who
sang the central role of Marie, is a veteran
Zimmermann's Die Soldaten was of
productions at New York City Opera and
the Bastille.

intended to challenge established

sound practices; today, technology
is

meeting that challenge.

KEVIN HILTON

enlists with

Faced with not only providing sound
reinforcement during the performance, but
producing the complex prerecorded sequences
was the audio design consultancy Sound
Intermedia, fronted by trained musicians and
composers David Sheppard and Ian Dearden.
Both preprepared sequences occur during
Act 4: Scene and are totally sourced from
hard disk and comprises the orchestra, chorus,
soloists, a jazz band and tap dancers, with
nothing performed live; Scene 3, the climax
of the performance, has vocals mixed with
various sound effects, including screams
and characters achieving orgasm.
'In the score, Zimmermann wrote that Act 4
Scene may be played back from tape,'
Dearden says of a sequence where several
events occur simultaneously, and images of
violence are projected onto the stage as Marie
is raped, triggering her decent into degradation.
One of the reasons why this scene is usually
prerecorded is that the lead soloist is called
upon to deliver a string of top D notes throughout; a strain even for Lisa Saffer, who is
considered the only performer capable of
taking the part today. 'It's too much,' explains
Dearden, 'so we decided to lay that down
beforehand.'
Dearden and Sheppard opted to prepare
their own segments for the ENO production,
even though they were offered recordings
from previous stagings. 'We chose to put
together our own sequences, says Dearden,
'because the other material features different
orchestras. An Akai DRI6 was used to record
and edit the preprepared performances and
effects, while other sounds were played onto
the hard disk from CD. These sessions would
have turned out too big, in terms of the
number of performers involved, and therefore too expensive to be held in a recording
studio, and so were recorded at the ENO
Works, the opera company's rehearsal venue
in North London'
1

the sound production crew
LIKE IT OR NOT, amplification

is firmly

established in musical theatre. While producers
will now admit to the assistance of loudspeakers, it is a matter of pride that everything
coming out of them is live. Just as with some
of the big rock tours, this is not always true,
but getting people to own up to it is a different matter. In this respect the post -war opera
Die Soldaten (Soldiers) is unusual Its composer,
Bernd Alois Zimmermann (1918 -70), wrote
the 4 -act work with the intention of breaking
the traditional notions of form and continuity.
Part of this involves the use of back-projected
film inserts, and two major prerecorded audio
sections, combining dialogue, sound effects
and music.
Written between 1958 and 1960, Die
Soldaten, based on the 1776 play by Jakob
Lenz (1751 -92), was scored to include taped
sound effects, making Zimmermann his own
sound designer at a time when the phrase
meant little outside of the movie business.
Today, sound designers are integral to the
majority of productions, and will work closely
with the composer, director and conductor
to realise on stage what is represented on
paper as dots and lines.
Die Soldaten is notorious among modern
operas for its staging problems. The shows
at the English National Opera's London
Coliseum during November and December
1996 were the first ever British performances
of the work, bringing the inherent headaches

1

Intermedia's Ian Dearden (left) and David
Sheppard created complex prerecorded
sequences for Act 4: Scene 1

This disused library has a central open
space where the ENO Orchestra was recorded
'with as many mics as possible, according to
Dearden. 'We used every Neumann we could
get our hands on, as well as a SoundField.
The orchestra was laid across as many tracks
as possible, which gave us the opportunity
to give good separation, and the ability to
do the final mix in the theatre itself, so we
would know exactly how it would sound to
the audience, rather than trying to guess if
we had done it in either of our home studios'
Also at these sessions were percussionists,
the jazz band, tap dancers, soloists and the
chorus. As Zimmermann tightly scored Die
Soldaten, even to the extent of notating the
shouts and screams, a click meter was used
so that the prerecorded musical and effects
sequences would tie in exactly to the live

performance.
The recordings were made in what Dearden
describes as '2 -bar or 3 -bar chunks: rather
than the straight to stereo approach that
might have been expected of an orchestral
opera session. 'We treated it more like rock
and roll,' Dearden agrees. The emphasis was
on getting bits right, after which we built
up an array of the whole scene. It's a very
complex sequence and we were able to build
it up on the hard disk, recording three or
four sessions with different people, but always
with the click as the common thread. Sheppard
adds that the use of a hard -disk recorder player made the whole process easier because
specific bars could be accessed'
The second part of the sessions at the ENO
Works were tracks for Act 4 Scene 3, the fmal
five minutes of the opera where 12 scenes
run concurrently, filmed sequences overlap
the live performance, sound effects overlay
the orchestra and, most extraordinarily, Marie
disappears and a new central character
emerges. Zimmermann was heavily influenced
by the writings of James Joyce and Ezra
Pound, injecting his work with the theory
of the 'sphericity of time the notion that past
and present exist simultaneously.
'In the last scene the whole drama is effec-

Above: Revolutionary (for 1960) back projection helps characterise Die Soldaten
Right: The confines of the orchestra pit necessitated the use of the 'black store'
back stage for the percussion section
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tively taken over by sound effects,' Dearden
says, explaining how the composer's aim is
achieved through the use of audio clips.
'Zimmermann was very pedantic in what he
wanted, and the score is clearly notated so
that later productions could reconstruct his
original sound effects, which include screams
and military commands. We got most of the
sounds we needed from the company, the
performers, and purloined the rest from
anywhere we could, mixed with some of
the original effects Zimmermann himself
put together. These were transferred onto
CD from mono 1610 electronic tape'
The sound effects for Act 4 Scene 3 were
also recorded and edited on the DR16, but
were then loaded onto an Akai S3000 sampler,
controlled by a Mac PowerBook running a
Performa sequence file. This gave extra
flexibility, and the ability to change any

Zimmermann wrote that if the

percussionists could not fit into the

orchestra pit, then `other possibilities
should be used'.

As

the pit at the

(oliseum is a relatively small one it
was decided to locate the bulk of the
percussion section in the `black store'

February 97

sounds, given that the conductor, Elgar
Howarth, and the director, David Freeman,
had input as to what they thought worked
or not. The assembled Performa file was
triggered by Dearden hitting the D flat key
on a standard keyboard.
'It felt quite odd to have gone through
that whole production process and then end
up just hitting a key,' he laughs. The sequence
was assembled during rehearsals, but it was
decided not to tie everything to time code
and instead fly it in manually. I counted the
number of beats, following the conductor
and orchestra, rather than them being slaves
to our system because Elgar took those 75
bars at a different tempo every night'

the automated mix,' observes Dearden.
'Having it grouped in preset mix positions,
but controlling the level, with the snapshot
screen menus allowing us to switch between
the mutes. In the live situation we didn't
have to respond that much because we had
already responded to any necessary changes
and swapped things around during the
rehearsals'
Due to the repertory nature of the ENO,
Die Soldaten alternated with performances
of other operas (Rigoletto, The Pearl Fishers
and The Mikado) during its short run. The
need for the technical crew to get everything

UNLIKE the sequence for

Act 4 Scene 1,
the effects for the climax of the opera-which
more or less envisages the end of the world
-were mixed live by David Sheppard on the
third of three Yamaha 02R digital consoles,
which were used front -of-house during the
shows to balance both the prerecorded
segments, and elements of the live performance.
Sound Intermedia has been using the 02R
since the end of September 1996, when it
was working with other orchestras. 'We could
have done the show without this particular
desk,' observes Dearden, 'for example we
could have used ten Mackies, but we didn't
want to'
Aside from reducing the number of desks,
the 02Rs offered Sound Intermedia snapshot
memory recall, used for general mix balance
changes, and real-time automated mix playback, which was used to control the balance
between the amplified instruments, surround sound effects and prerecorded segments.
'David controlled the mix in conjunction with

Die Soldaten's stage jazz combo'
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`Eu right was paramount, which, given the

complexity of the piece, put the onus on
the equipment. 'You've got to know that
you're not the one holding up rehearsals,'
says Dearden. 'It could be because one of
the singers has got a cold, but we can't be
the area that messes up. There were other
operas going on at the same time, and the
rig had to be struck each night -we also
had to cater for the fact that the performances were going to change.'
The three 02Rs were cascaded, with
only the six auxiliary feeds on one desk
remaining independent to supply feeds for
the automated surround sound effects. Each
desk was configured with a meter bridge
and a MLA8 8- channel ink preamp, which
were installed to supplement the amount of
XLR microphone level inputs sent to the
consoles. In all 40 balanced inputs were
needed, in addition to the inputs from the
DR16 and S3000.
This large number of ins only accounted
for the substantial percussion section, two
'organs' (two DX7s), a harpsichord, piano,
celeste and DI'd guitar. (The jazz combo,
which appears live on stage during Act 2
Scene 1, used its own amplifiers rather
than running through the main system.)
In realising the work, the task for the
sound designer is to bring the
percussionists into the house without
drowning out either the singers or the rest
of the orchestra. In his score, Zimmermann
wrote that if the percussionists could not
fit into the orchestra pit, then 'other
possibilities should be used'. As the pit at
the Coliseum is a relatively small one, and
the dense scoring means that the rest of
the performers could be swamped, it was
decided to locate the bulk of the percussion
section in the 'black store' (usually home to
the theatres drapes), which is located some
47 feet above the stage.
Being so far away enabled proper
isolation and balancing to be carried out,
which was seen as a particular advantage
for the tuned percussion instruments.
There were 33- channels coming in from
the dark store; in addition three
percussion stations were dotted around
the stage (one on the right, one on the left
and one behind), as Zimmermann specified
that certain sounds should appear to
originate away from the action. Of these
off-stage ensembles, only the timpani of each
group was miked to enable an effect of the
players hands being rubbed around the
rim of the instrument to be heard.
The ENO has a house policy of using
amplification sparingly and Sound Intermedia
achieved this, despite their initial perceptions.
'We thought that we would have to
amplify the singers,' says Dearden, 'but

Male bathers from a scene in the production
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The back -stage percussion 'station'

there were no radio mics on the production.
The percussion was so far away and
isolated that we were able to control the
balance so that the singers didn't have to
fight against it. They were singing their
hearts out-it was amazing projection.'
In keeping with the majority of musical
theatre, the singers did not have any monitoring, but relied on what was coming
from front of house. 'Opera singers are
very used to hearing the sound of the
orchestra from in front of them,' Dearden
explains, 'so there's not the monitoring
problem for them. The problem was making
sure that the percussionists could hear

the orchestra'
Although the orchestra was not miked
in the true sense of the word, microphones
were placed in the pit, and then fed back to
the black store so that the percussion section
could monitor on small stand- mounted
loudspeakers. Percussion feeds were
brought down on line links and fed to the
main body of players by a cluster of d&b
audioteknik 9025 slung above the pit.
These were hired from rental company
Hardware House, as were a number of
small E3s, which were placed above the pit
system to provide clarity for the conductor,
and give a little more top end for the stalls.
The ENO's own house rig, two Meyer UPAS
left and right of the stage, were used for
multitrack playback and the celeste.
A further six Meyer cabinets were placed
around the lower part of the auditorium
for the surround -sound effects. Again
Zimmermann specified loudspeakers being
placed around the audience (originally he
had written the opera to take place on a
circular stage with the audience in the
middle, giving a whole new meaning to
phrase surround sound). Only the surround
effects were placed around these supporting
loud -speakers, with the feeds coming from
the six isolated auxes on the third 02R.
This production of Die Soldaten saw the first
ever public use of The Localizer, the surround
-sound plug-in for the 02R Project Manager
program, which ran in conjunction with the
Mac PowerBook.
These first UK performances of Die
Soldaten attracted much attention in the
mainstream press, partly due to the debut,
and partly because the original setting had
been updated to make the opera's themes
all the more relevant to today. Also highly
praised was the staging, and although no
critic specifically mentioned the sound, the
overall technical production found favour.
Perhaps the accolade most cherished by
the sound crew was when an elderly woman
made her way to the front -of-house desks to
say Well done! Unfortunately everyone
suspects that she mistook them for the
lighting position... Q
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The project rooms that have

rolls open and you're in the outer courtyard

of Brandon's Way, the studio complex that
multi platinum artist, producer, songwriter
supported Babyface's production and record executive Kenny 'Babyface'
Edmonds has just finished building for
himself. Edmonds' chartbusting solo albums
successes with the likes of
and productions for Whitney Houston,
Madonna, Eric Clapton, Boyz II Men and
Whitney Houston, Madonna and
Toni Braxton, among others, have made
him a towering figure in mainstream pop
Toni Braxton, as well as those as
and R&B. He has recently entered the
world of feature films too, as producer
an artist, have given way to a
and co- writer of the soundtrack for the
box office smash Waiting to Exhale.
new commercial studio. ALAN
Brandon's Way was completed just in
time for overdubs and mixes on Babyface's
DI
visits Brandon's
recent album, The Day. In fact, one of the
first guest artists to record there was Stevie
Wonder, who came in to duet with Babyface
Way in Hollywood, California
on The Day's single 'How Come, How Long'.
THE BUILDING doesn't have a sign out The facility is also expected to play a role
front. It's just an anonymous, yet sleek,
in the creation of music for Soul Food , the
single- storey structure on Hollywood's
new film project that Babyface is producing
Highland Avenue, with silvery skim -coat
in collaboration with his wife Tracey for
concrete walls that glisten in the California their newly formed company, Edmonds
sunshine. A post- modern sheet -metal gate Entertainment.

PERNA
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'This is the facility that I've always
wanted to build,' he says. 'The look and
feel of the rooms are done in mahogany
wood, bird's eye maple and granite. It's
extremely gorgeous. Most of our rooms,
and particularly our SSL room, has more
gear in it than I have ever seen in any
room in the world'

BRANDON'S WAY is the logical extension of Edmonds' MIDI -based approach to
recording. 'Songwriting and production
are so close these days,' he says. 'I like to
build a song from the ground up, with the
sounds and everything in place. As a
songwriter, having all of today's sequencing
and MIDI equipment, it's a lot easier to map
out a song in a short amount of time and
get a really good idea of how it is supposed
to be.'
Most of Babyface's productions have
started life as MIDI sequences created in
various home studios. Prior to Brandon's
Way, the producer had a studio at his home
in Beverly Hills, and an identical setup at
his retreat in Lake Tahoe.

Febnsary 97

'Originally they were writing studios,
but they escalated into other areas, explains
Brad Gilderman, Edmonds' engineer for
the past five years. 'For example, most of
Waiting to Exhale was tracked at Kenny's
home studio. And then we would go to
the Record Plant and places like that for
mixing and overdubs. But things reached
a point where we wanted to have our
own commercial-level facility.'

security, and the site's close proximity to
the heavily -travelled Highland Avenue
called for thorough acoustical isolation.
The existing structure was in poor condition,
according to studio bau;ton chief Maurer:
'We ended up gutting it to the walls and
So Edmonds and his team began searching rebuilding it completely:
Space was at a premium. 'We were looking
for a site on which to construct a new
studio. They settled on Highland Avenue, into adding a second story to a large
portion of the building,' continues
a strip shared by some of city's busiest
Maurer, 'to accommodate extra office space,
postproduction houses, and some of its
but we couldn't do that because of city
more unsavoury street life. Architectural
design for the project fell to studio bau:ton, parking requirements. So we had to fit
the firm that had designed Atlanta's LeCoco, everything into what is basically a one
the studio Babyface formerly shared with story structure.'
The designers approached the 5,000 his former partner Antonio 'LA Reid. Studio
bau:ton principals Peter Maurer and Peter foot2 space by creating a modular studio
-a network of tie -lined rooms that can be
Grueneisen consulted with Edmonds on
made to serve whatever project is at hand.
the design; the company's Clayt Hudson
served as project architect. Wiring, monitor A large amount of the available space was
dedicated to a spacious mixing suite, Control
co-design and equipment supply for
Room A. In addition, there are two smaller
Brandon's way was handled by Bruce
Millett's Burbank, CA firm, the Desk Doctor. control rooms. One of these -Control Room
Noted LA studio contractors Peterson-LaTouf B-is primarily set up for synth -based tracking
and conventional overdubs; the other is a
were placed in charge of construction.
compact, synth -based writing room. For
Plans were drawn in late 1995 and early
recording vocals and live instruments,
1996. Construction began in February
there are two good -sized iso booths, one
each next to control rooms A and B.
But the physical location of these rooms
s9.
is less of an issue than it might be, as every
room at Brandon's Way is linked to every
.
AIR
other room via audio, video, computer and
17-'ITl1
m MIDI tie -lines. There are wall- mounted
video cameras in each of the control rooms
and iso booths, as well as video monitors.
'In other studios, if you're off in a remote
place, there's often just headphones,' says
Gilderman. 'Here, you've got 2 -way visual
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Studio bau:ton's floor plans for
Babyface's new commercial studio,
construction began in October 96
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The studio's interconnectivity can support
a variety of recording scenarios: 'If we're
mixing in Studio A,' explains Gilderman,
'and Kenny needs to do a keyboard
overdub, I just hit a button and the mix
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1996 and was completed in October.
The location presented a textbook
ensemble of urban- studio design problems.
The neighbourhood demanded tight building
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comes up on the Studio B monitors. All
his keyboards are in there, so he can go in,
add a keyboard part, and it goes right back
to the mix in Studio A.'
According to Gilderman, the studio is
equipped with '100 fibre -optic lines' to
handle interconnectivity between rooms
and with the outside world. The EDnet
system is being used, as well as beta test
systems from Kodak and Pacific Telesis.
'Pacific Bell just keeps giving us stuff,'
Gilderman laughs. 'And we use the Kodak
system so we can do video conferencing'
The studio has a central tape machine
room which serves all three control rooms.

Studio Sound 53

BRANDON'S
The machine room has its own video camera,
which is trained on the meter bridges of
the facility's Sony 3348 digital 48- track,
Studer A820 analogue 24- track, and two
A827 analogue 24- tracks.
'We never know what combination of
machines we're going to be using' comments
Gilderman, 'so we've got them all lined up
in our machine room. It's just a quick
patch to access anything we need..'
Remote machine control is handled by
a Motionworks synchronisation system.

Audio tie lines also link control rooms A
and B with hi-fi playback systems in the
studio's two principal lounges; 'The mix
from any studio can be patched into any
of the lounges,' says Gilderman. 'If you're
working in control room A or B, and you
want to hear what the mix sounds like in
one of the lounges, you don't have to
make a tape copy, just a patch'
For all its ability to function as a single
facility, Brandon's Way also divides nicely
into two independent studios when the
occasion demands. The Studio A control
room, overdub booth and lounge are
separated from the Studio B and C area
by a 50 -foot long, sunlit corridor
decorated with Edmonds' sizable collection
of platinum and gold records. This 'split'
floor plan was purposefully designed to
accommodate Edmonds' mix engineer
John Gass, who will be working on his own
projects at Brandon's Way when he's not
mixing one of Babyface's productions.
Meanwhile, studios B and C are very
much Edmonds' domain. The two rooms

weiss engineering ltd. digital audio. Florastrasse

10,

part of an arrangement in C while overdub
work proceeds in B under Gilderman's
supervision. On days when outside artists
are working with Edmonds in Studio B, the
producer can retreat to his own private
lounge -a low -ceilinged loft space located
above Studio C. Affectionately dubbed 'the
baby room' this space contains toys for
Edmonds' son Brandon after whom the
facility is named, and the studio's main office.
'So there's a private space for Kenny
and the staff to hang,' says Gilderman.
'Because the B -C lounge is a place where
the artists can hang. We kept enough
space that nobody has to be on top of
anybody else, if they don't want to be.'
Like a well- designed family dwelling,
then, Brandon's way is a communal
environment that still allows for individual
privacy. Unlike the average home, however,
Brandon's Way is stocked with some of
the best recording gear and acoustically
fine -tuned rooms anywhere on the planet.
Edmonds and Gass both had a lot of
input on the design of the mixing room
at Brandon's Way. The centrepiece of the
studio is an 80 -input SSL SL4080G Plus
console with Ultimation. The 80 inputs
are evenly divided between G -series and
Kenny 'Babyface' Edmonds, Brandon's
E- series modules.
Way mentor: Songwriting and production
'In terms of both sound and functionality,
are so close these days
SSLs are integral to the way we work,' says
are linked by a common lounge area. The Gilderman, who assisted Gass in mixing
producer frequently moves between the
Waiting to Exhale on an SSL9000j. 'This
two rooms, taking a song idea germinated console was one of the first, and easiest,
in Studio C to the next stage in Studio B, choices we made in planning this facility.'
or popping across the lounge to fine -tune
The control room's considerable size Inr
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With the Euphonix, every keyboard is normalled into the board
and available at the touch of a button.

WI (25 -foot

x 32 -foot, with a 16 -foot ceiling)
proved a major acoustical issue in designing
the room. Gass was accustomed to working
in a much smaller control room at the
Record Plant -another bau:ton room that
had been patterned after a third LA

studio, Summa Music, formerly owned
by Record Plant chief Rick Stevens.
'John Gass really loved the Record Plant
and wanted to have that same punchy sound
at Brandon's way,' says Peter Maurer. But
because the room at Brandon's Way is
significantly bigger than the one at the
Record Plant, he was a little concerned
that he wouldn't be able to get that same
punch'
Edmonds' own sonic requirements for
the room were along the same lines as Gass's.
Acoustically, Kenny has a specific taste,'
Maurer comments. 'He wants his rooms to
have that very low-end response, and that
100Hz punch that he's very sensitive to.
One of our concerns was how we could
achieve that without subwoofers. Because
subwoofers were out of the question. We
were not even allowed to propose
subwoofers'
The designers responded by placing
the mixing console closer to the front wall monitors than usual. 'It's a real inyour-face' kind of setup,' Maurer
comments. Also studio bau:ton designed
an exceptionally powerful custom monitor
system in conjunction with Bruce Millett
of the Desk Doctor: a LCRS system, designed
to accommodate Edmonds' growing
involvement in film work. The 2 -way
enclosures employ a TAD 15 -inch woofer
and a driver on a Northwest horn,
powered by Yamaha 4002 amplifiers.
'We've gone through a bunch of
different amplifiers and we found those
to be the most tasteful for us,' says
Gilderman. 'Unfortunately, that model
has been discontinued. But Bruce Millett
was able to supply us with enough of
them for our needs.'
Another prominent feature of Studio
A is its ample selection of outboard gear
-some 76 pieces in all. These include an
exhaustive selection of digital effects
processors from Lexicon, Roland, Sony,
Yamaha, Eventide and tc electronic.
Classic vintage gear such as Urei 1176s,
Teltronix LA -2As, Pultec EQP -lAs and

Tel

FRANCE: S.A.V.
42 40 55 22 Fax: 1 42 40 47 80

1

Contact: Philippe Desgué

an EQH -2, API. And Neve mic preamps
and newer analogue processing gear
from Avalon, Summit and Focusrite.
'We tried to build the room so that,
when you come in here, you really don't
need to rent anything' says Brad Gilderman.
'In here, you should be able to find any
piece of gear you could ever think of
All this processing power is housed in
a massive 8 -bay credenza with a black
granite top that serves as a producer's
desk. Attractive as it is, this surface posed
another acoustical problem for the
room's designers.
The amount of equipment basically
determined the size of the credenza,' says
Maurer. 'And the higher you have to
make the credenza, the more you're
going to have to deal with rear reflections
off that gigantic salad bar there.'
The solution to this problem was to
locate the front -wall, high -frequency
drivers a little lower than usual. 'We were
able to do that,' Maurer adds, 'because
there's no front control -room window.'
In place of the traditional control room
window there's a 53 -inch rear -projection
video monitor for viewing activities in
other rooms. Four smaller video monitors,
mounted to either side, display Ultimation
mix data, security camera signals and
any other video data required.
There are, however, two side windows,
located adjacent to the console. The
window on the mixer's right looks into
the machine room, while the one on the
left looks into Iso Booth A. To isolate the
control room visually from either of these
areas, panels are placed over the windows.
'When we do that, it just looks like the
lights are off in the room,' says Gilderman.
'We can track a session in Iso Booth A
while someone mixes a completely different
project in Control Room A without one
project disrupting the other in the
slightest way.'
Acoustically, the room is finished in a
combination of hard and soft surfaces,
stained mahogany and stretched fabric.
Aesthetically, the mahogany's dark,
dramatic hue is relieved by bird's eye
maple and aluminium trim This combination
of materials is used throughout Brandon's
Way, as is the floor surfacing: black R-Dex
concrete. This flooring was selected LW
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A more for its aesthetic benefits than its
acoustical properties, according to Peter
Maurer: 'Hardwood floors start to look
worn after a few years in most studios,
particularly in the heavily used area right
behind the mixing console'

LOCATED OFF Control Room A is a
19 -foot by 12 -toot space that was originally
designed as a vocal booth, but has become
the de facto piano room, since a 7-foot
Yamaha grand took up residence. The
booth stands on a floating floor and is
completely decoupled from the main
building structure, which partially accounts
for why you can hold a session in there
while something completely different is
going on in the control room. The walls of
Iso Booth A are covered in absorptive
stretched fabric. The ceiling is made of
curvilinear mahogany panels set at varied
heights-a design that has become known
as the 'studio bau:ton cloud'.
'Instead of making the room totally dead,
we put in those hard -surface ceiling panels,
and also a hard R-Dex floor,' says Maurer.
'Because you can always put a rug over the
floor to deaden it. So even though this and
Iso Booth B were designed to be vocal
overdub booths they do have low-tech
variable acoustics'
Control Room B is a 22 -foot x 14 -foot
space primarily devoted to tracking.
Architecturally, the construction of the
room posed several problems. 'The walls
had to be placed according to the structural
conditions of the building,' says Maurer,
'which meant that the acoustics of the

room had to be addressed very carefully.
Also the room is located right next to
Highland Avenue, which is a heavily
travelled street where motorists ignore
speed limits, so there's a lot of noise

transmitted through the ground. But we
were really successful eliminating that'
The solution was to float the room
completely, which brought the control
room to an NC -20 level of acoustic

`We

tried to build the room so that,

when you come in here, you really
don't need to rent anything', says Brad

Gilderman. `In here, you should be
able to find any piece of gear you
could ever think of'
isolation. 'It's literally a room within a
room,' comments Maurer.
Acoustic fine -tuning of control rooms B
and A was done by Steve 'Coco' Brandon.
Although Studio B isn't a large room, the
available space is very economically used.
The main monitors are custom Augspurgers,
powered, again, by Yamaha 4002s. Unlike

Control Room A, B does have a conventional
front wall window, which looks into Iso Booth
B, a 91/2 -foot x 14 -foot space with acoustical
treatment similar to Iso Booth A.
The console in Control Room B is a
72-channel Euphonix CS2000 with full
dynamic, digitally controlled automation.
The Euphonix really makes sense when you
look at the size of this room,' says Gilderman.
'When we do our tracking sessions, we use a
lot of keyboards. We don't have to patch each
keyboard in and label it every time there's a
session. With the Euphonix, every keyboard
is normalled into the board and available at
the touch of a button. The same goes for the
tape machines. In this room, we're able to
jump to any situation very quickly'
The room's complement of outboard is

primarily orientated toward tracking and
is therefore more modest than that of
Studio A. The main emphasis in B is on
compressors, gates, mic preamps and other
tracking- related pieces. Again, there's a
mixture of vintage Urei, Pultec, Neve and
API processing gear, as well as contemporary
equipment such as the Avalon AD2055
EQ and 2044 compressor, GML 8200 EQ
and Drawmer DS201 gates. Digital effects
processors are far from neglected, however,
with a Lexicon 480L and PCM70, Yamaha
SPX100 and 990, a Sony D7, Eventide
H3000D /SE and AMS rmx 16 all to hand.
'We feel that there are just enough effects
for tracking in here,' says Gilderman. 'It's
not an overkill situation'
Behind the outboard equipment credenza
lies Edmonds' MIDI area -MIDI tone
modules are mounted in towering bays Ilar
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BRANDON'S
to Brandon's Way as an afterthought.
'It was originally supposed to be a
producer's office,' recalls Maurer. 'Later
the producer's desk -the black granite top on, when Kenny decided that he didn't
of the outboard equipment credenza-and want to keep his studio in Tahoe, that space
was chosen to house the Tahoe studio. It
is stored in a closet at the rear of the room
was the only space available, really. Basically,
for non -keyboard tracking dates.
Studio C is completely lead-lined for
On a slide -out shelf to the producer's
right is his Akai-Linn MPC3000- Edmonds acoustic isolation purposes, because we
has been dedicated to Akai -Linn hardware didn't have the space to build secondary
walls and float the roomy
sequencers for years. A Mac PowerBook
The tiny room is dominated by massive,
that generally sits nearby is used to record
custom-designed Bruce Millett -Desk
session data rather than MIDI sequences.
Doctor speaker enclosures, consisting of
'That's where I'll keep information like
all TAD components with separate 15 -inch
the key and the tempo of the song, and
subwoofers. The system, which is powered
what instruments I'm using: Babyface
by BGW amps, was also at Edmonds' Lake
explains. And also the lyrics to the songs.
Tahoe home. Studio C is equipped with a
I'll take a computer on the plane when
I'm travelling, along with a Walkman and a Euphonix CS2000 console which is identical
to the one in Studio B, except that it only
tape copy of whatever song I'm working
has 48 channels instead of 72.
on, and I'll write lyrics on the plane:
'Since Kenny's only working with keyboards
The MIDI setup in Studio B was formerly
in a room in Edmonds' Beverly Hills home. in here, that's all he needs,' Gilderman
explains. 'When he's written something in
Among the tone modules it includes are
a Korg Wavestation AD, MI Rs and SRs, Roland Studio C, one of two things can happen.
JV880s, Super JDs and U 110s; E -mu Proteus Studio C can be patched into Studio B to
track the song, or Kenny can take a floppy
2s; Studio Electronics MIDI Mini rack mount
Minimoogs; and Yamaha TX81 Z modules. disk from his sequencer, bring it into
Studio B, pop it into the sequencer there
'Once I get the basic keyboard sounds
for a song, they're usually pretty permanent,' and everything comes up exactly the
same. Either way, he's able to stay focused
says Edmonds. 'I use the Proteus 2s and
on the creative process, rather than getting
JX880s a lot. And the M s have been
bogged down in technology.'
favourites of mine for a long time:
Across the lounge, Studio C contains a
FOR ALL THE CONVENIENCE it
duplicate of the MIDI setup in Studio B.
The Studio C rig was originally in Edmonds' presently provides, the ISDN network at
Brandon's Way will also provide an
Lake Tahoe home. Now it resides in a
important link to remote locations in
15 -foot x 10 -foot studio that was added

into the rear wall with which the
producer uses a variety of controller keyboards.
His chosen controller generally sits atop

1J built
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years to come. 'Kenny is starting to get
into movies,' Gilderman observes. 'So we
can be tied into Lucasfilm, Paramount or
other film facilities. They can send us their
dailies and videos, and we can send them
music, all at the same time. Because we
have cameras in all the rooms, we're
already set up to have 2 -way visual
communication with them:
'The new Pacific Telesis system enables
you to compress video and multitrack audio
data over the same line,' Peter Maurer
elaborates. 'So we've already moved beyond
sending and receiving just stereo audio. '
'If Kenny is doing a live show at the LA
Forum or someplace,' adds Gilderman, 'we
can take all the feeds and do the mixing
right here, live. We have that capability
right now
As the future brings new entertainment
media to the fore, the many talents of
Kenny 'Babyface' Edmonds are likely to be
a part of them. With his own studio as a
high -tech power base, he's well equipped
to launch a productive new phase of his
multi -platinum career.

CONTACT
BRANDON'S WAY RECORDING
STUDIOS, 751 N. Highland Avenue,

1

Los Angeles, California, CA 90038, US.
Tel: +1 213 931 5000.
Fax: +1 213 931 5805.
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Audio has traditionally come
games industry, but now

a

a

poor third

in

the graphics- dominated

combination of technological advances

and cultural changes is elevating the soundtrack to a new level of

importance.

SIMON TRASK

plays the newest game

in

town

Warp artists such as Autechre and LFO providing the music for a forthcoming Gremlin PC
CD -ROM game called Hardwar.
On one level all this activity can simply

be seen as so much clever cross - marketing.
But it's also symptomatic of deeper changes
and shifts occurring in the games-playing
world. Driven by ever more powerful technology

and changing cultural expectations, the
logistics and economics of games production
Nyman to write the soundtrack for its Sega
are becoming increasingly like those of film
Saturn game W. UK games company Gremlin production, and the film world's 'blockbuster'
hired indie group Pop Will Eat Itself to provide mentality and associated emphasis on prodthe soundtrack for its Playstation game Loaded, uction values is taking hold. Video games are
while a tie -in with the Sheffield-based under- metamorphosing into 'interactive multiground techno label Warp Records will see
media', complete with sophisticated production

IT'S BEEN A LONG TIME coming, but company Warp has commissioned Michael

the games industry is finally getting serious
about music. Sony UK has been studiously
cultivating a relationship with the underground
dance music scene as part of its marketing
of the Playstation games console, and the
top- selling Psygnosis-Virgin Playstation game
Wipeout 2097 features in -game music from
the likes of The Prodigy Future Sound of
London, the Chemical Brothers, Photek and
Underworld -with, naturally, a compilation
CD tie -in from Virgin. Not to be outdone,
Sega UK has been busy courting hip London
jungle label Suburban Base, with a compilation
album of jungle and house tracks based
around sound effects from Sega Saturn games
due soon, while JVC UK has instigated jungle
remixes of music from the soundtracks of
Tekken and Ridge Racer for the Playstation.
Meanwhile, Virgin's Broken Sword for PC
CD -ROM features a specially written soundtrack from top UK composer Barrington
Pheloung, who wrote over three hours of
music for the game, while Japanese games

60 Studio
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A

scene from the Surreal game

techniques like 3 -D graphics rendering, motion
capture and video compositing.
As with blockbuster films, best - selling
games can yield phenomenal financial rewards
in what is a multibillion dollar global
industry that eclipses even the film industry
in value. In this brave new world of multimedia games production, music sound effects
are growing in importance, to the point where
the technology, techniques and expertise of
the audio postproduction world are becoming
increasingly important. At the same time,
the interactive, nonlinear nature of games
is significantly different from the linear
narrative structure of film, and this difference
poses new challenges for musicians and
sound designers.
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the advertising and broadcasting ostproduction industry, which is that of psound-

The Virtual Studios graphic facility

One company expanding its horizons to
include games is Soho-based Horizontal
Productions, a partnership of sound designer
Peter Wielk and composer-programmer
Mel Wesson, who between them have over
30 years experience working in music, film
and TV. Working out of a small, but light
and airy studio based around a Fairlight
MFX digital audio workstation and a Yamaha
02R digital mixer, Horizontal Productions
aims to provide 'innovative and excellent
sound design, and original music for advertising, film, television and interactive multimedia'
The company is working with London-based
games company Virtual Studios, providing
sound design for Virtual's first game, an
ambitious adventure game called Melt for
Sony Playstation and PC CD -ROM.
'These emerging technologies will become
incredibly important in the next few years,'
observes Wielk. 'One of the reasons we wanted
to get involved with Virtual is that they're
really cutting-edge and are privy to information that's two or three generations of machine
away, which is mind- boggling. We felt it
would be hugely advantageous to be
around them to see what's going on

effect expertise and design creation. Why
try and redo that here in a games company
location when what we actually want is close
-to-fmished sounds that we can just tweak
and put together, and place where we want
them? So we're putting the effort in the hands
of the industry that knows how to deal with it
'I think that's something that most games
companies have completely missed and are
only gradually beginning to understand. Quite
a few games companies have set up serious
audio facilities of their own -Sony, Sega and
companies like that have built pretty heavyweight studios with Euphonix desks and
everything else in them. But what they don't
have is a solid base of postproduction talent
to draw on, and they don't have ten years
of sound libraries, and all the links with all
their mates they can just ring up and say
"Look, I need such and such, can you get it
for me?" Also, having that resource of sound
design and library access through Horizontal,
we can concentrate on using our studio for
dubbing work, rather than spending 80% of
our time searching for sounds on CDs and
then ending up with something that isn't
quite right anyway.'
Capon adds: 'In the past, most games
companies would have had one guy sitting
in a little back room with a Mac and a couple
of keyboards, that was the music department,
and it did all the sound effects for a title.
They could get away with that because with
the games machines of that time it didn't
matter, but now it's getting a little different
-especially as people are starting to integrate

their computer with their hi-fi systems or a
decent home-cinema-type system, so more
and more people will want more effects,
whether it's 3 -D sound or whether it's good
music, and that is not going to go away'
'Ultimately it will be like Skywalker Sound
for games companies,' observes Williams,
'with proper dubbing theatres, and you put
together your surround -sound effects and
Dolby Pro-Logic encoding, and everything
for it.'
'It won't be long before 3 -D sound chips
are in every PC that you buy,' Wielk adds.
At the moment we're still making stereo
mixes, but I think within months we're going

to get heavily involved in surround sound.
Eventually, taking all this stuff to its logical
conclusion, rather than a conventional desk
to create stuff you'll have some form of
imaging headset and a control surface that 0a?

The duo's involvement in games work came

about some six months ago when Virtual
Studios needed some sound put to an early
video sequence of Melt As a Fairlight owner,
Virtual cofounder and partner Peter Williams
already knew Wielk and gave him a call. From
there, Horizontal became involved as the
official sound developers for the game.
Although Virtual Studios has its own in-house,
24- track, recording studio, Williams, and
fellow Virtual cofounder and partner, Ian
Capon, decided that it was important to
draw on the experience of outside audio
professionals.
Williams: 'Having come from a postproduction background in music myself, I didn't
see any reason why we should try and reinvent
something that already worked very well in
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POSTPRODUCTION
virtual, and you can just physically
'0 placebethings
will

in space.'
Virtual Studios started out developing

headset -based immersive VR applications
before becoming involved in games production, and Williams and Capon talk of the
latest military developments in retinal
imaging headsets, which use lasers to
project images directly onto the eyes. Total
immersion in VR will require total
immersion in 3D audio worlds, of course...

IN TRUE GAMES FASHION, Meltpits
the player against an evil artificial lifeforce
known as Eddie who is out to destroy the
world. Your mission, should you choose to
accept it, is to range through time and
space battling through 15 levels against
assorted enemies in an attempt to destroy
the eleven 'pods' that give Eddie his power.
'Eddie' might not seem like a particularly
villainous name, but fans of Iron Maiden

will recognise him as the evil figure on the
rock group's album covers. In fact, in
Virtual's own tie-in with the music industry,
Melt has a hard rock soundtrack provided
by Iron Maiden. Meanwhile, for the
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company's next game, Surreal, the music
will be provided in -house by Peter Williams
and his music production partner Clayton
Moss, while future games will see
Horizontal becoming involved in the music
as well as the sound design side.
Williams plans to install a Fairlight MFX
in the in -house studio to complement their
Yamaha 02R mixing desk, so that Horizontal
and Virtual will have the same setup. The
two companies are also talking about establishing an ISDN link between them, so that
sounds, mixes and images can be transferred
to and fro digitally.
'At the moment we come down here to
Virtual, go to meetings, look at storyboards,
and talk through different cells that might
be used for one particular character, or one
particular background,' explains Wielk.
'Eventually we'll just be able to get some
images piped down the line, and then sit
down and work some sounds round that
and pipe them back again' The
sophistication of today's games design is
such that story- boarding is essential. Not
only that, but "virtual set design" is a key
element, as artists start by sketching out
virtual worlds on paper or directly on
screen. At Virtual Studios, sounds for
characters and worlds are thought about
from an early stage, too.
'The initial part of it is the key group of
people on the game sitting around and
saying "Okay, these are the group of
characters we're going to have in this
scene so we're going to need to give
sounds to these characters for the
different animations"' Williams explains.
'With Melt the whole design thing has
been going round in a loop all the time,
because we've continually changed and
decided, "Well, we don't want that
character, we'll use this one instead" and
sounds will be changed, and mixed, and
matched, accordingly. So that's one reason
why it's necessary for us to have an
ongoing link between ourselves and a
sound postproduction facility. We need to
be able to say, "Actually, you know that
dragon roar we wanted, well it's actually
a pussycat now so can you give us two
pussycats ". That kind of flexibility is
what's important:
'Quite often we will go down to Virtual
and have a look at work in progress,' says
Wielk. 'It's almost like doing cartoons, you
might see things in skeleton form before
they've all been rendered, and we talk to
people, because they've had meetings
about the various levels of the games, and
at that point they'll start mentioning the
sounds that they'll need, so even before
we've seen any computer -generated
images you begin to get a feel for the
game and also get a feel for the sounds
that will be required. The graphics people
work away on their SGIs and their Onyxes,
and things, and they'll slowly come up
with these images which they then output
from their workstations into an Abekas
video store, which holds about a minute
or so of completely uncompressed,
broadcast quality image. Then we might
either work to that or, if we're working
up at our studio, we'll just get a Betacam
working tape of a particular scene or
whatever, slot that in the machine and then
start laying up the sounds'
Wesson and Wielk provide multilayered
'sound beds' for scenes, together with
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Bi- Amplified
Reference Monitor

For the power hungry with an appetite

with the Best Parts.

The Best System Starts

1BL has more experience in designing and

building transducers for
in the industry.

professional studio monitors than any other company

We not only use the latest engineering and design equipment, but
also the most important test device of all, the human ear. We

believe in physics, not fads, so while other companies pick parts off

somebody else's shelf, we create our components from scratch. And
by utilizing more than 50 years of experience in transducer design,

we create the perfect transducer for each system.
P

E

R

F

Multi- Radial Design - An
Ideal Solution to a Complex Problem.
Combining individual transducers into
Montor
Reference
6206 3i- arap6fied

a

system

is a

delicate balance of acoustics, electronics and architecture. Our exclusive

Multi -Radial baffle

is

contoured to bring the drivers into perfect align-

ment, so the high and low frequencies reach your ears simultaneously.
This reduces time smear for

a

smooth transition between the low and

high frequency drivers. In addition, the gently rounded edges of the

6208 provide controlled dispersion and balanced power response.
That means even off-axis, you will hear an accurate representation with

wide stereo separation and an immense depth of field.

Gold/Titanium Hybrid Dome.
By mating the materials to a large magnetic structure,

the 6208 can produce extremely flat frequency response
and low distortion for hours of fatigue -free listening. 1BL pioneered the
use of the light but rigid gold /titanium hybrid construction to provide

transient response that

a

is

quick and precise for pinpoint accuracy.

Shielded Drivers for Flexible Placement.
1Bl shields all of the drivers so you can place the 6208 right next
to your audio workstations without interaction. Gone are the days of

compromised monitor placement

in

your production environment.

Why Bi- Amplification?
It's

a

simple fact,

a

LL

speaker produces the most accurate sound.
Each of the

6208's two amplifiers

We played

just about every

separate amp for each

is

designed to reproduce the assigned frequencies. And by combining the amplifiers inside

type of instrument
through these
speakers and they
reproduced it with

flying

colors."

the cabinet, you improve the amplifier's

ability to control the speaker it's driving for
controlled low end punch.

Active Crossovers
Provide Accurate Response Tailoring.
By carefully tailoring each

amplifier's performance to the response

characteristics of the drivers, you get the most faithful reproduction

possible. By using active crossovers, power

is

not robbed by passive

components like inductors
The passive

4200 Series
provides
accurate,
natural and
powerful
value for
about 5400
per pair.
C
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and resistors. The result is
clear, accurate sound at the

highest levels.
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Flynn at Virtual, whose job it is
to fit those sounds in with the
game play itself,' explains
Wielk. 'He's talking directly to

the guys who are actually
writing the game, about how
the sounds will integrate
physically into the thing, and
then he's also talking to us
saying, "Well, we need these
particular types of sounds", so he's
like the liaison officer between
the two
It's also Flynn's job to compress
Horizontal's full- bandwidth
sounds so that they can fit into
the game memory. Sounds have
to be loaded off CD -ROM for
each level of the game as it's
called up, and on the Playstation
these sounds have to fit into
512k of onboard RAM. Virtual
Studios use scalable compression so that more prominent
sounds can be assigned higher
bandwidth priority. As Williams
observes: 'People are critical of
audio in a way that they're not
critical of graphics that have
been compressed, they're much
more sensitive to it. They'll
listen and say that the audio
sounds dull, whereas they didn't
notice that all of the reds were
clamped down to a certain
value in the graphics'
Capon and Williams see audio
assuming ever more importance
in their future virtual gaming
worlds, with sounds being
attached to individual graphical
elements and activated as players
move around the world. 'If we
have a fast enough disc, such as
a DVD -ROM drive, then we'll be
able to dynamically load sections
of audio as we require them, and
make a decision about what
compression level we're going
to play them back at each time
we load them,' says Williams. 'So
we load a certain sound and we
compress it on the fly into a
22kHz bandwidth as opposed
to 44.1 kHz so that it can fit into
that memory slot, and it's going
to be played because we're
heading over that way towards
that hill and we're going to need
that over there. So you have all
the sounds placed in the environment as you would graphic
objects. Then we're closer to the
concept of audio rendering.
'We're looking at the idea of
being able to resynthesise
sections of audio or music so
that we could just move
crossfades between them,
morphing from one section to
another using an IFFT on the
new Intel MMX system, which
would be a neat solution. But
there are problems with doing

that in terms of the reference
frames that you're using for the
FM', so it probably won't be

glitch -free, but it could be an
effective solution for certain
things. Actually, to render audio
properly is often thought to be
more difficult than rendering
graphics, because graphics is
rigidly defined in terms of its
mathematics, but the audio
involves a lot of psychoacoustic
phenomena which nobody fully
understands.'
For the production duo, the
technological behind -the -scenes
stuff remains mercifully just
that. For them, it's the creative
challenges of the games medium
which provide the attraction.
'Where it interests me is that
working with games is closer to
film than possibly any other
medium, and it's getting closer,'
says Wesson. Tm sure that in two
or three years time, games are
going to be like interactive
movies in which you're a star
player, and in that sense their
sense of scale and dynamics is
going to be bigger than your
average television media, because
they're looking for that wider
audience and that larger -thanlife big thrill.
'The ways in which we
entertain ourselves are changing,'
sums up Wielk. 'It used to be
listening to pop music on the
wireless, and now it's going into
multimedia, and the industry is
changing as well to accommodate this. Lots of studios, regardless of where they pitch themselves, are becoming acutely
aware that even if they're not so
much involved in multimedia or
games, they're definitely getting
involved in visually related things,
because the two industries are
converging at a very rapid rate.
The technologies are crossing
over so much that we have to
be aware of what's happening
with the latest visual mediums,
and also thankfully the people
that are creating the visual
images are becoming more aware
of where sound comes from
and how to integrate it.'
Or, to put it another way: the
barriers are simply melting away.

CONTACT
HORIZONTAL
PRODUCTIONS
14 Livonia Street,
London W1 V 3PH.
Tel: +44 171 434 1922.
Fax: +44 171 434 1924

VIRTUAL STUDIOS
The Limes, 123 Mortlake
High Street, London
SW14 8SN, UK.
Tel: +44 181 392 9000.
Fax: +44 181 392 2424.
Web: www.vrworlds.com /

www.melt.com/
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When we launched the B800 last year,

we didn't exactly broadcast it.
Our customers, however, most certainly did.
In today's climate

of shrinking budgets and increasing

accountability, choosing the right console has never been

more important.
Enter the Soundcraft B800. A broadcast console so

intrinsically right and offering such value that even before we'd

built the first one, we had

a

list of orders

as

long

as

your arm.

Happily, and thanks to the efforts of our untiring work

force, we're making an impression not just on our customers,

for

but on the waiting list too.

instance.

So maybe

now

is

The choice of mono or

the time to tell the world about the
advantages of choosing the B800.

including Surround Sound. And that every input channel

The Mono and Stereo

features

Mic /Line Inputs
and Groups with 6

mono and

stereo groups. Or the comprehensive and flexible monitoring,

2

a

clean feed /direct output.

But there again, perhaps we should leave that to the

hundreds of audio professionals around the world that rely on
the Soundcraft B800 day after day, night after night.

stereo
Auxes

Thank you.
See us at

FRANKFURT MUSIK MESSE

Stand E82

Soundcraft
HA

Harman International Company

HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD., CRANBORNE HOUSE. CRANBORNE RD..
POTTERS BAR. HERTS. EN6 3$N. ENGLAND. TEL +44 (0)1707 665000 FAX +41(0)1707 660742
SOUNDCRAFT HARMAN PRO NORTH AMERICA INC. PO BOX 17251, NASHVILLE.TN 37217 -0251. USA
The inclusion of 6800 users in dos advertisement does not imply their endorsement of the product
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with you. The horn reminds others of your
presence. The sound is frenetic and deafening.
Watching a vehicle attempting to cross
sophisticated. So it is that India's insatiable appetite for cinema presents three lanes of oncoming traffic is a lesson in
clutch control, and the importance of millimetre- perfect knowledge of a cat's dimensions.
golden opportunities for advancement as ZENON SCHOEPE
My driver's style is unorthodox, but undeniably
effective and because his engine won't idle,
discovers on a visit to Mumbai's Sunny Super Sounds facility
has no neutral gear, or because he is concerned
at
about conserving fuel he switches off his
your
projectile
life
steering
for
your
drive
to
be
captaining
IMY DRIVER is a rather old
engine with careful forward planning at every
a gap in the traffic, and keeping calm and
a taxi in Mumbai, but before long I realise
opportunity. At one with his machine he
focused in order to reach it.
that what he lacks in youthful exuberance
strikes the briefcase of one, and the carrier
Car indicators long ago evolved into the
and aggression he makes up for in hard
in
bag
of another pedestrian foolish enough to
no
one
scare
indicators
because
car
horn
In
Bombay,
experience and ice cold nerve.
stray in to his path.
recently renamed Mumbai to shed yet another a traffic etiquette that causes you to expect
They tell you that foreigners should expect,
that all other road dwellers are about to collide
hangover from the British colonial days, you

The largest film market in the world has yet to become the most
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AMEK
ASUPREME CONCEPT IN DIGITAL ARCHITECTURE
DEGREE OF FLEXIBILITY

A

A

NATURAL, INTUITIVE, HUMAN INTERFACE

VAST RANGE OF FORMATS

THE

AMEK

AN

UNPARALLELED

WAY TO DIGITAL MIXING

Dynamic Resource Allocation allows console setup to be changed 'on the fly' or to job requirements
'Fader Set' technology enables large i/o configurations to be mapped onto small work surfaces
Integral Eq, Aux and Dynamics modules simulate conventional analogue consoles
32 -bit floating point parallel processing engine with exceptionally low latency
Choice of control surfaces from fully -assignable to fully- redundant
Comprehensive range of i/o options
Low learning curve and extremely user-friendly
Integral segment-based and real -time automation

Multi- format panning for film and post applications
of internal console and external MIDI events
Integral machine control locator panel
Cue list triggering

0161 834 6747/
0161 950 8767
Fax: 0161 834 0593
Tel:

E-

MaiI:ameko. Pconsole- city.com

Tel:

Fax:

818 508 9788
818 508 8619

Tel:
Fax:

06721 2636
06721 13537

Tel:
Fax:

65 251 1629
65 251 1297

SOUNDS

SUNNY
0 to put it politely, 'digestion problems'
when they come to India. The food and
water is only part of the equation as a halfhour ride in a scooter -powered autorickshaw can simulate all the symptoms of
incontinence. I've been told that to ride
pillion on a motorcycle is the definitive
way to experience Mumbai traffic, but
you'd have to pull a gun on me to get me
to sit on one.
At last I feel prepared to cope with the

very worst that any Neapolitan taxi diver
could throw at me. In fact I would now
laugh at his best attempts.
I barely avoid being catapulted forward
to kiss the windscreen from the back seat
on a last second emergency braking
manoeuvre, I brace for impact, and
concentrate on looking out of the side
windows. So this is Mumbai, home to the
Indian film industry, the brilliantly entitled
Bollywood.
India is unlike anywhere else on earth.
It is a combination of smells: low-grade
diesel, 2- stroke oil due its continued
manufacture and subscription to the
scooter as a neat mode of transport; dust;
and the smell of people. So many people,
living by the side of the road, in
ramshackle communes and more
traditional residential areas, but wherever
you are the poverty is never far away. No
one needs to tell them they have problems
because a population of some Ibn puts a
strain on country. A revitalised economy,
and an opening up of business also strains
the support services with power cuts in
Delhi, due to a shortfall in capacity, being
a regular occurrence.
The electricity crisis is just one of many
that has to be addressed if the country is
to move on. The government still has
credibility problems, and its coalition of
13 parties is not tipped to last long. However,
retail confidence is increasing, although
the real wave of big investment in the
country is yet to happen.

FILM IS BIG IN INDIA Its heavily
censored for sexual content and violence,
although it is the former that really gets
hammered. Violence, on the other hand,
is surprisingly earthy-less hand -to-hand
than knife in the entrails on examples of
action movies -peculiar given the nation's
adeptness at reproduction. This sexual
censorship is becoming something of an
issue in the film industry with a number
of well-known film makers having their
product excluded from Festivals and awards.
There are some 14,000 cinemas across
the country about 1,250 of which are found
in the Mumbai region, and it remains the
cheapest form of entertainment available
to the populace. You can get a seat for
5 rupees-about eight British pence.
Films can take a long time to make due
to the logistics of getting all the relevant
parties together on one set at the same
time. This is because the throughput of
films is high and actors, directors, and
producers have a lot of commitments to
other projects. Rather than hinder a film's
potential this is used to advantage and is
milked for maximum effect by building
up the hype and expectation of particular
'dream team' creative combinations and it
can take three to five years for it to all
finally happen.
The music composer and the lyricist
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Conventional studio microphones
SoundField SPS422

are arranged in a precise tetrahedral array,

three -dimensional field at a single point in space.
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Reaching far beyond the capabilities of normal microphones, the

SPS422
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-
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a
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are critical to the decision process for a film
because aside from the current heart-throb
actors, songs can make a movie. Separate
music sales on even a moderately successful
film can cover 20% of the cost of a movie,
and it's an openly admitted fact that wonderful
songs can make a dull and ordinary film a
box office hit. Indeed, the current record for
music sales from a film stands at more than
70 million cassettes.
Part of the skill of film making is bringing
together, and balancing complementary and
current talent. While male actors can continue
into their 40s, few women continue to work
in to their 30s, but judging the all important
composer and lyricist from the ever changing
top ten elite is among the hardest decisions.
Indian film making is all about formulas -a
movie has to have five or six songs and all
these are voiced by a crème de la creme of
fewer than ten singers because the actors all
mime to playback.
To give examples of the importance of the

The plots can be simple

in the extreme -boy meets girl, boy
loses girl, boy meets girl again -and in
such cases serve only as a vehicle

to get those songs in

songs it is not unheard of for the soundtrack
of a film to be released in advance to judge
public reaction. If it hits then they'll go
ahead with the film release assured that
cinema -goers will flock to see the full -length
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video. Even better is the case of a film that
was released with the requisite six songs
and did wonders at the box office so the
film makers edited in more songs and sent
out a new print and scored to public acclaim
again then repeated the process to a total of
some 13 songs. Only in Bollywood...
The plots can be simple in the extreme
-boy meets girl, boy loses girl, boy meets
girl again -and in such cases serve only as a
vehicle to get those songs in. However, this
belies a well tuned and sophisticated mar-

keting and production chain and anyone
who dismisses Indian films as just 'masala
movies' is missing the point, and in danger
of being superior. It's as varied an art form
as anyone else's, and can take in everything from dark issues through to the
flippant, albeit in it's own way.
The most important observation is that
India does actually have a film industry that
is an 'industry'. The people involved in it are
working flat out, producing films that the
public is prepared to pay to see. The
arrival of satellite may have dented the
appeal of cinemas some years ago, but
the Indian film business is back on -line,
and doing what it does best. The fact is
that 80% of films may not return their
money, but the 20% that do in all probability will overcome the loses of the 80 %.
The whole system works on the principle
that the more films you make the more
the law of averages play in your favour.
Described as 'organised chaos' by some
insiders the Indian film industry is actually
extremely well run with well-defined levels
of accountability resulting from many
years of traditional film making processes.
Musicians work within an established union
system which provides a union representative to sit in on sessions to make sure
that the correct amount of money for the
correct number of hours is paid.

AGAINST THIS BACKGROUND
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the recent refurbishment of Sunny Super
sounds as India's most advanced film
audio facility is all the more spectacular.
wo SSL 4000Gs running with RADARS in
nusic recording rooms are complemented
Icy the only OmniMix between Istanbul
and the Far East.
The volume of work is frightening, with
average 10 -hour shifts running around
the clock, seven days a week. Before the
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Sahara Films and AG Films (both incidentally
also with analogue SSL rooms, the former
housing the first SSL to enter the country).
However, it's Sunny's THX OmniMix
surround theatre that sets it apart in a
land that is still just getting beyond mono,
and still boasts many antiquated studios.
Sunny Super Sounds was designed by

SAE
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Established 1976

chief recording engineer Suresh Kathuria
and commissioned in 1985. Kathuria has
literally hundreds of movie credits, and is
among the most respected film -audio men
in the country. He manages 20 technical
staff housed in the original building that
has been completely refurbished to
accommodate the new boards.
'When we started we had no system for
multitrack recording and 100 musicians
would come together and sit in the hall,
we would rehearse, and then record in one
go onto 35mm mag,' explains Kathuria.
'We got multitrack, and worked on 35mm
mag, but found the number of tracks was
not adequate for the demands of music
directors. We updated the equipment by
adding things like Dolby, but there came
a stage where the option was either to
update again or change the technology
totally, which we did, and we went digital'
All this despite the fact that there are
still pockets of resistance to working digital
audio in film that Kathuria explains away.
'Motion picture engineers are a very closed
network, they are a totally different breed.
Most of them have come up by apprenticeship, and when a man does that he learns
to operate a certain type of equipment and
any move to change that technology is
resisted. But then people resisted the
railways, but they didn't stop them.'
Kathuria claims he realised the future
was digital in 1985 for no other reason than
producers' desires to watch the pennies.
He started learning about computers and
to avoid spending too much money and
risk regrets he installed a basic Pro Tools
system that the studio still has for dialogue
dubbing and this was used as the test
bed to prove to themselves that there
were practical advantages to digital.
Two Amek 1000 desks were used for
music recording and film mixing, but an
escalation in demand for music recording
in 1991 caused both rooms to be dedicated
purely to recording. However, this was
not a long -term solution, and eventually
the 4000Gs replaced the Ameks with the
OmniMix reinstating mixing capability.
'When we went for the SSLs the cost of
the equipment was high, but we increased
our rates and instead of just having two
music recording theatres we added a third
for Dolby Digital and Dolby Stereo mixing,'
says Kathuria. This involved increasing
the size of the recording control rooms to
accommodate the new desks, adding an
acoustic area on the mezzanine, and taking
over one of the original live areas to house
the OmniMix theatre.
This 3 -room plan made the whole
complex more profitable although rates
are still incredibly low by any standard The
recording rooms go out for the equivalent
of around £40 per hour while the OmniMix
asks a mere £67 per hour. The affordability
of the facilities is not shied away from as
Sunny argues that its film engineers are as
competent as anywhere else in the world
and they now use the same technology.
Kathuria is clear about why he chose VW'
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'Ea what he

did. We had certain specifications
in mind and we made enquiries with all
the suppliers,' he explains. 'We wanted
automation on the mixer, we wanted
recall, about 32 tracks of recording, and

`In India we dub the whole movie.

We never use a location track, not
dynamics on every channel because with
multitrack recording if you compress only
a single frame, everything is done in
at the final stage you lose the balance of
the song.
'I found that the SSL4000G was the most
the studio under controlled
cost-effective analogue console if you
went ±10% of the equivalent competing
equipment,' he says.
conditions,' states Kathuria
A dilemma facing the OmniMix is that
it could be considered a little ahead of the
game with its multichannel mixing capability given the number of advanced cinema
'My prediction,' ventures Kathuria, 'is that
playback systems in the country. Kathuria by the end of 1998 all the major films will
estimates that some 350 cinemas have
be released in surround, and mono will be a
surround capability in whatever format,
thing of the past'
but says that others are being converted
Sunny is also installing Dolby printing
daily.
capability, and an optical recorder for all
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formats including SR.D transfers and intends to
take advantage of what it considers to be the

inevitable language dubbing opportunities
offered by India's 14 official languages, and
around 130 unofficial languages. Star actors
are beginning to cross over cultural and
language barriers.
'In India we dub the whole movie. We
never use a location track, not a single frame,
everything is done in the studio under
controlled conditions,' states Kathuria.
Atmos library tracks are manipulated
on the Pro Tools which functions as a costeffective alternative to tying up the Omni Mix for mundane tasks.
'By the time the tracks come to the OmniMix
they have no mechanical problems which
means we can concentrate more on the
creative side of the mix,' he says. However,
he admits that Indian film is limited in its
repertoire, but he sees new opportunities
for it.

There are certain movies that we cannot
make in India because they will be banned,'
he explains. 'We cannot make movies that
touch on politics, we could not make a film
like Schindler's List We are left only with
Shakespearean dramas.
The success of Hollywood movies like
Independence Day and Twister have given
us the idea that we can go for special effects.
The basic stories will remain the same, but
the form will be different. I am expecting a
lot of advancement in special effects in the
next five years in India, and the sound will
have to pursue it to keep pace with it!
Kathuria is painfully aware that being first
with technology has benefits and disadvantages. 'It always happens in India, when
someone starts using one thing everyone
else does the same. The disadvantage for us
is that when others see the equipment
being used successfully they'll want to go
for the same. We were the first to import
Sondor and Amek, and the rest followed'
He says Sunny's rates will be increased by
10% to 12% a year, and adds that when
others realise that clients are prepared to
pay this amount these figures will make
their own project reports feasible. However,
the result will be an increase in quality
across the board.
'Creative quality is a disputable thing, but
technical quality is something that can be
put on paper, and technical values will be
pursued very formally in this country. To
meet these requirements, producers will
ask for more money and will get it, and
that will lead to better equipment, and
better sound quality,' he says adding that
he expects that the demand for surround
mixing will fully book the OmniMix in
the not too distant future making another
room a distinct possibility.
'When others see that this is profitable
and that there is a lot of surplus work they
are bound to come up with another set up
like this,' he laughs. 'Anybody who
makes another mixing theatre with this
technology stands on our shoulders and
learns from us'
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Putting you in the picture
The broadcasting boom that's lurking just beyond the horizon has a secret
weapon. It's called compression and, in the wrong hands, it's capable of

bringing devastation
Video and audio compression systems are
SPQR as

technological saviours; they are

the reasons why we'll be able to receive
so many channels on

a

single frequency. But

like most things, this power comes with

a

certain

amount of responsibility, namely how much
compression should be used. This became an
issue in Germany at the end of last Year when

viewers began to complain about the picture

quality on

a

new satellite channel.

It is suspected that the service in

question is cramming too many channels
onto its transponder by using low bit-rates,
with the result that the pictures look
bad. Analogue pictures may not be great,
but viewers are used to them, all that
flicker and the sick -making effect you
get when TV presenters (usually sports
commentators) wear tweed jackets with
a tight grid -like pattern. Show them
something that looks worse than even

in

unprecedented measure writes

be like 500 channels. Besides the sports
channel and the others, there will be the
ballet channel, the dog food network, the
all-Draylon network. There won't be any
books or newspapers -we'll only be able
to communicate with e-mail and QVC.
We'll all be interactive. All we'll need to
see and hear, and we'll see and hear without ever having to rise from our Seeley
posturepeadic bed. I'm talking about high
definition, I'm talking about virtual reality,
I'm talking about living in the fast lane
of the electronic superhighway. Better get
ready, because it's coming.'

THE WAY we're going to get all this
through digital compression -lots of it.

is

The European specifications have been
set by the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)
Project, and is based on MPEG2 (everybody's favourite abbreviation). In drawing
this up, the Project was as broad as possible: 'It's a very wide standard,' explains
Peter MacAvock of the DVB Project Office,
'covering everything, and is a tool -box
from which manufacturers and systems
PAL (Pictures At last), or NTSC (Never
designers can compile the tool that best
Twice the Same Colour), and there's
suits their particular application.'
either confusion or outcry. Or both.
This shows foresight, given that differThe problem is that although digital
ent types of service, in both vision and
technology offers greater channel and
audio, require differing bit rates. The
service capacity, this capacity is still finite problem is that operators could either
-which is where the financial imperatives think that the compression rate doesn't
come in. Broadcasters and media moguls matter that much (let's give them the
(there is a difference if you think about
benefit here), or consciously set out to
it) are on the brink of a channel frenzy;
squidge in as much as possible. One of
the techies have told them that upwards the leading manufacturers of compression
of 200 channels are possible, so they're
equipment is Vistek and its MPEG systems
busy thinking of what material they
project manager, Wynn Reese, comments,
have got kicking around to fill up the
'It's a potential danger. If it happened
extra space.
now, viewers would notice and say that
We're already seeing the result of this: digital is worse than analogue, because
channels pumping out 20-year-old
at lower bit -rates you can see the basic
episodes of soap operas, reruns of game
artefacts. What might happen is that
shows everybody would probably like to broadcasters will start off at higher rates
forget, and certain dubious entertainments and then slowly reduce them, so that the
revolving around Continental housewives viewers get used to it and extra capacity
and Mediterranean waters clothing.
can be offered.'
This situation has been brilliantly
This could happen in all areas of comsummed up by actor -comedian Richard
pression. Although there is no question
Belzer in the superb cop show Homicide of a degraded service, Music Choice
-Life On The Street (available on terresEurope, the multichannel satellite-cable
trial), in which he plays the tall, lanky,
music supplier, is considering moving
cynical, unlucky in love Detective Munch from its current rate of 256kb /s to 192kb/s
(a character I find myself empathising
as other services are already there and it
with): 'Soon, very soon, there's going to
would be a form of standardisation.
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Internet service
and will use other rates for this; at IBC 96
an MPEG1 -2 hybrid was shown with the
intention of offering 'hi -fi' on the Net and
work is continuing on MPEG4, a non-DCTbased format for telephone and conferencing applications.
MCE is now offering an

As communication and entertainment
continue to embrace the computer and
telephone, people could get used to such
lower-quality transmissions, which in turn
would allow broadcasters to wind the
dial further down. Even if this cynical
scenario doesn't come to pass, there are
fears from other quarters about low bitrates. While it's dandy to squeeze a report
back to the studio at whatever rate that

The irony is that compression
is creating

more channels...

that may not be able to supply
good quality copies because

they were over -compressed
in the

first place

works, there is the fear that it will be com-

pletely unusable for any future purpose.
This fear is realised by a major archiving
project, UNESCO's Memory of the World,
whose consultant, George Boston, observes,
'Compression rates are a problem for
archivists, especially if we're trying to
store a last-minute news item that came
down an inadequate line. We have to look
at things as a future resource.'
The irony is that compression is creating
more channels, which in turn demand
more old programming from the archives,
which may not be able to supply good
quality copies because they were over
compressed in the first place.
But if the stations have wound the rates
down enough, no one will notice, right?
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great vocals
How can record vocals which really cut
through the mix?

Cl:

I

A: Record Direct, bypass the mixing console and go

'

direct to tape through a Focusrite Mic Pre, Eq and
Compressor. We know most people haven't the
budget for all that high quality outboard so Focusrite
liodesigned a box that can do it all.
The Focusrite Voicebox contains the

5

essential

elements to record vocals direct.
recording direct to tape
ADAT Set to Record Level

VOICEBOX

from Record Monitor
Output to Line Input

R ecord Input

1.

Pre -Amp

Superb Mic Pre

2.

Amp designed to

High quality

Compressor

Compressor that

accurately

seamlessly controls

reproduce the subtle

detail of

a

vocal dynamic variations

vocal

without adding distortion.

performance.

3.

4.

An essential

De-Esser

E Ct

second stage
A voice

of dynamic

optimised and

control to remove sibilance.

extremely musical
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don't go "? Those of you old enough will
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The warmth. The crystal clarity.

previous mic gain, and Ell

settings. A quieter Et
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section

powerful enough
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character in
any voice.

lower distortion route to

Fader

tape than your console.

And now Neumann have launched their

first new tube mic for over 30 years. From
the heritage of the classic M49 and U47
mics, the M149 is born.
There can be no finer mic for recording

classical and natural acoustic applications
and, capable of handling SPLs of 120dB

(THD<0.5 %), it will take any brass or

percussion instrument in its stride.
With 9 switchable patterns and the lowest
self -noise of any tube mic on the market,
the M149 has been designed for todays'

digital recording.
The new M149

-

Vintage Neumann. Now.
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With `overs' such an
The MSD200's electrical gateway is a 25 -way
D- connector on the rear of the unit. Balanced
analogue and digital I -O, DC power, and an
recording systems, a good
RS232 port all appear here. The analogue
inputs are dual transformer- coupled to ensure
that the source won't suffer any ill effects that
metering system is essential.
might invalidate the pictures, and the outputs
are electronically balanced. The RS232 port
takes the
is provided for easy software upgrades,
which can either be supplied on diskette, or
downloaded from DK Audio's web site.
measure of what is available
The large electroluminescent display is
easy to read from most angles, and from as
far away as your eyes will accommodate. The
PICTURE THE COAL MINER who,
orange graphics presented no real problem
through a misunderstanding, perches
during the review, and are impressively fast,
his canary on top of his helmet. While
without a trace of ghosting or stutter. A phase
walking through tunnels, a sharp chirp
correlation meter, audio vector oscilloscope
means that he is running out of headroom,
and PPM meter share the default display.
and a duck will soon be needed (they are
The phase correlation meter is centre zero
shorter). Dropping the analogy in favour of
the real topic, digital-audio metering does not ( ±1). No ballistic or scale adjustments are
available. Consistent readings are smoothly
provide any such warning, and so the continued need for peak programme metering, 'ridden', while transient results prove that there
is nothing lacking in reaction time. The
complete with warning zone, is confirmed.
addition of a peak hold function or memory
In fact, the need is greater, as the thin line
between minimal quantisation error and
tattered samples is only too happy to
demonstrate.
The peak hold function, loudness or average
metering, and phase correlation provide the
shading in the visual medium, adding up to
a 3- dimensional picture of the audio being
scrutinised. The peak hold function is again
especially useful in digital work, where the
normalising of data is so crucial, and the
ability to retrospectively check the highest
peak, or to hold a high point for a period
after its actual occurrence is such a boon.
That is is where needles leave us, and where
LEDs, gas plasma displays, and digital metering come in. These offer attacks that keep
up with samples, programmable ballistics,
interchangeable scales, bit -stream analysis,
the application of DSP to phase correlation,
Gonio displays taken from the scope to the
screen, and there's no conversion necessary
if you start in the digital domain. Out on the
sidelines, metering has been keeping up with
everything audio technology has become.
The seven meters under review here represent a fair spread across the market, from
the sophistication of workstation' meters to
the informative simplicity of smaller analogue
units. Ballistics, the information-effort ratio,
scale options, and system options were the
main areas considered, though comparison
is difficult, most have their sights on a
Chromatec's AM -4 offers on- screen
different application.

important aspect of digital

PAUL MAC
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function for negative readings would be useful.
The audio vector oscilloscope, or Gonio
display occupies most of the main screen.
A good display medium is essential to make
this metering worthwhile, and the MSD200
certainly has that. The graphic is fast, without any juddering strobe effects, and even
flashes of disjointed dots are easy to pick
up. Like the phase meter, the AVO has no
ballistic or scale adjustments.
The PPM meter takes up about quarter of
the display's width, on the right-hand side.
Scale is clearly displayed down the left -hand
side, offering a choice from the following:
Nordic ( +12dB to -42dB linear) and EBU
( +12dB to -12dB linear) BBC (1 to 7 linear,
4dB per unit above 2), DIN (-50dB to +5dB
log), vu ( -20dB to +3dB), Digital 1 ( -48dB to
+3dB linear), Digital 2 ( -72dB to 0dB).
A peak hold function can be switched on
or off, and between 3s and infinite hold.
Fast mode sets the PPM integration time to
zero allowing absolute peak level to be shown.
Upon breaches of a scale's peak zone the
level bars widen and appear 'forked' -obvious,
but not disruptive.
The output of the MSD200 can either be

Il

metering for PAL and NTSC systems
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Mic Va4LVÊ

METERING
ICI the meter's input, or one of a number of

Valve Dignified Digital Mic Preamp

Excellent MIC and LINE Preamps

modular 20 -bit A/D converters

Dignifier stage
Bass

3

High performance

Switchable Valve

adjustable valve sound parameters:

Warmth, Angel loom

& Valve Drive

Highest Audio

Quality & Individual Valve Sound Tuning

DSP

Dithering and Noise Shaping for best quality on
media

Analogue and

pre /post valve inserts
8 -CH

AES /EBU

outputs

I

6-bit

balanced

Optional ADATTM or TDIF

TM

test tone choices: a sinusoidal tone (variable
frequency and amplitude), white noise, pink
noise, a THD test signal, cross modulation
signal. For the digital inputs, a DATA button
ows display of 11 status bits, and a time code display shows hours, minutes, seconds
and frames.
A spectrum analyser software option has
1024 frequency bands and a dynamic range
of 80dB. Resolution dictates that all 1,024
cannot be displayed simultaneously, though
every band can be selected by a cursor and
displayed numerically at the bottom of the
screen. Band levels can be normalised to the
currently selected band, and curves can be
captured and stored, in temporary or permanent memory, to be used as relative
modifiers on the spectrum display. There
is no freeze function for viewing discrete
spectral moments.
Operation of the MSD200 is extremely
simple, at the expense of peripheral features
and options. Operationally this is a plus, but
a few more bits and pieces could have been
included without disrupting the uncluttered
screen.

RTW's 1066 Multi Monitor - a thoroughly
professional and comprehensive package

screen, and an owr button is assignable by
the operator.
The screen itself is a colour LCD matrix
with reasonable viewing angle and extremely
good speed and definition, though can look
a little faded at the edges. The default
screen (Gonio) contains the three main
metering components: Conio (vector), PPM
and centre -zero phase correlation. The
Conio meter has both range and ballistics

adjustments, and coherent graphics particularly easy on the eye. Four axis are
available: L-R, M-S, cal 90, cal 20; the last
two refer to a horizontal axis scale marked

outputs with output routing

You can opt to use the RTW 1066 Multi

in degrees, with a choice of scale.
A twin -channel (left and right) display,
or a 4- channel left-right plus sum and
difference display can be chosen for the
PPM display. The bar 'pairs' of the PPM
meter are separated by the scale markings,
and the peak zone of each scale is indicated
both in the permanent scale and by alternate
bar colour. While analogue mode is selected
scale choices are as follows: DIN +10, DIN +5,
Nordic, BRIIa (BBC), and BRIIb (EBU); see
MSD200 section for details. If digital input
is selected 0 to -20dBFS, or 0 to -60dBFS
scales are available. Again, ballistics and
display parameters, including fast mode,
attack, and peak hold are definable. On the
left-right bars, loudness indicator 'needles'

Monitor either as a single unit, probably
fitted into a console with connections
made to the IDC connector at the rear, or
in the purpose-built stand, which provides
the more standard connections: analogue
in, AES-EBU in and out, a D -type remote
connector, and PAL video BNCs (in and
out for screen to video or external video to
screen).
This meter has many more assignable
displays, ballistics, and control parameters
than the DK Audio unit, most of which are
accessed by a full-screen menu system
where categories, and then parameters are
selected. Eleven panel buttons have 'quick
key' functions determined by the selected
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Harman International Company

DN6000

REAL TIME AUDIO

1

SPECTRUM ANALYSER

V
The new DN6000 Spectrum Analyser

from Klark Teknik

is sensitive enough to

measure one of nature's quietest creations.
By

incorporating

the

latest

DSP

III

WI UN WI
analysis to

a

resolution of 0.2dB

-

and

incorporates microphone or line level
inputs, with

a 20dB

trim control to allow

accumulation of measurements can be
achieved to build up
It

can

evening's or even

optimum visual display.

a

composite average.

automatically analyse
a

a

whole

whole week's data.

technology, the DN6000 provides superb,

In fact, the DN6000 is designed to

Other features include an internal

high resolution spectrum/time analysis,

conform to Type 1 specifications of IEC 804

signal generator, output parallel printer

plus all the flexibility, quality and reliability

and IEC 651

- the standards for integrating

port and a data output port to link with the

you expect from the world's leader in

averaging sound level meters.

Thirty two memory positions are

signal processing.
It performs real time 1/3 and
Octave spectrum, LET,

DN3600 programmable graphic equaliser,

LEQ and

1/6

RT 60

;S!)/
1

%

allowing auto equalisation.
For further information please contact

available to store spectrum analysis data and
a

further sixteen for LET/ LEQ/ RT60. Also,

Klark Teknik or your nearest agent.

KIARK MMIE
a

MARK IV company

The first name with sound system designers,

Mark IV Pro Audio Group, Klark Teknik Building Walter Nash Road.
Kidderminster. Worts DY11 7HI, England. Tel: (01562) 741515 Fax: (01562) 745371
Mark W Pro Audio Group, 448 Post Road, Buchanan. MI 49107, USA.
Tel (616) 595 4750

Fu:

(818) 895 0470

AES/EBU?

METERING

....DSA-1
c0 can be displayed. The phase correlation

AES /EBU interface test

system provides unique

generator and analyser
capabilities enabling the

most comprehensive
assessment of AES EBU

interconnections.

For example. the DSA -1 can

measure differences between

source and cable jitter. or

it

simulate either sort with

can

its signal generator
'001,0 BROADCAST,.

',VMS TOKYO 1DIA

To

find out more, call or fax

us now for

a

full information

pack, or look up the latest
OSA-1 V2.0 specification at

our web site.

.ee.V1Ww1W

1Cmliml

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS LTD

WILLIAM JAMES MOUSE
COWAEY ROAD

CAMBRIDGE C84 4WX. UK
TEL: 11 (0)1223 121588
FAX:

11

WEB PAGE

or

- favours operational case over extensive features
and the peak zone by brightening the orange
meter is horizontal, lined up with the
display. Unfortunately, the contrast between
Gonio display. The pointer and zero point
bright and standard oranges is not great,
are well defined, and response (ballistics)
so more than a quick glance is necessary
has fast and slow options.
to read the meter thoroughly. As well as
The 'memo' function, available in the main the standard digital scale (-60dB to 0dB) a
screen is a welcome feature: Until a reset is choice of IEC 286/10 (-50 to +5), Nordic
performed, the unit stores PPM peak values, and British scales can be set internally, and
the most negative excursion of the phase
alternative adhesive facias allow vertical
meter, and (in digital mode) any digital
scale marks, for both standard and IEC
errors that have occurred.
286/10 scales. The phase correlation meter
A real-time spectral analyser is standard
is a centre zero type ( ±1) made up of 11 LEDs
on this unit and has a rather more sober
of three colours, red indicating negative
30 frequency bands than DK Audio's 1024 swing. Both the integration time of the
bands. Range, reference, input combination, phase meter and the fall back time of the
peak hold, and ballistics are all definable
by the user, and a memory for discrete
spectral moments available for updating
Out on the sidelines,
and display at any time. The selected PPM
scale, as well as the absolute values are
metering has been keeping up with
displayed at all times.
This unit has extensive digital input analysis including error display, status bits, and
everything audio technology has
continuous audio data display. The menu
system is well organised, and the quick
become. The seven meters under
keys are assigned eminently useful functions
-a thoroughly professional and comprehensive package.
review here represent a fair spread
DK Audio's MSD 200

The Prism Sound DSA -1

The RTW 11529D Peakmeter is a solely
digital unit, and like the Multi Monitor can
either be connected with an IDC connector
at the rear, or with normal connectors on
an RIW purpose -built case and power supply.
With this, digital I-O, a D -type remote connector, four mode switches, and the IEC
supply socket taken to the rear of the case.
Some adjustments are located inside the
box on the PCB: four rotary switches, one
row of dip switches, and a jumper connection. These internal adjustments include
some ballistics adjustments the scale setting,

input impedance, wordwidth, headroom
and level settings, hence the 11529D is
more suited to permanent installation.
The meter display is made up of two
127mm, 201 -segment, gas plasma bar graphs.
The meter shows average level (selectable)

across the market

digital scale are set internally.
Although most system configuration is
done either inside the unit or the rear panel,
there are five controls on the front and
several status LEDs. A memory function
stores peak signal, the most negative phase
swing, plus any overload, error, and gain
LED indications. These can all be recalled
with one momentary switch on the front
panel, and a reset switch clears them, along
with any infinite peak holds on the display.
The GAIN button (again, momentary) boosts
the input by 40dB, and a status LED
reflects this. The loudness display, which is
super imposed on the level meter, and the
peak hold function can be enabled or We

(0)1223 425023
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PROCESSING PURITY WITH THE PP10
T HE EQUIVALENT OF

OVER

30

QUALITY OUTBOARD DEVICES

The Penny & Giles Audio Multiprocessor System

universally acclaimed for its sonic purity. A unique

IN 4 SINGLE SYSTEM

approach to audio processing
DEDICATED PRODUCTS

Auk.

M ORE

'Ai

2 4-BIT RESOLUTION

"AL'

S OFTWARE PACKAGES FOR RECORDING, BROADCAST,

FOR YOUR

MONEY THAN A HOST

OF

channels if required, with the ability to save and

Iq-!
O0GO

i

Mula 1'10[13301 1r

D IGITAL STEREO AS STANDARD, CAPABLE
Ó

r

AUDIO

OF

delivering

exceptional transparency, accuracy and clarity. The
system's software -based processors can be used
many times in a single patch, and on multiple

OGO43

Penny, Gibs

-

recall all settings.

POST- PRODUCTION AND LIVE PERFORMANCE

AL-

-

IO

EXPANSION TO

CHANNELS

"

0

0

Construct processor chains and signal routes with
complete freedom of choice, selecting the optimum
blend of processors for each application. More

2 0- OR 18 -BIT ANALOGUE OPTIONS

power, more control and more potential. Access

R EMOTE CONTROL OPTIONS

new sphere of digital audio with the complete
multichannel processing system from Penny & Giles.

The range of Pythagoras Audio Software currently supports

separate audio'paths. It can access

8

over 30 separate processor types

and allows you tel construct

chains of processors in each

c

I. EXPANDERS

10 EXPANDER/GATES
LO -CUT FILTERS

NNW

PARAMETRIC -Qs

Contact us now for

a

''channel.

+.+...

=MI

............+

*

BRICKWALL LIMITERS
DOCKERS

`rte

»CROSSFADES
MIXING

-wem

brochure pack, copies of press reviews, and

full details of the latest Pythagoras Audio Software packages.

Penny & Giles Studio Equipment Ltd
Units 35/36, Nine Mile Point Industrial Estate,
Cwmfelinfach, Ynysddu, Newport, Gwent NP1 7JB, UK
Fax: +44(011495 202025
Tel: +4410)1495 202024

Penny & Giles Incorporated
2716 Ocean Park Boulevard, # 1005, Santa Monica
CA 90405, USA
Fax: +1 (310) 450 9860
Tel: +1 (3101393 0014
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....
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METERING
't;0 disabled with front panel switches.

From the operator's point of view, the
11529 Peakmeter is straight- forward. Most
peripheral functions are hidden, leaving
only essentials up top. Movement (both
transient and normal) and peaks on the
plasma display are easy to read, though
the loudness and peak zones are less so.
This unit will fit well into facilities where
configuration requirements are fairly stable.

0
U

0

84

Studio Sound

The AM-4 displays its metering through a
PAL or NTSC composite video monitor. It
does generate its own black background
when used alone or can superimpose itself
on an incoming video signal, giving
in- picture monitoring ofaudio. This unit
can display up to four channels of audio,
configurable in twos as digital inputs or
analogue inputs, depending on the cards
installed. Level, sum and difference, or
difference only, can be displayed in the
channel positions either side of the screen.
The unit itself has few front -panel
controls, all of which are available on a
remote connector at the rear. These
consist of master display controls and
cursor-style keys for navigating the onscreen menu. A lock control chooses

bar has no ballistics options and a value of
1s-half scale is set for attack and decay.
This meter rides well, but, as with other
units, an option for negative swing peak
hold would be nice.
At the time of writing, various upgrades
for this unit are pending, both, hardware
and software, including improved PCB
layout, filtered mains connection, a freeze
function for the signal bars, an antiphase
alarm output, an option to super impose
vu on PPM bars, and menu reorganisation
-all welcome improvements.
The AM-4 is an comprehensive metering
tool. The range of options available to the
user sets it apart from many other meters,
making it as applicable to audio only work
as it is to those working with picture.

The Dorrough 40 -A2, once you have deci-

phered the literature, actually turns out to
be a good implementation of an idea that
mainly higher priced units implement. This
system manages to combine peak level,
average level, and a picture of the audio's
perceived loudness in one easy to read LED
bar graph or, as the PR has it, 'This metering
device is the first to indicate both the peak
and quasi- average value of the composite
waveform, relative to the effective loudness
of the program material'
From the operator's point of view, the
The idea is relatively simple. The display
is fed by two drivers, one taking care of
the average signal level, and one taking
11529 Peakmeter is straightforward.
care of the peak level. In this way one can
build up a picture of program density, and
Most peripheral functions are hidden, perceived loudness, while still making sure
that the ever important peak doesn't go
over the edge. One way to visualise it is as
leaving only essentials up top.
an extremely fast PPM and a truthful vu
sharing the same display.
Movement (both transient and normal)
The front panel of this meter consists
entirely of an arc of 40 LEDs, each corresponding to a 1dB step from -25dB to +14dB.
and peaks on the plasma display are
The colour coding and brightness of the
panel legending (back lit), and the bar
easy to read, though the loudness and graph are both striking
and intuitive. The
0dB mark can be calibrated to a level of
your choice with the preset pots at the
peak zones are less so
rear, though default is +4dBu. Also round
the back are two balanced inputs, a row of
between normal operation (in which case
micro switches, a 9 -pin D, and a 3.5mm
it is a reset for peak hold, alarms, and so
jack socket. The latter three exist to switch
on), or menu mode, where a comprehensive 'modes' (the jack socket can is provided for
set of configuration options reside.
a switch) and to bring peak 'alarm' relays to
On screen, the metering is arranged with the outside world. They all ensure that most
two channels either side plus a horizontal
custom mounting and interface needs will
phase correlation meter that can be posinot be too arduous.
tioned either top or bottom. Most colours
By manipulating the mode switches the
can be defined in the menu system. The
display is set to read one of four possible
meters are extremely clear and simple to
sources, either left or right channels, a sum
read, with the added benefit of the screen
of the two, of the difference between the
size and well -defined colours.
two. Therefore two meters are required to
More scale choices are available than any display left and right channels independently.
of the other units in this roundup, though
three are vu variations (including Ext vu:
80dB dynamic range). There are two digital
scales: the standard 0dB to -60dB, and an
There are six units in the NANOAMP series,
extended one: 0dB to -80dB, both with
and two were supplied for review: The
1.5s/20dB decay and single sample attack,
BGD200 -VU-e and the BGD400 -PPM. Four
giving a very 'reactive' overall ballistic.
and 2- channel versions of both vu and
Nordic, DIN, and BBC PPM scales, the only PPM meters are available (BGD400 -200),
omission being EBU ±12dB. Peak hold
and 2- channel units also have a phase
options are extensive, with nine hold -time indicator LED plus headphone monitor
options from off to infinite, and main scale variation ( -0). All units are just 146mm wide,
over -ranges (peak zones) can be defined
allowing up to three NANOAMPs to be
over a range of 20dB.
fitted in a 19 -inch rack space, using 'kits'
The centre zero (±1) phase correlation
supplied by An. oar
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TripleDAT HD recording for PC
Developed

ware for sound recording editing,
mixing and Red Book mastering
to CD.
For a modest £1097.88 ex vat,
this system is probably the only
pratical HD choice for PC users
who want a minimum investment in
additional audio hardware.

LAB

-

by

Creamw@re,
TripleDAT is a package that
turns a P90 PC or above
into a Hard Disk
workstation, that works.
Not only that, it has
impressive and powerful soft-

lea airr9/9 ajo'iarafaudó sa/réiér
A small selection from the massive stock of prime
pro audio equipment available from Music Lab

Pro Tools packages to go Microphone selection
More than £1,0000

Digidesign Pro Tools systems from Music Lab are pre -installed, tested and
supported by trained engineers for maximum customer assurance

Digidesign Pro Tools Ill AKG C414
and Apple 7600/132 CD

Digidesign Pro Tools Ill
and Apple 8200 CD
Apple Power Mac 8200CD/120
8/1.2 CD (Total RAM 24 MB)
Apple Mac 1705 display Mac
keyboard Digidesign PCI
ProTools 111 Core System
Digidesign 882 PCI Kingston
RAM DIMM 16Mb Seagate
Barracuda 2Gb ex HD
Systems from £9,999 ex vat _
_

off Neumann

1

Apple Power Mac 7600CD/ 132
8/1.2 CD (Total RAM 24 MB)
Apple Mac 1705 display Mac
keyboard Digidesign PCI
ProTools 111 Core System
Digidesign 882 PCI Kingston
RAM DIMM 16Mb Seagate
Barracuda 2Gb ex HD
Systems from £11,100 ex vat

M149 tube mic

Audio Technica 4033

!;,ij- s

Affordable recording on CD
The Pioneer

just £1,105 ex vat.
Alternatively, the
Marantz CDR620 at £2,995 ex
vat, supports all main CD
formats including audio and
CD -ROM, with automatic
indexing from CD, DAT DCC
and MD sources.

PDR -05 CD -R
makes CDs at the push of
a button. It can also
record one track at a

time, for programme
editing. The price of the
Pioneer PDR -05 is

Active au io monitor choices
The surest route to accurate monitoring,
active systems are a cost - effective, as well
as reliable choice.
Genelec's superb1029A system
comprises nearfield speakers, internal
amplifiers and electronic crossovers with
optional subwoofer for extended bass.
Alternatively, the new Makie HR824
active monitors have impressive 39Hz22kHz frequency response and SPL 121 dB,
big performance from a compact package.

The new Neuman
has a low noise
version of the K49
capsule used in the
classic '50s U47.
Music Lab has a
limited quantity of
these world class
units available for
£2382 ex vat, as
against the official
selling price of
£3233 ex vat. Please
call to reserve.

Sony TCD -D8 special
them
After

negotiation

with Sony, Music Lab is
offering a special price
of £467 ex vat on the
TCD -D8 portable DAT
recorder, replacement
for the popular TCD -D7.
Recommended accessories
are the mains power supply at
£23 ex vat and the optical
digital leads at £67 ex vat. As
a further concession, Music

with
Lab has bundled
the TCD -8 at the special
price of £509 ex
vat, making

both
accessories
just £49 ex vat.
The TCD -D8
records at
48kHz, 44.1kHz

and 32kHz, from digital or
analogue sources and comes
with a protective cover.

Studio DAT recorders
I N

ist:
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Prime outboard

Mixing desks

range of the most
available from stock
at Music Lab, including
Roland 's SRV330
reverb and
SDE330 delay,
both units featuring Roland's 3D
Spatial Simulator.
Popular choices in
compressors include
the Neve 33609C as
well as units from Drawmer, BSS, Klark Teknik
and TL Audio. A
recent
introduction from
Studer is the D -19
20 -bit mic /line preamp with
switchable valve stages
Also available are a wide
range of effects units
and preamps from ART,
Ensoniq, Focusrite, Lexicon Digitech, Joemeek,
and Yamaha - and all leading outboard brands.

A

A

n extensive

desirable outboard

is

Fostex

D -30

Tascam DA-30 Mkll

full range of
analogue and digital
mixers available

,

The Mackie 1604VLZ
and Yamaha 02R are

just two examples
from the selection

Phone 0171388 5392 Fax 01713881953
72.74 Evershott Street, Landon WW1 SY, Opposite Euston Station

Sony DTC -A6

Tascam DA-20

WIN

Sony DTC -A8

Panasonic SV3800

Hardware based multitrack

dikeIIIIII
Tascam
DA-bb

Akai DR-16

_=
...........

Fostex

Alesis ADA

I

XT
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METERING
Ballistics are set at PPM and vu standards
ill(DIN
45406

and ANSI C165 respectively);
peak hold is not an option. 0dB references
can be set on internal jumpers to either
-10dBu, +4dBu or +8dBu, and trim presets
are inset on the front panel for fine
calibration.
PPM metering in the ATI boxes is done
on a -15dB to +12dB scale, with 10- segment
bar graphs, or 3dB per LED, and two colours
(red ?.3dB, green OdB). The LEDs are
extremely bright; there will be no mistaking
an excursion into the peak zone. Among all
the other boxes in our roundup, the Alls
do have a relatively low resolution, though
they are obviously not intended to offer
absolute, discrete readings, but rather an
easy view of peak 'behaviour' and headroom-the two more important aspects of a
meters responsibility.
The vu scales are again 10- segment, this
time made up of three colours (Ovu is yel-

The

Alls

do have a

relatively low resolution, though
they are obviously not intended to

offer absolute, discrete readings,
but rather an easy view
of peak `behaviour'

low). Although the previous comments
about resolution still apply, it is a little more
difficult than with the PPM; the usual vu

dance is slightly compounded by the meter's
resolution.
A single bicolour LED provides phase
correlation indication (green positive, red
negative) on those units with a 'e' in their
title. By virtue of the timed ballistics on more
sophisticated models, this one handles real

time observation of transient negatives
probably better than most of the other meters
in the round up. The lingering effect of a
bright LED colour allows you see even the
most momentary jumps. The disadvantages
are the lack of a magnitude reading
-the only criteria available is the length of
time a colour is illuminated, and the lack of a
retrospective check for negative readings (a
latching LED, for example).
All have stripped some of the 'luxuries'
of metering and provided a capable range
of units. The essential information (headroom,
negative phase) is displayed on accurate
scales, which is all that many operators
want. However, the lack of a peak hold,
and the low meter resolution might be
thought of as significant negatives.
Roving analogue recordists will probably
have an ideal space left on one shoulder
for the extremely bright lights of the
BGD series.

4

CONTACTS
CHROMATEC
Invicta Works, Elliot Road,

2.200 Watt. 4 -way system at ARK Recording

What you want of your new LARGE
monitor loudspeaker system?
Has been used to make no 1 albums in USA and UK.
Can do voice and classical music with natural balance,
Can do Rock and Dance with belly thumping bass.
Can play very loud, without tiresome horn distortion.

Modular and expandable with your growing demands.
From stereo music to digital film Surround Sound.
From 3 way to 4 way, from 2000 Watts to 10.000 Watts.
No fan noise, and low noise electronic crossover.
Advanced Control Room Acoustics are part of the design.
Performance measured by Chief Engineer from Brüel &Kjmr
So unique, that it brings you ahead of the competition.

Impossible to have it all
in one loudspeaker system?
No more, the AMPspeaker system can do it all, and it is also affordable.
International Studios. Dealers and Distributors are welcome to contact us:
AMPspeaker. Hedevej 20 A. DK -2680 Solroed Strand. Copenhagen. Denmark.
Telephone int. + 45 56 14 85 85 Telefax int. + 45 56 14 85 83.

A MPSPEAKER®

-probably the world's best sounding active loudspeaker system!

Bromley, Kent BR2 9NT, UK.
Tel: +44 181 460 7299.
Fax: +44 181 460 0499.
US: Wohler Technologies,
713 Grandview Drive, South
San Francisco, CA 94080.
Tel: +1 415 589 5676.
Fax: +1 415 589 1355.

ATI
328 West Maple Avenue, Horsham,
PA 19044, UK. Tel: +1 800 959 0307.
Fax +1 215 443 0394.
Web: www.atiguys.com

RTW
Elbealle 19, D- 50765, Keln, Germany.
Tel: +49 709130. Fax: +49 221
709130
UK: Michael Stevens & Partners,
Invicta Works, Elliot Road, Bromley,
Kent BR2 9NT, UK.
Tel: +44 181 460 7299.
Fax: +44 181 460 0499.

DORROUGH
ELECTRONICS
5221 Collier Place, Woodland Hills,
CA 91364, US. Tel: +1 818 999 1132.

Fax:

+1

818 998 1507.

DK AUDIO
Marielundvej 37D, DK -2730 Herlev,
Denmark. Tel: +45 44 53 02 55.
Fax: +45 44 53 03 67.
Email: DK- Audio@dk.online.dk
UK: Canford Audio, Crowther Road,
Washington, Tyne & Wear NE38 OBW.
Tel: +44 191 417 0057.
Fax: +44 191 416 0392.
Web: www.canford.co.uk

UK Distribution: Kinetic Systems, Attn: Mr Peter
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MODERN DAY
CLASSICS

Rode Classic Valve Microphone
Includes external power supply
(pictured in background), stand mount
and aluminium flightcase.
Suggested selling price excluding VAT:

Rode NT2 Condenser Microphone

Includes shock mount
and aluminium flightcase.
Suggested selling price excluding
£425.00

£999.00

Don't be fooled by their low prices. More and more leading studios

Meanwhile the remarkable new Classic valve microphone, based

the world over are leaving their 'big name' microphones in the

around the highly prized GE 6072 twin triode vacuum tube and

cupboard as they discover the uniquely smooth sound and

custom -manufactured Jensen output transformer, is also attracting

sparkling presence of these superbly engineered microphones

rave reviews. "This mic instantly justifies all the fuss and hype over

from Australian manufacturer Rode.

valve audio gear and certainly does hit the nerve if you're looking for

"Quite extraordinary for the price" said Studio Sound of the NT2

warmth and grunt factors" said Australian Digital magazine.

Condenser mic. "The only major problem we experienced was

If you

giving it back" eulogised Audio Media.

your nearest Rode dealer today and prepare for a pleasant surprise.

thought you couldn't afford

HHB Communications Ltd 73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales©hhb.co.uk
In

Denmark: Interstage

Phistersvej 31, DK -2900 Hellerup, Denmark
Tel: 39- 46 -00 -46 Fax: 39- 46 -00 -40

Visit HHB on line at: http: / /www.hhb.co.uk
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truly world class microphone, visit
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FLEXIBILITY
The DP200's two input, tour

output

format features multiple configurations for

limit

and Gain parameters are accessible

via front panel controls or our

control system, and

a

'Windows''

contact closure system

allows remote memory selection for simpler
systems. The DP200 also provides a choice

Our processing power also
means more equalisation than on

first generation DSP processors
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of RS485, 132, 422 and MIDI interfaces plus

optional

AES /EBU

inputs and outputs.

PERFORMANCE
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processing and 40 bit internal data path for
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exceptional dynamic range and sonic quality.

crossover /controller modes.

Minimal 0.1dB gain steps and 100 'Q'
control increments make fine adjustment of

Control the DP200 directly
from the front panel, or take
advantage of our free AudMeore

'Windows'" control software for
total system management of up to

our DSP
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-offer to overcome the
FRANCIS RUMSEY assesses

Two new cost -effective serial interface standards-Fire Wire and USB

shortcomings presented by existing wire and optical interfaces.

the state of audio interfacing and machine control

Pt!
1
1111Ì1I

in

the multimedia era

\ I \

.

'1 qj

luis

data would be carried auxiliary information
future role of the professional audio industry
such as user bits and channel status bits,
in the making and controlling of its own
which could be used to indicate the vital
fate, since it is increasingly obvious that
statistics of the audio signal and transfer
decisions are being made about how audio
non-audio information at a modest rate. It
should be handled by organisations that
was designed to operate over conventional
have little to do with studio and broadcast
operations, and which are largely concerned audio cabling systems so that one could
handle it like analogue audio, although many
with the computer industry and consumer
have discovered that this is not quite true
electronics. Possibly this does not matter,
and we should just take the cheap technology in practice and that care is required in the
that results and say thank you, but we should choice of cable, largely because of the inadmost certainly be aware of what is going on equacy of AES receiving devices to reject
and possibly (heaven forbid) be proactive in clock jitter resulting from the interface in
their regeneration of a sample rate clock for
digital audio interfaces (such as those conform- shaping the future of our industry in these
subsequent D -A conversion.
ing to the AES-EBU professional and IEC958 important fields.
The years have passed, and now we need
consumer standards), MIDI for musical
WHEN THE AES 2-channel interface was to be able to transfer low- bit -rate audio (like
instrument control, as well as computer
MPEG), multichannel audio (say 5.1-channel
system interfaces such as SCSI and network designed, the intention was that it would
standards such as Ethernet, FDDI and ATM. serve to replace the conventional analog audio surround) and high-bit-rate audio (say 96kHz,
The degree of understanding of the differences cable between devices, carrying two channels 24 -bit). The AES interface, although remarkably successful as a standard, is beginning
between computer interfaces -networks, point of audio with an embedded clock at a rate
to look inadequate for these new needs,
-to-point audio interfaces and MIDI has varied directly locked to the sampling rate of the
although certain adaptions are possible. It is
transmitting device. Alongside the audio
widely in the audio industry.
But things never stand still, particularly
in the rapid- turnover world of computing
and consumer electronics, and we are soon
to see widespread introduction of two new
serial interfaces which are likely to revolutionise the way that interconnections are
Data
made between audio devices, computers,

IT IS COMMON KNOWLEDGE to all
but the most blinkered of audio engineers
today that professional audio is increasingly
influenced by developments and technology
from the computing and multimedia fields.
There is also an increasing crossover between
consumer and professional technology. The
gradual acceptance of digital audio as the
norm rather than the exception in many areas
of studio and broadcast operation, and the
use of computer workstations for audio
editing, MIDI programming and numerous
other tasks, has led to a widespread use of

MIDI equipment and other multimedia
systems. I am alluding here to the technology
often referred to as 'Fire Wire', and to a slower
(but still actually quite fast) system known
as the Universal Serial Bus (USB), both of
which have their origins in consumer elec-

tronics and multimedia computers, but
which promise to be extremely useful for
multipurpose interconnections between all
sorts of devices, both consumer and 'professional Whether they will serve to replace
the standard point -to-point interfaces we
are familiar with at the moment is an issue
requiring some discussion, because, although
they are highly suitable in many ways, they
have certain limitations for professional
audio installations.
The appearance of these standards raises
interesting questions about the current and
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gar

facturers as being over complicated and
expensive to implement, especially because
Short gaps between
Subaction
Async A
there has been a trend towards the use of
isochronous packets gap
modular digital multitrack equipment,
packet C
either tape or disk-based, with only eight
D
K
tracks. MADI represents complete overkill
Ch.
for such products, and will only be found
Cycle staut
C
h,1
Oh. O
Cycle start
Ch. M
etc
hJ
on large digital mixers and DASH multitracks
where it is an economically viable and
convenient solution for connecting a tape
Cycle period = 125 us
machine to a desk without drowning under
cables. Modular multitrack equipment has
brought about the introduction of manuFig.2: Simplified illustration of isochronous and asynchronous data packets within a
facturers own inter-faces which do not
single cycle, showing long subaction gap between the two types of data. The 'channels' conform to the international standards, but
(M, N, O, and so on) are packets from different nodes, whose channel numbers were
which are widely used.
previously assigned by a channel manager application
Audio workstations use the two channel
interfaces widely for digital audio transfer
also fair to say that the relatively simple design úiunune from the problems of wire interfaces, to and from the outside world, and they
of the AES -3 channel code has proved to
and that optics would solve their concerns
increasingly offer support for high speed
give rise to noticeable difficulties with related about the effects of interfaces, many of these network transfer of audio files, edit lists and
audio quality in operation, although there
cheap optical connections are poorer than
other information between workstations (much
is rampant misunderstanding in the industry their wire equivalents, owing to low bandfaster than real time in most cases). There is
over exactly when this is important and
width and increased resultant clock jitter
not space here to go into the major differences
when it is not. An interface which did not
upon decoding. Since many devices derive
between different types of computer intercouple clock and audio data so closely, or
their D -A sample clocks directly from the
connection, but it is sufficient to say that
which decorrelated the interaction between embedded clock in the audio data, it is no
they can be used between multiple devices,
the two, would be welcome.
wonder that questions over audio quality arise. rather than just point -to-point, and have an
The consumer equivalent to AES3, specified
MADI, the multichannel AES interface
extensive addressing structure for determining
in IEC 958, is found on many items of conspecified in AES -10, was an admirable idea
the destination for packets of data transmitted
sumer audio equipment, either terminating but only implemented in a very few high by any device. The data rates used during
in phono connectors or TOSLink optical
end products to date. It carries up to 56
transfer are not usually directly locked to
connectors, and this has much in common
channels of audio data on either a copper
the audio sampling rate, and you can't treat
with the professional interface. Although
co-ax cable (<50 m) or optical fibre (longer computer network connections exactly like
many believed that an optical interface was distances), but is criticised by many manuaudio cables.
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TALK OF FIRE WIRE more correctly
the ILLL 13J-I high perlorutance serial bus,
has been around for some time. Apple was

interference compared with a number of
other alternatives. The connectors are based
on those used for the Game Boy systems,
although apparently some differences are to
talking about it as a replacement for SCSI
be found in those used on Sony DVCRs.
and various other local interfaces for the
There is also a version of 1394 intended for
interconnection of computer peripherals
use within computer systems and other
some while ago. It is interesting because it
hardware as an internal backplane-in other
seems able to serve a multiplicity of interwords for interconnection between the difconnection purposes and has a data rate
high enough to handle real -time digital audio ferent boards or parts of the system, instead
(many channels, linearly coded, high resoof a parallel backplane.
The link data rate in the first implementation
lution), digital video (compressed, although
perhaps uncompressed with faster versions), of the interface is just under 100Mbit /s
general purpose computer data and machine (98.304Mbit/s to be precise), and data can be
control information.
transferred either in isochronous packets or
asynchronously. Higher rates of 200 and
One of its first applications has been in
consumer digital video products, specifically 400Mbit /s are possible, and known as S100,
S200 and 5400 respectively. At the AES
the HD Digital VCR standard which uses
6.3mm tape and is beginning to find its way Convention in Los Angeles, presentations
into camcorders and other related products. were given which promised data rates of
The interface can be used both for
controlling machines in a multi- device AV
system, and it can be used for the transfer
of media data such as audio and video.
Over the next year, you can expect to
find 1394 interfaces cropping up all
over the place, on computer disk drives,
scanners, printers, and in any place where
local networking and data interconnections are required.
The interesting thing about 1394 is
that it appears to combine aspects of both
LOW -PASS
point-to-point interfacing with a fixed 0/L
rate clock, and asynchronous networking.
20
lO
This means that it can be used for time*
,,,3,
SOFT
critical data transfers, where real -time
.
,0
DRAWMER
multimedia data has to be delivered with.
in a specific time frame (such as would
25
1961
kHz
be needed for the equivalent of point -toIN
OUT
point audio or video cabling). It is not up
FREOUENCY
to the job of networking a large office or
O/L
university campus, since it is not designed
as a local area network like Ethernet, but
SOFT
VACUUM TUBE
it has many of the features of such things.
One may think of it as a very local area
EQUALISER
network, a 'desktop network' so to speak,
for the interconnection of multiple digit,il
OUT
ON
devices which relate to each other in a
multimedia system. And it is very fast in
LOW -PASS
comparison with conventional Ethernet,
or Localtalk, or AES3 for that matter.
It is worth outlining some of the key
features of the IEEE1394 bus in order to
provide some basis for comparison with
METER
other technology.
Firstly, and very importantly, it is relaV.U.
. G.R.
tively cheap to implement. Remember
DRAWMSIt
NORM
that MIDI became universally adopted
S/C
BYPASS
LISTEN
1960
primarily because of its simplicity and
OUTPUT
low cost of implementation. 1394 is claimed
to be considerably cheaper than SCSI for
example, but not as cheap as lower -end
technology such as Apple Desktop Bus
LINK
VACUUM TUBE
G.R.
V.U.
(ADB) or the newly introduced Universal
COMPRESSOR
Serial Bus (USB) for PCs, and not as cheap
PRE -AMPLIFIER
as MIDI. The 200 Mbit /s chip set is said
to come in at around $50, for example,
ON
and costs as low as $15 to the user have
been mentioned for simple implementations.
The cable version runs over copper
wire on three twisted pairs, one for power,
one for data and one for a strobe signal.
The strobe signal is not exactly a clock,
but when exclusive-Or'ed with the data a
clock signal can be derived (see Fig.1).
This is claimed to offer superior jitter
performance and lower intersymbol

800Mbit/s in 1997 and a remarkable 3.2Gbit/s
before too long! For those unfamiliar with
the terminology, 'isochronous' means that
data transmissions are related to a common
clock period, whereas 'asynchronous' means
that data transmissions have no specific
timing relationship with a common clock.
Isochronous packets would normally be used
for the transfer of time critical or samplerate- related data such as audio, and there is
provision for connections with guaranteed
latency and bandwidth, whereas asynchronous
packets could be used for machine control
commands, for example.

THE INTERFACE is half duplex, which
means that communications in two directions
are possible, but only one direction at a time.
The 'direction' is determined by the current
transmitter which will have arbitrated for

Bask in the warm glow...
ï
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`0 access to the bus. Communications are

established between logical addresses, and
the end point of an isochronous stream is
called a plug' Logical connections between
devices can be specified as either 'broadcast'
or 'point-to-point In the broadcast case either
the transmitting or receiving plug is defined,
but not both, and broadcast connections are
unprotected in that any device can start and
stop them. Point-to-point connections are
protected and can only be modified by the
device or application which initiated them.
One device in the chain can act as a bus
manager, handling arbitration for bandwidth
and resources, although a feature of 1394
makes it possible for simple interconnections
to be made without a bus
er, providing
that only one device is doing the 'talking'
and the others listen.
IEEE1394 -based systems are dependent
on one device acting as a 'cycle master'. This

generates the cycle start packets which
govern the transmission of isochronous

lets (1024 bytes), and adding the packet
header information to each CIP (common
packets (the nominal cycle time is 125ps). All
isochronous packet) makes possible a maxidevices which are transmitting isochronously mum transmission bandwidth of just over
can send packets in turn after the cycle start.
65Mbit/s. A typical timing arrangement for
Following the last of these there is a so-called packet transfer within defined clock periods is
'subaction gap; during after which a device illustrated in Fig.2.
may begin an asynchronous transmission.
Interconnection is designed to be 'hot
Data is transferred in the form of 'quadlets; pluggable; allowing devices to be removed
which are groups of four bytes (32 bits). It is from or added to the system at will, the netpossible to 'time stamp' packets so that they
work reconfiguring itself and allocating
can be compared with other time references
physical addresses accordingly. This avoids
for synchronisation purposes, and it is claimed the need for the messy setting of DIP
that this allows for accurate referencing to
switches or other 'hard' address configuration,
sample rate clocks in receiving equipment.
such as encountered with SCSI. The topology
Packet headers contain data from a cycle
is such that you cannot connect one end of
time register which allows for sample accuthe chain to the other. This is called 'nonrate timing to be indicated. Resolutions down cyclic' interconnection, but many other tree
to about 4Ons can be indicated.) In isochro- and branch topologies are possible, provided
nous operation data blocks (contained in
that no more than 16 'hops' exist between
packets) can have a size from 1 -256 quadnodes. The 100Mbit/s link allows for cable
lengths of up to 4.5m between hops, and
distance is possibly one of the main limiting factors of this interface from a professional point of view, although it should be
noted that NEC has recently described an
optical fibre data link which improves the
performance of 1394 connections, extending the distance which can be covered to
around 70m per hop. Sixteen hops of 4.5m,
though, would run to 72m, which is a

Although many believed that an
optical interface was immune from the
problems of wire interfaces, and that

optics would solve their concerns
about the effects of interfaces, many of
these cheap optical connections are

poorer than their wire equivalents

GREAT SPEAKERS OF OUR TIME
Powerful. Captivating. Original. Distinctive. Great speakers grab you by the ears and demand to be

listened to. Quested's new V range brings the same qualities to the smaller studio with four compact.
high performance reference monitors. Designed to deliver honest. uncoloured sound you can rely
on. with extra low-end punch and accurate stereo imaging across the whole frequency spectrum.
they stand head and shoulders above the crowd. Just as you'd expect any great speaker to do.
QUESTED V BANGE:

VS11o5
Se fr

powered 150 RMS Watts

1xt3Qnm 157 Bass Drivers
lx28rnm (I v,) Soh Dome HF unit

vsna

VI121011

VS1112

Self powered 210 RMS Watts

Passive version of VS2108

Self powered Bass extension cabinet

Bass Drivers

with identical components

400 RMS Watts

11-.) Soft Dome HF unit

Easily convertible to active

1x300mm (t2) Bass Driver

Ix200rnm
1x2Bmm

(8)

MIMEO
Believe your ears
For specification, technical details and international distribution of the Quested V range, contact:
Steve Revill, Quested Monitoring Systems Limited, Unit 2A, West Ealing Business Centre, Alexandria Road, London, W13 ONJ. UK
Fax: +44(0)181 997 8780
Tel: +44(0)181 566 8136

useful total distance between first and
last devices in a chain. A maximum of
63 nodes can be addressed on up to
1,024 separate buses.
Yamaha has taken the lead in work to
define methods of transferring audio and
performance data over IEEEI394 buses,
and this looks most promising as a way of
replacing the cable spaghetti that often
exists in desktop digital audio and MIDI
systems. These proposals are currently
under review by the AV working group of
the 1394 Trade Association. Yamaha has
published a draft Audio and Music Protocol,
version 0.32' in August 1996 which bears
reading for those involved in digital interface standards.
As Yamaha engineers point out in a
recent paper on the subject, modern music
technology systems require many different
kinds of interconnection, key among them
being MIDI for general control purposes,
SCSI for high speed transfer of audio data
files, and standard digital audio interfaces
for input and output. They propose the
integration of all these functions, using
1394 connections to link computers, la-
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Wo Channel Mic Pre -amp
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bands of sweep and fixed EQ
High and Low filters
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ORAM
PROFESSIONAL

VU -More
Intelligent Audio Measurement
Unique Stereo measurement
of line and noise levels.
Built -in patchable Oscillator and
phase correlation indicator.
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HD EQ -2
High Definition Equaliser
The ultimate Stereo EQ.
total of 8 bands per channel
utilising sweep and shelf
circuitry.
Separate Filter and EQ Bypass.
Switchable ± 18/6 dB for
High definition detail.
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High Definition EQ really cane into its own on live
recording in Europe and the US. I Recently used it for
recording a performance with the Hudson Valley
Philharmonic. At this moment I'm recording my new
album using my BEQ Series 8 board, and it's so
John Cale, 'Velvet Undergr
d' Project Studio. New )órß
HD -EQ2, AIMS and BEQ) Series 8, owner.
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In a word:
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Synchromesh
Studios, Alabama
USA

been working as a tech for 3(1 years and in
u!! that time I bare never heard a quieter desk'
Gaston Nichols Pro Audio Installation.

It

guys and
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board is so well laid out, easy to use, impossible to distort
and the sowtd well, the sound is phenomenal.' The EQ is
smooth and very musical.
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Check out these products and
experience the warm, Vintage
sound of mac+* sot ins
enhanced by ultra low -noise
characteristics and reliability
of SMT.

Checkitout!

sound like a huge Neve. I've

-amps
C""
never had a better bast

gorgeous!'

Throughout the world, John
Oram is known as 'the Father
It's no
of British EQ'.
Vox
surprise,
amps, Trident
and
consoles
Martin guitar
Pre -amps have taken John
Oram's EQ and circuit design
philosophy to every corner of

drum

sound'

Jason Elgin, Synchromesh Stadio'.. !IEQ 32.

Abby Straus and Carl CaseRa,

TRI- .1f('SIC'CDRP ;yew York. BT:Q 32 Owners.

'The bottom end of the

HD EQ-2 is

extremely warm and musical, the

'!'here

is

something special about Otani EQ, its control ranges and

response shapes have been so well chosen that corrective and creative

adjustments appear effortlessly out o! it. It also seems to add gloss
and smoothness to everything, apparently drawing comparisons with
value designs. It, too, is extremely quiet and clean. it's very

make it do anything unpleasant at

difficult to

Dave 1nister, voted

technical journalist of'the year 1445.

top end you can keep piling on and

it doesn't crunch up. The sound is
definitely British and I also like its
fine detail control'

Paul Libsou, Profile Slnliees
tnusteting .suite, Milan Italy.

'Phis is the quietest, most inspiring console I're ever used. I've changed my
Trident jar this board and the Oram Statics are all there. The EQ magic "
of John Drum is musically most satisfying, it's simply the best. I've ordered a
second unit for lily new studio' G'!! Jon Roth, '.Scorpions' and Synnplmnic
Musical Director: REQ 32 Owllrr, /UV 56 ordered.
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`E0 samplers, disk drives, electronic music equip- command protocol for controlling consumer
ment and audio equipment in the digital
AV equipment, known as the AV /C Digital

required for multiple connections to the
host connector. It is cheaper to implement
domain. Their M -LAN proposals are designed Interface Command Set, Version 1.0
than 1394, so one might expect to encounter
to make possible the transfer of time critical (September 1996). This uses asynchronous it in applications where the high data rates
data with time-code -like stamping for real packets conforming to the FCP (Function
offered by 1394 are not needed, and where
time data where appropriate, together with
low cost is of the essence. Like 1394 it is
Control Protocol) defined in the HDVCR
a means for low level clock offset indication conference, designed to control the various hot pluggable and reconfigures the addressing
which allows clear indication of the timing functions of audio -video equipment, and
structure automatically.
relationship between data packets and an
to set up routeings of signals from one
As serial buses like 1394 and USB gain
audio sample clock. In this way it is claimed device to another. It can be used for con- more ground, owing to their incorporation
that D -A clocks in digital audio receivers
sumer and industrial editing control systems, in desktop systems, consumer electronics
for example, returning the responses from
and the musical instrument market, the
the controlled devices as appropriate.
likelihood is that they will begin to find
The Universal Serial Bus is not the same their way into other items of more specialised
The Universal Serial Bus is not
as IEEE1394, but it has some similar impli- professional equipment. They have a lot
cations for desktop multimedia systems,
of appropriate characteristics for audio
the same as l{EE1394, but it has
including audio peripherals. USB has been purposes, and it appears that fewer problems
jointly supported by a number of manufacconversion, leading to fewer quibbles about
turers including Microsoft, Digital, IBM, NEC, the 'sound quality' of digital interfaces.
some similar implications for
Intel and Compaq. It runs at a lower speed
The connectors and cables may not be
than
1394 (12 Mbit /s) and is designed to
as robust as XLR connectors and shielded
desktop multimedia systems
act as a low cost connection for multiple
professional audio cable, but there is certainly
input devices to computers such as joysticks, a need for flexible communications buses
can be accurately referenced. Within this
game controls, gloves and so on. For those which will be able to handle the wide range
proposal is the capability to carry audio data familiar with Apple computers, it can be
of different digital data formats that we
in the IEC958 or AES two channel formats,
likened to a fast form of ADB (Apple Desktop will need to handle over the coming years.
simply omitting the sync section at the start, Bus). The data rate is high enough for it to Multichannel audio, high resolution audio,
then mapping bits 4 -31 of the digital inter- be used for A -D convertors and other
and data compressed audio, as mentioned
face subframe onto bits 4 -31 of an audio
audio peripherals if required, and it could
earlier, are all with us and we are hard
pressed to find ways of carrying them
sample quadlet. In this way it would be
be particularly useful for interconnection of
possible to keep channel status and user
equipment to ISDN lines and other
over the relatively inflexible interface
data intact.
telephony systems.
structures available currently in professional
USB supports up to 127 devices for both audio. A bus which is able to combine
A SEPARATE GROUP -the Audio isochronous and asynchronous communication the ability to provide point -to-point digital
Video Working Group of the 1394 Trade
and can carry data over distances of up to connections with network -like file transfer
Association-has been defining a standard
5m per hop (similar to 1394). A hub structure operations between multiple devices at
low cost will be a very valuable asset. A
is

WEB

Earthworks

SITES

IEEE SITE: www.ieee.org
1 394 TRADE ASSOCIATION
SITE: www.1394ta.org
YAMAHA SITE:
www.yamaha.co.jp /tech /1394m LAN

"The first time I put up these mics I heard
exactly what I wanted -clari without harshness and
fullness without being boomy. Carl Napa, l-fit tctoy. "In a blind
test on a grand piano we pick
in our mic
.
cupboard... we have a big mic
"For percussion... both the OM1
ivered
absolutely explosive
realism and tight,
.., ; E ,...
l,unclt\ ílttacks."
u. Overall perfòrn .I n c c c.,, c n
a w l extremely versatile."
"Wonderful
sound, fantasti, ,Ilue, we bought six TC3OK's on the spot."

PUBLICATIO111S
IEEE 1394 -1995

Standard for a high performance
serial bus

.

.

I

I

I

t

N

TC40K -9Hz to 40kHz
TC30K- 9Hz to 30kHz

(UNITY ,

94

A

UDIO LTD

Studio Sound

earthworks

IEEE AV/C

Digital Interface Command Set
Version 1.0, September 1996.
1394 Trade Association
Audio and Music Protocol
Draft Version 0.32, August 1996.
Yamaha Corporation
T. Abe and J. Fujimori (1996).

Distributed connection management
for electronic musical environment
using IEEE 1394. Presented at 101st
AES Convention, preprint 4347
J. Fujimori and Y. Osakabe (1996).

Digital audio and performance data
transmission protocol over IEEE 1394.
Presented at 101st AES Convention,
preprint 4346
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Studiospares Ltd.
61 -63 Rochester Place, London NW1 9JU
0171 482 1692 FAX 0171 485 4168
-MAIL 101745 1553@ compuserve.com

Studiospares

Tel
E

Studiospares Deutschland GmbH.
Kölnerstrasse 195 -197, 50226 Frechen, Köln, Germany.
Telefon 0 2234 92 27 10
E -MAIL

FAX 0

Studiospares @t- online.de

2234 92 27 15

Please send the latest catalogue to
Name
Address

Post code

P.S.N. 2.97
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Be

Part of the Largest Professional Audio Event in Europe!

Audio Engineering Society
102nd Convention
March 22 -25, 1997 Munich, Germany

Munich Central European
Magnet

The Venue -

MOC Congress

Center

102nd Convention of the Audio
Engineering Society will be held at the
MOC Congress Center in Munich. The AES
Conventions offer one of the most effective
opportunities in Europe for an extensive survey
of new technologies as well as for meeting top
people. The full programme
includes a wide variety of presentations: papers, seminars,
workshops and technical tours.
Suppliers of equipment and
services from all sectors of the
industry will be in Munich,
The

along with the foremost authoritative speakers.
Munich was chosen for its central location in
Europe. The city is easily reached by air, rail
and road. So - plan your journey now!
To receive further information and advance
registration material, please contact:
Audio Engineering Society, Inc.
102nd AES Convention,
a
o
Reinhard O. Sahr,
Eickhopskamp 3
DE- 30938 BURGWEDEL
Tel. + 49 5139 -4978
Fax + 49 5139 -5977.

l

München

® Audio Engineering

Society, Inc.

/

web site: http: /www.aes.org

e -mail:

102nd_info @aes.org

TUNE -IN TO NAB...YOUR RADIO EONNECTION.

-

deregulation, consolidation, new technologies With all the changes the radio industry is going through
by
attending
two can't -miss events. Both sponsored by MB
You
can
start
how can you survive? And thrive?

and .filled with the tools you need to successfully navigate this new era.

;97

oak

Conferences: April 5 & 6-10, 1997
Exhibits: April 7-10, 1997
Las Vegas, Nevada USA

September 17 -20, 1997
Morial Convention Center
New Orleans, Louisiana

This event

is a magnet for the best and brightest who are leading the
industry into the 21st century. So, come to New Orleans in
September and get ready to super -charge your business:

When it comes to radio,

NAB'97 really pours it on. With two
targeted Radio /Audio Pavilions, NAB'97 is setting the pace of
convergence. At NAB'97, you'll:

See the hottest new technologies, products and services for

Learn from radio's leading managers in dozens of interactive and

radio broadcasting and audio production; plus explore the
latest innovations for satellite communication,
telecommunications, multimedia and the Internet.

idea generating sessions.
Sharpen your edge in sessions on management, programming
and production, as well as in the Radio Advertising Bureau's Sales
& Marketing program.

Learn tools and techniques to succeed at the NAB Radio

Management Conference and RAB Sales and Marketing
Conference plus have full access to 10 additional conferences
covering topics like law & regulation, satellite
communication, the Internet and more.

.

Hone your skills in NAB's new Engineering Certification Program.
Meet nearly 200 suppliers of Radio/Audio technologies,
products and services, follow up on your NAB'97 contacts

and wrap up end -of-year purchases.

Network with thousands of your colleagues
and rub elbows with industry leaders at dozens
of special events.

Network at the one event that's a who's who of radio.

e

a hot bed of ideas, opportunities, and
entertainment. Ifyou're a radio professional, this is the one
event you can't afford to miss!
The NAB Radio Show. It's

`.

NAB'97. Everything you

need to

compete in the world of
convergence.

Win

a

free hotel stay in New Orleans!

Check our website

for details.

Register on the Web! Check our wehsite at www.nab.org/conventions/
for all the latest information on NAB'97 and The 1997

NAB

Radio Show conferences, exhibitors, registration and housing.

For more information, complete this farm and fax to: 1202)429 -5343

Please send me information on NAB'97

Areas of Interest

\ame

J

.attending

J Radio /Audio

Internet/Intranet

Multimedia

Television/Video/Film

Telecommunications

Satellite

Title

_

Call Letters

Compara

kddress

SS

J Exhibiting
I

I

I

I

I

AM

FM LI TV

_State

(;ity

Phone

I

:ix

Country

Zip(Postal Code)
E-Mail

Address

For up -to- the -minute registration, exhibitor and program details:

Visit the NAB Website at www.nab.org/conventions/

(301)216 -1847 from the touch -tone handset of your fax machine and follow the voice instructions.
Or for information on attending. call (800)342 -2460 or (202)775-4970. For information on exhibiting call (800)NAB -EXPO or (202)775-4988.
Call the NAB Fax -On -Demand Service at

Number One for `NEVE'
32 / 16 / 32 Fitted 31102 Modules

P.O.A.
20 / 8 / 16 Right Hand Patchbay Fitted
20 x 1066's, Group Modules 1943's, 4 x
2254A Comp / Limiters, 8 Meter Bridge

P.O.A.
24 / 8 / 18 Right Hand Patchbay, 24 x
1081'e, Group Modules 1943/1's,
4 x 2254E Comp / Limiters,
16 Meter Bridge

PRO AUDIO

P.O.A.

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

of NEVE consoles and quality outboard IN
equipment N owned by AES Pro Audio. WANTED.-your NEVE I
881. Console-we will purchase and collect anywhere worldwide.
We Have a large selection

STOCK

-all

THE NEVE SPECIALIST!!

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364
Telephone International: 44 1932 872672 Fax: International: 44 1932 874364

Studio
soon
RATES: Recruitment £35 per single column centimetre. All other sections £30 (minimum 2cm X 1)
Box number £10 extra per insertion

Published: monthly
Copy deadlines: contact Rebecca Reeves, Classified Advertisement Manager

To place an advertisement contact: Studio Sound (Classified),

Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd.
8 Montague Close. London SE1. UK.
Tel: 0171 620 3636 Fax: 0171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the address above

APPOINTMENTS
design project manager
talented

Et

ambitious

As a brand leader in analogue signal processor technology Focusrite has
gained an enviable reputation through its award winning designs. Our Red,
Green and Blue series represent to many the pinnacle of audio performance.

Focusrite is seeking a talented and ambitious Graduate Engineer to lead a
young and enthusiastic design team in the expansion of its product ranges
for both analogue and digital markets.

skills

Et

experience

You will already have a number of years of
design experience in analogue, DSP and

converter technology.
Project management experience is essential
with a proven ability to multitask effectively
between a number of projects.

job description
Reporting to the Product Development
Manager your responsibilities will include: -

Asa team leader you will be
and inspire your colleagues.

able to motivate

remuneration
Negotiable. dependent upon experience and
qualifications.
Send (:.Y. tu: Rob Jenkins (Product Development

Manager) Focusrite Audio Engineering Ltd.
19 Lincoln Rd. tresses: Business Park High

Wycomtx. Bucks /11'12 3RD

Design: Bringing your skills to the team
as a hands on designer and assisting other
team members in problem solving

Project Management: Working with the
Product Development Manager to effectively
plan projects to deadlines and budgets.

a

SiR011GR00m

TECHNICAL MANAGER
Strongroom require an experienced
technician to work within our expanding
studio complex. The position involves overall responsibility for all technical aspects of
the studios, ensuring clients' needs are met.
studio set -ups and supervising the maintenance department.
We are looking for someone with previous
experience in studios. ideally including
NEVE and SSL. Applicants must be able to
cope with several areas of responsibility
simultaneously with the ability to work under
pressure.

The position offers

Focusrite
a u d

i

o

e n g

i

n e e r

i

n g

a

challenging and

diverse role within a successful, expanding
company. Salary according to experience.
Please send CVs to Rob Buckler at:
Strongroom. 120 Curtain Road,
London EC2A 3PJ.
Tel: 0171 729 6165
Fax: 0171 729 6218

APPOINTMENTS
D&R Electronica Weesp

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

h.N.

has a vacancy for a

DIGITAL AUDIO ENGINEER
(SENIOR)
We are offering a position for a goal driven engineer to join
our R &D team. You will be involved in designing high -end

digital audio mixers. Both hard- and software
will be equally important to deal with.

Box Number 117, Studio Sound,
Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road,

London SE1 9UR

You'll need to demonstrate a proven track record in pro- audio.
If you'd like to be part of this exciting industry.
please write asap to:

Rijnkadc

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SOUNDTRACS DESKS
FOR SALE /WANTED

R Electronica Weesp b.v.
151i, 1382 GS Weesp, The Netherlands,
I

Small self- contained Recording Studio in South
London, been trading since mid '70s, is about to
lose its Engineer/Manager and we are
looking for an experienced and moreover
responsible adult to take over the running. The
duties will include not only engineering, but
maintaining accounts, maintenance of
equipment and general tidiness. Although the
Studio is owned by a major retailer, interference
from the governors is minimal and we expect
you to create your own job. This really is a once
in a lifetime opportunity to make your mark in the
recording field.

)&

attn. Mary de Rijk
Website: http:/ /www.d-r.nl

From £500 to £10,000 12 month. gtrrranlet.
CLASSIC SOUNDTRACS EQ excellent build quaiit

Call Tim Jones at

Studio Systems
WATFORD UK 01923 267733
Authorised Soandtracs Service and .Spa -' ('entry

FOR ALL YOUR STUDIO SPARES
CABLES

CONNECTORS
MILS

i v eQ r

?

HEADPHONES

AMPLIFIERS

'

s

STANDS

SOFTWARE

SPEAKERS
ADAPTERS

SYNCHRONIZERS

TEL:

0171.237 1424

SERVING THE INDUSTRY

RESEARCH

Sc

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Fairlight, after its most successful year on record, is seeking to further expand its R &D
team. We are looking for audio industry professionals who can establish they have played
significant role in the creation of major digital audio products.

Village

The

Adventures in Audio

Outboard Specialists

a

The skill areas on which we depend include expertise in hardware and software for audio
mixing, DSP, database management, networking. hard disk technology. MIDI and PC
programming. Operating systems of interest are 0S9, Windows NT and Unix.

anticipated that after a managed preliminary period in our London office, successful
candidates will be relocated to Sydney for two to three -year contracts. We are recruiting at
middle to upper salary levels and those who succeed in gaining positions will not be
disappointed with the rewards.

Lexicon :k Focusrne

TLA :i: Joe Meek

Nearfield Specialists
Dynaudio

KRK

:E:

Spendor

:i:

:k

Yamaha

MACKIE

PROTOOLS - Main Dealer

-

Main Dealer

Call Nick Melville- Rogers 0181 440 3440

It is

Expressions of interest should be forwarded to the

R &D

Manager at:

DDA AMR24 36/24

with 60 channels Mastermix Automation
(84 channels on mix)

o

ro a: Toe
5,,r.ey
excellent condition - well maintained
As used by Simple Minds, The Beach Boys. Bruce Hornsby.
-'re Sneaker Pimps, Ocean Colour Scene and Radiohead. etc. etc
in

Fairlight

ESP Pty.

Limited

Box 942, Brookvale NSW 2100 Australia
Tel: +61 2 9975 1230 Fax: +61 2 9975 3022
PO

£25,000
Tel: 01372 379444

I

+ VAT
Fax: 01372 363360

NEUMANN
.\I il

STUDIO ENGINEER
A unique opportunity for a young, creative, dynamic and
enthusiastic individual to join a new "dance music" orientated
record company with in -house Yamaha 02R/Soundscape
studio situated in West London. Owned and controlled by an
A &R legend. All enquiries treated in the strictest of
confidence. Salary negotiable. Apply in writing with CV to:

BRIAN LONG,
PISCES PRODUCTIONS LIMITED (PPL]
PO BOX 825, ASCOT, BERKSHIRE 5L5 9NB

I

i

Ill

ilt

I

111'f MICROPHONES)

.. \

A

\t a-
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L I ,,1111.

Contact Ravin nr

Mai,.

an 01714

54194 I any time

AMS /Calrec Assignable Console
48 Channels with Dynamics. Digitally controlled Analogue.
As used in BBC Mobile Truck A (see S/S Dec 96) Sounds

fantastic and easy to use.
Call for demo, cost £200k in '91

-

Best Mier secures.

Tel: +44 (0)1904 624266

DDA AMR24 24 ch in 36 frame Phase
Meter private use, 1989, £12,000.
-

Otari MX80 plus remote, private use.
1989. £8,000 plus connections.
Phone Martyn - 01494 724728

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
PHONE +44 (0) 1225 447222

Tor :HOP

L,eaVing,

,

i

yied

uipment

50000

CONSOLES
GML - 48 channels slight overheating
problem' Hence
í20,080
Neva 24/8 Idled 24 x 1081's 4 x 2254E5 RH patch
serious money
£nap
News 8036 fined 24 x 1064 s 4 x 2254E s in 32
News V3

-

frame
£42.500
Neva 8126 48 channel in -line no patchbay
Superb
£35.000
New 8108 - 56 channels 48 group in One with
b DD
(40.000
Nave 24/6 - 26 x classic. discrete 33122. 3 band e,,
modules. 4 x compÌimits. bargain.
£15.000
Neva 6/2 - arriving soon. no details yet
Ptall
SSL 4064G . Total Recall 6 years old. G comp
Dolby monitoring. excellent
0120,000
SOL 4048 PIG - 48 mono. 8 stereo (56 modulesl.dual
line. TR. G comp no amps.... _._.
£17.000
SSL 6040 - tined 32 no comp, no recall LH p/d RII
p/b black nob eg Exullent.........._
.£30.000
SSL 5316 - 20/4, 16 mono, 4 stereo. 8 IMO.s. rest:
5 dynamics. ext. p/b.....__..__._..
024.995
Midas XL2 - 56 channel (40.16 stretch) vc.
3 x psu Amazing'
£20.000
Soundtraa ERIC 64 channels HUGE. Tracmix
automation. 2 yr MINT
[20,000
Amek 2500 - 36 channels. m -line, MasterMlx
automation. big RH bp/b 1988
£15.000
Hellos - 24/16/24. brown. 3 band eg. filters
Comprehensive
Ccall
TAC Scorpion - Mk2. 32/8. 8x8 matrix. flight-Lased
good condrtmn
_._
.._.0,51119
TAC Magnum . 36 channel. MIDI, extra phi
.£,500
-

ecialists

/
,D

SOfleis

:of the
in'

lC;Best
New
8(_..

11

.

5

ri'iert

A

/

Worldwide
Çxpor

F@ffl1$s

DOA AMR 24 28 ch In 36 frame, PPM. phase meter
extended patchbay, private use
C15.000
Allen 8 Heats 0S3 - 32/8. w/8 ch expansion, midi
mute 1 yr old, private use
................
C2.500

Yamaha DMC 1000. Stereo software. DA. ND s
Wooden console surround.
._.
Yamaha DMA 8 ' 2 systems available with loads
accessories DRU 8
_
Studiemaater 8/4 wedge 19' rack mount

Ex-Abbey Rd

full
Pea
0245

MULTITRACKS
Studer A 827 ' remote/roc 6.1000 This machine will
be fully refurbished and available shortly
£20,000
Studer A 820 24T - with remote, locate. trolley
13 0000. Serviced by Studer Including brand new
heads transport etc at a cost of C13.0001 One owner.
auto align Immaculate The ULTIMATE)"
Can be sold with warranty
£23,000
Studer A820 241 - with remote locate trolley.
extremely low hours, t.500h Excellent
025,000
Sunder A 800 Mk3. remote locate. expansion

017.000

Studer Dyaxis 2 ' with mull) -desk control surla
removable optical V 2 3 software........__.....

Marl MTR 90 Mk

2

.

Ctt 500

Tascam DA88 x 2 SY 88 card. big remote a,w
melerbndge. Private use only yr old
05 995
ANS Audiolile - 2/8. green screen. v8
Fade 8 DAT b/u cards........
£3.750
1

I:

lexicon Opus Workstation

4 x

1

2Gb, Exabyte

eq

_..... [14.000

olobon. CPU -2. AES/EBU etc..._

Dolby XP24 . 24 channel Dolby SR

....

Dolby SP24 - 24 channels of Dolby

A In

[6.905

...

modern

[995

rack

Timeline Lynx System

Time code module faro
module. system supervisor. ECU remote
Bargain......._...
C1.996
-

Fairchild 670

£12.500
C2.995

689

Panasonic SV 3500
80 RC

A

Studer 862
ASC

Revel

-

£1.595

dal .................._...

-

-

100 - pair tube eg's Not cheap°
Neve 2074 1073 ed with no mie amp
Nere 33114 3 band eg/mic amp discrete
Neve 3114 - older version of above
Neve 33122 all discrete. 3 band. only 3 left
Nere Prism - 6 eg's. 4 dynamics

£call

UE

At

£850
£495

1

-

Nere 1272

-

to rmc level
Neve 1271

-

class A

lone

Apes CDR 40

-

-

1

2 in

£450

several In stock V: from

£595

stock

C350

-2

PR 99 Mk 2

m

stock. with

-

superb hi h deck

£150

...

Nakamichi MR -2 - superb. professional rack
mounting cassette deck Studio use only

£395

Sony MDS 83 - minidisk recorder/player with
editing facilities

C495

-

£995

cat 22. 6 in stock

£45 ea

Hammond

£250
£175
.£595 ea
£1,050
£150
C995

classic mgltal reverb with pre delay

Lexicon 224 white remote

Neumann CMV 563. MI matched pair MINT condition fully refurbished by BLUE
`,tunning'ii Price for pair
L3,995
Neumann UM 576 in stock valve M7
£1250
AKG C34 stereo multi pattern small diaphragm
ml, Dead cule as new
£795
Lomo 19A9 Russian valve min stunning
C795
Nevalon 51 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
Nevalon 416 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
C550
Nevalon 47 BRAND NEW SPECIAL stereo
£570
Nevalon 418 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
£530
Nevalon 49 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
£420
Nevaton 419 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
[420
Sennneiser MKH40 boxed and excellent
C495
Sennhelser 431 vocal mie as new
£175
Shure SM 57 used 3 available
C59 ea
Shure SM 58
NEW''
C99
Shure SM 57
NEW''
C00

PPM'a

1

-

-

better than the movie)

Yamaha E1010 Si we do
delay classic 2 in stock

a

MONITORING

£695

Bynaadlo/Nunroe M4
BSS Xover Mega.

2 x

-

15' wan MC2 amps

£7.500

Guested 215 pair - huge. 2 x 15'
02.995
Gentles 1025A - huge 2 x 15' all Dower amps
3 for surround monitoring
£6,995
KEF KM1 some say the last word m
montorng
02.995
Rogan PM 510 52 passive version of famous
£750
Rogers LS3/7 main monitors no amps
£250
Tannoy Lockwoods - on wheels
£450
HH'l r00 power amp
£195
Audis power amps, good tor cans x 2
£95 ea
Ouad 303 amp
£50
Focusrife RED 5 250 w p c 8 ohm.
C1.400
-

aga,ri ,JOHN analun.,e

£t50

ea

-

EMT 140

the large one

-

Coati

D elta

Lab - DL 2 acoustic computer

D ella

Lab

-

DL 4

timeline DDL

C295

£250

- 13F20 - phantom flange
Eventide 11949 - harmonizer

£250

MOB Window Recorder

£395

Bel

-

2

£1.995

ft

Mb as new

C3

-

700

C995

£1,350

£500

..

original with 910 Leslie

.

£2,995

f75

all BBC scale with driver cards, from

Bantam patchbay

C50

010

Switchcratt. 96 way n 2
GPO 316 MOM lack-fields. loads, various
BBC - high gain line amps rack of 4. psu etc
-

ea

L1 p.h.

E150

- Mercedes large truck fully
lined to the highest professional standard by Siemens
Features include Neve V3 36 channel. Necam 96 2 x
24T Studer A 820's with SR (1.770h . 77001. A 820
mastering, extensive outboard Inc lexicon 480L etc
Everything is MINT and hardly used Call for full detain,
and photos
................. £220.000

Loads and loads of guff, cables, racks etc.
Call for details
This is lust a selection of what rs currently m stock
Cvariable many Items am sod before we have a
hance ro put them on the Irst' If you are looking
speak. earl o' fax ro be pur on the

r

database s

16 bit sampler

C350

-

-

cr

epurpmenr always wanted. pan

exchange welcome

We are also dealers for a wide range of new

-

C995

left .................__£1,495
Roland 9880 quality reverb with remote. analogue
digital In /out
_........__....._.. 0750
Lexicon PCM 60 ' excellent condition
£495

Urna Major Stargate

-

Church use only Near Mini
EMT plate remotes - loads m stock original
EMT 8 Neve types From

[795
[300

-

FX EQUIPMENT
EMT 245

-

MISCELLANEOUS

£395

.

Dolby 361

3200
1000

-

£695
Naka michì BX 150

S

£3,995

-

-

S

Akal

robust 2yr old little use
16 Mb version 3 software. tidy

Mai S 1100. 6Mb. excellent
Emas HD' sampling keyboard

amp can be convened

similar to above
Neve 2254e - 2 available.
Foeusrfte RED 8 - dual mlc amp es demo
Valley People Gain Brain 2. single module
Valley People Kepex 2 9 In rack
TC 1128
30 band graphic/analyser
White 4000
in stock. 30 band. e.

Mal

-

Mobile Startle For Sale

Eosin D -10 - complete with time code card
Studer

MIDI

sin 841. 1971. 50Hz model

RCA BA6's parr, undergoing refurbishment

-

2T MACHINES

447333

OUTBOARD

E9 995

remote. locate

refurbished

etc
of

EQUIPMENT LIST
FAX +44 (0) 1225

USED

AUDIQ

6auope4slo

equrpnenr. including Focusnfe. TC Erectromc.
AMS -Neve. API. Sfude,Revox. Arnek. AKG.
Tube'rech. Manley. Soundcran. Smart Research
Genelec. Evenrrde Tascam DA 88. Panasonic tara
etc
All paces are e, r Sterling and unless for export
eoude the dreaded VAT at the tate prevahng
All ire'ns oublecr ro avalabnry E a O E

VISA. Mastercard, Access, Eurocard and
AmEn accepted
(A small surcharge applies to most credit
card transactions)

Audio Toyshop Ltd
Tel: +44(0)1225 447222.
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333.

-mail: toyboysaaudio- toyshop

®
E

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8N5
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

IISA

4110

co Ilk

®

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

HAPPY NEW REAR
NEW FOR '97

ALAN SMART C2 Compressor ... Genelec 1029A mini powered nearfield with or without 1091A powered sub bass ...
JOEMEEK VC1 rack mount voice channel with
meter and mit amp/compressor ... MUTATOR with midi ... RODE Classic Tube mics ... SPL dual deessers
SPENDOR powered monitors ...
PLUS ... the best from FOCUSRITE, CRANESONG, JOEMEEK, TLA. TC. AKG, BEYER. PANASONIC. MTA, AMEK ...
IN STOCK AND ON DEMONSTRATION
.

,

.

OLD FOR '97 see

The largest stocks of used professional audio in the UK including SSL 4056. AMEK Mozart. AMEK 2520. TAC
Magnum, SOUNDTRACS IL36. HARRISON TV3. AMEK
Angela, DDA AMR24. STUDER A927, A800 mk 3. A80, OTARI MTR90 Mk 2, MX80. TASCAM ATR80, SOUNDCRAFT SCM762,
MCI JH24. Outboard by Massenberg.
Lexicon (224XL, 480L. 300L. PCM80770 etc), DRAWMER (1960, 221. 201 etc). FOCUSRITE. NEVE 5308: 33114. 33115. 1073, TC. ROLAND.
NEUMANN. AKG. SENNHEISER. BEYER, and much. much more ...

PLUS

... FUNKEYS midi. high tec and classic keyboards.
BOFFIN ISLAND service, repairs and top class
THE GEAR MAY CHANGE, BUT THE CREW REMAINS THE SAME. (The tea, coffee and ads get worse.)

HAPPY NEW

Boffinry.

... YEAR

TONY LARKING
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

-

WINTER BARGAINS!!

SOUNDTRACS

TRIDENT
DOLBY
automation 019,995 Series 80 32/24 p/bay E9,995 XP SR 24
05,995
Quartz 48 p/bay...... E9,995 Series 80C 32124 p/b. E14,995 M24 A
0995
g íM4400 28/24 p/bay 01,995 OTARI
NEW KRK MONITORS
W Solo Logic 32 ex dem
03,995 MTR90 24 track,
AND SPARES
g Topaz 32
02,250 rem/auto
E11,995
AT VERY LOW PRICES
Topaz 24
E1,750 MX80 24 track,
A PC MIDI 24
01,250 reRVauto
E7,995
CALL NOW!!
> Jade 32

CALL NOW!
TELEPHONE

01462 490600
FACSIMILE

01462 490700

DERryRy

DIAL A FAX

n

need

b.

rmec/wa

`

to

rnx

®r a

E

- EQUIPMENT WANTED
ADVERTISER
A&F WHAT

WANTED i

A

Neve, Calrec, Audix Neumann, AKG,
and Telefunken equipment.
Top prices paid.
Dan Alexander Audio, San Francisco.
(415) 546 -11200 fax: (41 5) 546 -9411
e -mail:

E

S I S

/SOU

AMPSPEAKER
AMS NEVE

N D

21
.

.

.

.

the March issue is
28 FEBRUARY, 1997

.

FAIRLIGHT

31

GENELEC
HHB

IFC

.

.

78
55
25, 57, 87
63
39

51
MICROTECH GEFELL 74
66
MILAB MICS
97
NAB
41
NEOTEK
93
ORAM

.

.

77

JBL
JOEMEEK
IBC
MACKIE
MERGING TECHNOLOGY

70
AUDIO PRECISION 104
78
AVITEC
12
BASF
10
BERINGER
47
BEYERDYNAMIC
BPM STUDIOTECHNIK

for

dbx

.

68 FAR
86 FOCUSRITE

OBC
APHEX
.
59
ASAP EUROPE . .
AUDIO ENGINEERING . .

da.audio @internetl('1.com

The copy deadline

L

TECHNOLOGY
AMER

.

40

35
29, 81
22
83
PENNY & G1LES
82
PRISM SOUND
96
PRO AUDIO ASIA
92
QUESTED
54
RE -AN
85
ROGERS

78 OTARI
54 PAG
36 PEAVEY

CANFORD AUDIO
DANIEL WEISS. .

62

.

.

SOUNDSCAPE
SOUNDTRACS
SSL
STAGE TEC

.

.

.

STUDIOSPARES
SUMMIT AUDIO

.

RPG EUROPE
OF
SCHOOL

.

SOUND
. 27
INTERNATIONAL
.

SWITCHCRAFT .
TC ELECTRONIC

AUDIO
45 THAT CORP

ENGINEERING . . . .
SCV /LA AUDIO . . . . 77
17
SENNHEISER
SONIC SOLUTIONS 6, 7

TL AUDIO

.

.

.
.

71

.

73
64
14, 15
.

94

UNITY AUDIO

14, 15
106

65 VDC
69 WHIRLWIND
84 XTA

SOUNDFIELD

.

80
95
90

STUDIO

72

SONY
SOUNDCRAFT

33
4, 75
58

...

88

MASTERING AND DUPLICATION
01815212424.0181 503 6361,0 Facsimile: 0181
betr /lwwu. knowGdgero .uk.lxíhiáongrorelEmait bgrona.denwn.co.uk

Telephone:

5214343

Unit M2

s'r

HILTONGROVE
where sound advice counts

Albany Road
Prescot

Merseyside
L34 2SH

430 9001
Fax: 0151 430 7441
Tel: 0151

(N.W.) LIMITED

Alpha Business (.entre, 60 South Grove, Walthnmstow, London E17 7NX
.one11,11k

1,01,1

It,Jrh.ninw r.(ur.el 111, lima Bk,.

12 mini 31_'i. 5.1in

np,a - d.m

/r/

Compact Discs Pro- Mastering Digibin Cassettes Reprographia Print
32 Bit Technology 1SDN Lines MD2 3 Band DSP One -off CD's

Analogue /Digital Mastering and Post Production
CD Pre -Mastering, Loop-Bin Mastering, Editing
uu tu

500 CD
500 CD
1000 CD
1000 CD

Singles complete
Albums complete
Singles complete
Albums complete

7 -1

only
only
only
only

mitts

Compiling Cedar No Noise, De Clicking,

VAT

£650.00
£740.00
£925.00
£1100.00

+
+
+

+

VAT
VAT
VAT
VAT

CDR Replication, Sound Analysis and

Verification

album
Focusrite GML Neve
a con TC Electronics MD2
,fie

-

-

-

10 Bs A to D

-

32

bit DSP

01424 444141

Tel

Drum Scanning Typesetting
Fine art Imagesettmg
to Film 8 Bromide
-

men,

l f -r
telephone: 0151 430

facsimile: 0151 4.30

ilfnke a

coca u.,

..

.

Recoraing
TECHNO LOG

DIRECT
COMPACT DISCS
HIGH END MASTERING

LATEST 32 -BIT DSP
SUPER BIT MAPPING
20 BIT DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIO
20 BIT EDITING

real wow and loop bin cassette dnplicatoo,

Hard disk CD mastering
One -off CDs from £10.00
Real time cassette copying
Copy masters, digital editing
Laser printed labels and inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality and presentation
Unparalleled service. best prices
Ultra -fast turnaround

R PM

c.d. replication. print.
precision wound cassettes.

PRODUCTS

AND
SERVICES
Lockwood Audio
Trii

Repeat Performance Mastering

1J'1MV1

6 Grand Union Centre, West Row, London W10 5AS
Tel: 0181 960 7222 Fox: 0181 968 1378
e mod inloOr .i..
hip / /w..* repeor peir..

SPARES AND REPAIRS
Long established dealer in used equipment
and records
Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
+44 (0) 181 - 207 5283
Fax:

SOUND RESTORATION, DE -CLICK etc
COPY MASTERS

DIGITALLY DUPLICATED
CASSETTES
PRINT REPROGRAPHICS

MARKET LEADERS
TT 0181 446 3218 LONDON
a 01480 461880 CAMBRIDGE

ft;1

Specialists

jbs records
MUSIC and SPEECH

International
Studio Design

REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Duality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

Computer printed labels.
reel. Sony Betamax or R -DAT
Solo.
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD. jbs records div. FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR
01992 -500101

e7let,t
tele: +44 (0) 1743 356161
lax +441011743 359292
0385 586079
mobile:
email: 100 714.2673(acompuselve.COm
:

Pro Tools, Sonic Solutions
Editing & Hire

Audio Restoration
Tel: 0171 483 3506

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS

Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.
FAX: 0161 905 2171
TEL: 0161 9731884

CLOSE MICROPHONE SYSTEMS F1)It
,U.I. \('Ot Sl'I(' INSTRUMENTS
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

3 STEPS TO THE
BEST SEALING CO LABELLER
KIT INCLUDES:

CD labelling ?...PressITl

(DESIGN EXPRESS FOR PC

Plus LS P&P and VAT

The quickest, easiest and must accurate way to print and
apply centred labels to CDs using laser and inkjet printers

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

11114-

£69,95

(DESIGN TEMPLATES FOR MAC

rs

Includes: 100 white, 118mm
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRADERS LTD.
diameter labels Mac /PC
tel: +44 (0) 171 631 0707
templates & one piece
SE Bloomsbury Street, London WC1 B
PressITTM

(THE NEATO LABELLER
1100 UNIQUE CDR LABELS

(COMPLETE INSTRUCTION GUIDE

3QE

applicator

fax: +44 (0) 0171 631 0704

Additional white, coloured & clear plastic labels available

Patent Pendniy

TO REORDER YOUR LABELS CALL NEATO DIRECT

40 Clarendon Rd West. Chariton. Manchester M21 ORL

Mark Griffin Furniture
CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

A

New Control Room?

,or

v, hatcscr the Walt: of
protect. almost .m
contnd Want can benefit from the Design principles

of

the Earls Sound Scattering Wont.
Instead of rell mg on creating a reflection free tune in
Ihn nes configuration of nom the unwanted reflections
are masked M mans randonuteJ loss IS-sel reflections
from the from of the Wool. allow mg consistent's accurate
response and imaging throughout the Wool regardless or

equipment lasuut.
This itteans that s cry different rooms can be made
sublectisels identical. pros tiling the closest thing set to

NEAT

CD LABELLER KIT
Fox: (0181)

absolute reference nunuoring

If you're serious about

your new control r

'!S HE

litt

:

932 0480
www

m,

IUtoiool

^Sales

Hotline

0990 561571

you should be talking 6r

L

ANDREW J PARRY

ttrr

Design and in.clulltuiutl rt(racking.
storage and accessories

(Il(1l SO

0r1'57

ELECTROACOUSTIC

Need U.S. production of your
audio or ROM product?

Please call for a brochure
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, (Lower Farm),
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU, UK.
Tel /FAX: 01865 300171

DINEMEC SOUND
MOBILE STUDIO

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY

'AMS /NEVE LOGIC 2 CONSOLE
80 CHANNELS /48 INPUTS
'STUDER 48 TRACK (DASH)
'WIDE SELECTION OF MICROPHONES
'FULLY AIR CONDITIONED
BASED IN GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
TEL +4122.349.2225 FAX +41.22.349.8377

Classical to Rock

We proeae arsgn only JI CrsISn di la
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free cooling,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of

2G

'

iIF

Vc.1N i%,.LUu0., -:III.d'l7): .15
Emall mhardv^r, t7ncl Co Or
,

FOR

Au.

YOUR RECORDING NEEDS

AMPEX- BASF -MAX ELL -3M -SON Y -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR
Spools. boxes. blades. splicing and leader tape
,:..stom wound cassettes Cl 120. labels. library cases, inlay care.
Bulk audio C -Os. cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges.

11."11

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES

Shentonfield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660
FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes.
Tape Head Re- Lapping/Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

THE STUDIO WIZARD
Will Design. Supply. Budd. Train Install. Debug and save you
money! So if you want a studio that works like magic call mer

0860 666532

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11

FROM A LITTLE ADVICE TO A COMPLETE
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT - AT THE RIGHT PRICE

Brittama Way. Stanwell. Staines. Middy TW19 7HJ.

TEL: 01784 256046

All Manufacturin . In-House, Since 1977

EURO AD S .LTD
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013
455 -8555 FAX (2121 226-9672

12121 226-4401 16001

INTERNET httpJ/www.dinemec.ch

Ambthair Services Ltd
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269
.1

CD AUDIO CD -ROM Replication
Vinyl Records - 12" & 7" with DMM Mastering
Neve DTC & Sonic Solutions Digital PreMastering
Lyrec Dolby HX Pro Cassette Duplication
Graphics Design & Printing

-

r

a

stuVc wawa ilpasron cc

Wen wave awory Eamon m us

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE
On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer

As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

SUplLerfras t
4Cl

adJ

Ltd

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
Sittingbourne. Cent ME103RS England
(01795)426425 Fax (017951422365
worie wiw Wet fiep /M.o. Import.. ro WNW.

a

g

PRODUCT & BROCHURE SHOWCASE
F

A

X

AC

B

K
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+

4

7

1

4
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Prism Sound

8

1

The DSA -1 is the only
hand -held tool that
measures carrier
parameters and data
content. With

programmable
go /no-go limits and Watchdog or Channel
Check modes it solves interface problems fast.

Professional audio cables
pre -made leads
and multi-core systems

Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fax: +45 4814 2700

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988

E -mail:

Fax: +44 (0) 1223 425023

msmics@image.dk

William James House, Cowley Road,

Adam Hall Ltd
Te1.01702 613922

6

3

Danish Pro Audio ApS
Hejrevang 11
Denmark
3450 Allerod

For more information on Prism Sound range
of products, call:

Contact

0

Have you seen the new catalogue
from Dan'
anish Pro Audio covering the
complete range of Brüel & Naar Series 4000
Professional Microphones and accessories the Microphones that are famous for keeping
their promises about superb transient response
- clarity - high SPL handling - low distortion wide dynamic range. If you want to learn
more about Brüel & Kjaer microphones and
microphone techniques
then get the new
catalogue.

produces the DSA -1
hand -held AES /EBU
analyzer, the Dscope
FFT analyzer and
high -quality A/D and
D/ A converters.

KLOTZ

0

Cambridge C64 4WX

Fax 01702 617168

L

11.Qudio

Professional Studio Faders
Low Cost
Model 900n

Anthony DeMaria Labs

Stroke lengths:
1114. xll and h5nm,
Log. Linear or V('

These precision -built devices are made in
the U.S.A. to 'all-tube' designs for those
who want the best. Their well -earned
reputation for quality and reliability is
backed by an impressive list of owners and
users on both sides of the Atlantic.

AUDIOFAD
tzuauricc Road.

F

Want to find out why?

Christchurch. Dorset
ßH23 2DY
limited Kingdom

Now available in the U.K.
For Sales, Service

&

Rental Call

tickle music hire ltd
0181 964 3399

:-- -"It*"

0

ony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.
Letchworth, SG6 - IAN (UK)
Tek +44 (0)1462 490600
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

J

stunning clarity.
holographic
imaging:

rllo FUTURE

FILM DEVELOPMENTS,

FFD stock: Canare, Cannon, Supra,
Switchcraft, Neutrik, Edac, Hirose, Middle
Atlantic, beyerdynamic, Sennheiser, Rycote,
Shure, Sony,ASL, Matthey & many more.

monitor

FPD

aker

c

custom cible and lackfeld manufacturing service
plus technical adwce.We also buy
sell and part exchange used audio
equipment through our
sister company LTF

audio. video and control
cables. Main characteristics are the extreme flexibility
also at lowest temperatures, the high quality of
materials and the excellent features. Among the audio
cables. multipair cables from 2 to 48 pairs are
available along with instrumental, microphone,
starquad and wiring cables both analog and digital
AES /EBU. besides speaker cables from 2 to 8
conductors, 2.5, 4 and 6 sq mm, with coaxial,
twinaxial and parallel manufacturing.
Come and see us at:

usikmesse, Frankfurt
booth C21. Hall 6.1:
ES. Munich - booth 023, Hall

West Sussex RH16 1UA, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1444 440955 Fax: 440688

3

LINK S.n.c.

00156 - Roma - Italy
Via Tiburtina, 912
Tel: +39-6-4072831
Fax: +39- 6-4073138
E-Mail:
LINK.PRO @IOL.IT

64 Oxford Road
New Denham
Uxbridge UB9 4DN

1

-

Tel: 01895 813730
Fax:01895 813701

L
For an immediate response
either FAXBACK Rebecca
Reeves directly or mail to
Studio Sound, Ludgate House,
245 Blackfriars Road,
London SE1 9UR.

eurocable

eurocable range includes

Whatever your audio /video
requirements. make sure you hater
a copy of the FFD Product Gulch
with its 6000 items to hand!

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.
Unit Bridge Road,
Haywards Heath,

6

Mail: Internet: 101460.2463 @compuserve.com

The Sept '96 Future Film Developments
(FFD) Product Guide is now available

the new reference

The new Harbeth HLK6 cuts out the
wooly colouration of
conventional
speakers so you
can really hear
what the mic
capsules are
picking up. Easy
to live with yet devastatingly
accurate thanks to patented cone, cabinet
and network technology. Clearly the best compact
monitor in the world!

Fax: +44 (0) 1202 499614

circle

YOUR
NAME
ADDRESS

the number you require further
information about

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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9

POSTCODE
TEL
FAX
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System Two
a NéW StaiubiFd

For A ió Testing
J

s

Leading edge performance has been a defining .
feature of Audio Precision products si.n:e tre
inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our
System One audio analyzers are in use worlcwide,
selected by design engineers for high performance
and by test engineers for our comprehensive programmable analog and digital audio measurement
capabilities.

Now our System Two true Dual Domain audio analyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard
for performance and flexibility in audio requency

test

&

measurement.

separate iidependent hardware for direct audio
measurements in both domains, plus additional and
extensive interface measurement capability including jitter measurements, eye patterns and all
other paralteters described in AES3, the serial audio
interface s- andard.
The new stancard of System Two is represented by
performance specifications such as guaranteed
analog generator and analyzer residual THD +N
of -108 dE, juaranteed analog signal flatness of
0.01 dB fDr the generator and analyzer; and 24 bit

digital signa generation with

48

bit

FFT

dynamic

range.
System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test
instruments may have both analog and digital inputs
and outputs ... but they're not true Dual Domain!
They rely on performance- limiting converters to pass
analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital only hardware. Passing signals through 3/d or d/a
converters for every measurement robs the test
instrument of performance. System TWc inclades

Audio 71111
precision

From aircraf: to automobiles, satellites to cell
phones, hte.sets to hearing aids, System Two
represent a new standard for audio frequency test
& measurement applications. Compare for yourself our worldAecie force of representatives will be
pleased to p:ovide comprehensive specifications
and a ttuE Dual Domain on -site demonstration.

Audio Precision
PO

Box 2209

Beaverton, Oregon 97075 -3070

Tel: (503) 627 -0832 FAX: 1503) 641 -8906
US Toll Free: 1- 800 -23' -7350

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS. Australia: IRT Electronics Ply Ltd Tel 2 435 3744 ALstrla: ELSINCO GmbH. 'el: (1) 81504 0 )Bglum: Trans European Music NV. Tel. 2 466 5010 Bruit: INTERWAVE LTDA
Tel (21)325-5351 Bulgaria: ELSINCO Office Sofia. Tel (2) 58 61 31 Canada: GERRAJDIO Dis nbuhon, Tel- (416)
696 -2779 China, Hong Kongo . C E Onll) Co. Ltd.. Ter 2424 -0387 Czech Republic: ELSINCO Praha spot. s r o
Tel (21 49 66 89 Denmark: npn Elektronik aps. Tel 86 57 15 11 Finland: Gen sec OY, -el: 77 13311 France: ETS Mesureur, Te ( )45 83 66 41 Germany: RTW GmbH & Co. KG., Tel: 221 70913.0
Greece:
KEM Electronics Ltd., Tel. 1- 6478514/5 Hungary: ELSINCO Budapest AFT. Tel (19 269 18 50 India: Electro Dynamics, Tel 512 36,7 3 bowl: Dan -El Technologies. Ltd.. Tel: 3 -647 8770 Italy: Link Engineering s r.l.,
Tel 521 648723 Japan: TOY'° Corporation. Tel 3 (56881 6800 Korea: B8P Inlernatonal Co., Ltd., Tel: 2 546-1457.138P (Kumt Offt.e). 'ea eu 53- 7347/8 Malaysia: Test Measurement
8 Engineering Sdn. Tel 3 734 1017
Netherlands: Heynen b.v.. Tel: 485 496 111 New Zealand: Audio 8 Video WI- olsalers, el: 7 847 -3414 Norway: Lydconsull Tel: 47-3.178050 Poland: ELSINCO Polska sp. z o.o., Tel: (221 39 69 79 Portugal:
Acutron Eleciroacushca LOA. Tel: 1 9414087 / 9420852 Singapore: THE Systems Re Ltd., Tel: 747 -7234 Slovakia: ELSINCO Brat slaa sag I. r Tel (7) 784 165 South Africa: SOUNDFUSION MFG.. Tel: 11 477 -1315
Spain: Telco Electronics. S. A., Tel: 1 531 -7101 Sweden: TTS Tal 8 Ton Sludiolekoil AB, Tel: 31 52 51 50 Switzerland: Dr. W.A. GenllerAS, el: 1 910 41 41 Taiwan R.O.C.: Cha Wei Electric Trading Co.. Tel. 2-561-2211
Thailand: Massworld Company Lld., Tel: 2- 294 -4930 United Kingdom. Tlvrlby Thandar Inslrume,s. Ltd.. Tel: (1480) 4' 5Dual Domain, is a registered trademark Of Audio Precision
.

.

February 1997

18th Nordic Sound
Symposium

February 4th-6th
The ISDN & ATM Show

and Sands
Expo Centre, Las
Vegas Nevada, US.
Tel: +1 202 775 4970.
Fax: +1 202 429 5343.
Web: www.nab.org/conventions

Olympia 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 1733 3094304.
Fax: +44 1733 390042.

February 18th -20th
The Video Forum
Wembley Conference Centre,
London, UK. Exhibitor sales:
Tel +44 171 226 8585.
Fax: +44171 226 8586.
Ticket Hotline.
Tel: +44 1203 691169.

April 15th-16th
Intrant: t
Olympia 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 742 2828.
Fax: +44 181 742 3182.
Web: www.intranet- expo.com

February 22nd -25th
Mtadlc t:»t ñruadc.ut 97

April 18th-20th
NSCA

Bahrain International Exhibition
Centre. Tel: +973 550033;
UK. Tel: +44 171 486 1951.

April 21st -23rd
Cable & Satellite 1997
Earls Court 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 910 7884. Email:
c,atherine.barrett@reedex.co.uk.
Web: www.cabsat.co.uk/

& Sound, Frankfurt.
Tel: +49 69 75 75 6415.
Fax: +49 69 875 75 6950.
Web: www.messe frankfurt.de

April 23rd-25th
Entech 97
Melbourne Exhibition Centre,
Australia. Tel: +61 2 876 3530.
Fax: +61 2 9876 5715.
Email: julius@conpub.com.au

March 1997
March 5th -6th

'sting

April 23rd-28th
The International
Electronic Cinema
Festival 97

Equipment Show (SBES)
Jurys Hotel 8 Towers,
Ballsbridge, Dublin.
Tel:+44 1491 838575
Email: dmcv@pointproms.co.uk.

Montreux, Switzerland.
Tel: +41 21 963 32 20.
Fax: +41 21 963 88 51.
Email: crawford@symposia.ch
Web:
www.montreux.ch/symposia

Mardi 130-15th
REPLltech Europe
Barcelona, Spain.
Tel. +44 171 287 2087.

March 22nd -25th

April 28th -29th
The Measure of Audio
AES UK Conference

,pion
MOC Centre, Munich Germany.
Tel: +49 8142 14167.
Fax: +49 89 32399 351.
Email: 102nd-chairman @aes.org
Web: www.aes.org

Conference Room, Baden Powell House, Queen's Gate,
London SW7, UK.
Tel: +44 1628 663725.
Fax: +44 1628 667002.
Email: AESUK@aol.com

March 23n1 -28ä

SIB 97
Rimini Trade Fair, Italy.
Tel: +39 51 264003.
Fax: +39 51 238755.
Email: nets Onets.it

,.

!

Tel: +44 181 568 8374.
Fax: +44 181 232 8288.

May 2nd -4th
Internet World
International

May 150-17th
Audio Log,
and Music China 97
P.

Ad I1

Korea Exhibition Centre, Seoul,
Korea. Tel: +82 2 555 7153.

London,UK.

Fax: +82 2 556 9474.

Tel: +852 2861 3331.

May 21st -23rd
Hong Kong.
Jane Garton, Press Manager.
Paris.Tel: +33 01 41 90 44 39.
Email: jane_gartonOmidem-

paris.ccmail.compuserve.com

May 23rd -25th
Music Instruments Asia
97 and Dance Tech 97
Singapore.
Tel: +65 337 5574.
Fax: +65 336 06239.
Email: create@pacific.net.sg

June 1997
Jere 3r1-óth

REPLItech International
San Jose,Califomia, US.
Tel: +1 609 279 1700.
Fax: +1 609 279 1999.

June 3rd-5th
ShowTech 97
Berlin, Germany.
Tel: +44 171 486 1951.
Fax: +44 171 487 3480.
Email: otsaUmontnet.com

May 2nd-4th

April 5th -1Oä

Multimedia World

Brompton Hall Earls Court,
London. UK.

Las Vegas Convention Centre

.

Beijing Exhibition Centre,
Beijing, China.

May
Expo Comm Wireless
Korea 97

April 2nd -3rd

.

Complex. St Petersburg, Russia.
Irma Neduma:
Tel: +7 812 325 6245.
Fax. +7 812 325 6245.

June 25th-27th

Olympia 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 1865 388000.
Fax: +44 1865 7365 736354.
Email: conferencesaleamed.co.uk

May 1997

97

Jame 4111-7ä

4th Annual Latin American Pro Audio 8
Music Expo Mexico 97
World Trade Centre,
Mexico City.
Email: chris@ssiexpos.com
Web: www.ssiexpos.com

June 7th-lOth

AES LUh Regional

Convention 97
Sunshine City Convention Centre,
Ikebukuro, Tokyo, Japan.
Tel: +81 45 939 7009.
Fax: +81 45 939 7091.
Web: www. aes.org

July 1997

October 16th-20th
International Audio,
Video, Broadcasting and
Telecommunications
Show (IBTS 97)
Milan Fair, Porta Metropolitana
Pavilions, Milan, Italy.
Tel: +39 2 481 5541.
Fax: +39 2 49 80330.
Email: MC1703@MCIink.IT

October 20th -22nd

Asti Cable, Satellite &
Broadcast 97 (ACSB 97)

July 1st-4th
SMPTE 97
Darling Harbour,
Sydney,Australia.
Tel: +61 2 9976 3245.
Fax: +61 2 9976 3774
email:conference@peg.apc.org
July 141íh-18th

9th PALA 97
World Trade Centre, Singapore.
Tel: +65 227 0688.
Fax: +65227 0913.

September 1997
September 7t -lOtth

Putra World Trade Centre,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +6 03 264 5663.
Fax: +6 03 264 5660.
Email: acsb@mfsb.po.my

October 29th -30th
.

tng

Equipment Show fSdES)
Cancelled.
Tel: +44 1491 838575.
Email: dmcv@pointproms.co.uk

November 1997
November 4th-etch
Vision & Audio 97

Caribbean Music Market

Earls Court 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 118 975 6218.
Fax: +44 118 975 6216.
Email: info@aprs.co.uk
Web: www.aprs.co.uk

Miami Beach, Florida.
Tel: +1 33 1 41 90 44 39.
Fax: +1 33 1 41 90 44 50.
Email: jane-garton@midemparis.ccmail.compuserve.com.
US: Tel +1 305 573 06 58.
Fax: +1 305 573 70 77.

Earls Court 2, London, UK.
Tel: +44 181 995 3632.
Fax: +44 181 995 3633.
Email: digimedia@atlas.co.uk
Web: www.digmedia.co.uk

Earls Court, London, UK

September 8th -11th

MIDEM Latin America &

September 12t11-16th
SC

')

., Amsterdam.

Tel: +44 171 240 3839.
Fax: +44 171 240 3724.
Email: show@ibc.org.uk
Web: www.ibc.org.uklbc/

September 26th -29th

AES 103rd Convention
Jacob K Javits Convention
Centre, New York, US.
Tel: +1 212 661 2355.
Fax: +1 212 682 0477.
Web: www.aes.org

Rimini Exhibition Centre, Italy.
Tel: +39 541 711249.
Fax: +39 541 786686.

-ober 1997
October 2nd-5th

November 189-2011i
Digital Media World 97

May 1998
104th AES Convention
RAI Conference Centre,

Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
TeVFax: +31 35 541 1892.
Email: 104th_chairman
@aes.org.
Web: www.aes.org

June 1998
June asd-8ä
Broadcast Asia 98
World Trade Centre, Singapore.
Tel: +65 338 4747.
Fax: +65 339 5651.
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Studio control rooms have long been a contentious design study and remain the theatre of war
an escalating conflict between

their designers.

Tom Hidley and Philip Newell in
AT THE RISK of interrupting the volley
between Philip Newell, Andy Munro and
Tom Hidley, I would like to contribute my
two cents' worth. But before diving in, let
me announce that I am by no means a
disinterested party. I have had lengthy and
exhilarating discussions with Philip Newell
on nonenvironment design concepts, as well
as contributing (said he modestly) ideas that
I have uncovered lurking in various academic sources. This does not mean that I
consider it the only way to design a room,

What has not been clearly stated
is that there are two design criteria

for the nonenvironmental design:
spectrally flat absorption over area

wide frequency range and complete

FRANCIS DANIEL takes arms

design: spectrally flat
absorption over area
wide frequency range
and complete control
over early reflections.
The second is a
fundamental tenet of
almost any modern
design. My reason for
bringing this to the
fore is that another of
the common criticisms
of this approach is
along the lines of 'we
had absorptive rooms
20 years ago and nobody
liked them after a while
This is perfectly true, but it's
also perfectly true that nearly
all of them ignored both of the
above items. Things have
progressed somewhat since then,
thanks to the investigative hard work of
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on the side of

their pursuit of the ideal acoustic design for the modern studio

Tom Hidley, Philip Newell, et alii, as well as
all those who have developed the concepts

of early reflection control.
To take on the issue of why such rooms
are desirable, it has become ever more ludicrous to suggest that there is any such
things as an average listening environment
which a studio should try to approximate:
headphones, automobiles, mono TV audio,
home stereo, home theatre, the next studio
in which some more work on the tracks will
be done... If any statistical distribution
indicated the 'fallacy of the average', that is
to say finding a supposed average without
stating what the spread around the average
is, this situation should make that fallacy
clear. The issue cannot be, therefore, finding
an environment which is average, but rather
finding one which produces a product
translatable into all these very nonaverage
environments. It certainly does not seem
unreasonable to get rid of the monitoring
environment rather than introduce acoustical
room clutter and calling it an average.
Does it work? Examples can be found of
people that are unhappy with the results,

have no doubt. But so far at least the
clients I know of (few to date, but growing)
and the clients that Hidley -Newell know of
(many) seem to be a uniformly happy lot.
These are people who are in the business
of turning out as it is so charmingly called
'product', which has to sell or they and
ultimately we are in trouble. If rooms like
this can help them do it then as Lord
Rayleigh, the founder of modern acoustics,
said a century ago, in the introduction to
I

The Theory

of Sound:

`The sensation of sound is a thing

sui generis, not comparable with
any of our other sensations. No one
can express the

relation between

a

sound and a colour or a smell'

-Lord Rayleigh

control over early reflections

but I took Newell's advice upon a recent
opportunity to build a small -scale
nonenvironment room, and it is
this room which I have studied
and taken extensive
measurements.
What has not in fact
been clearly stated so far
is that there are two
design criteria for the
nonenvironmental

in

Mics Plus

'The sensation of sound is a thing
sui generis, not comparable with
any of our other sensations.
No one can express the relation
between a sound and a
colour or a smell. Directly
or indirectly, all questions
connected with this
subject must come for
decision to the ear, as
the organ of hearing;
and from it there can
be no appeal. But we
are not therefore to
infer that all acoustical investigations
are conducted with
the unassisted ear.
When once we have
discovered the
physical phenomena
which constitute the
foundation of sound,
our explorations are in
great measure transferred to another field
lying within the dominion of the principles of
mechanics. Important laws
are in this way arrived at, to
which the sensations of the ear
cannot but conform' That, I think,
sums up what applied acoustics, and
our job as room designers, is all about.
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Professional Snake!
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COLLECT 'EM

TRADE 'EM WITH
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MR FRIENDS

VLF MICRDSERIES: SMALL MIXERS WITH WHAT
IT TAKES TU HANDLE SERIOUS PROJECTS.
BDTH MODELS HAVE:

MS1202-YLZ

12x2

4 MIC PREAMPS

BOTH MODELS HAVE:

®Studio -grade mic

MICRO

discrete
circuitry for high

preemps with

SERIES

VLZ

4 STEREO
CHS.
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MS1402-V11

14x2
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6 MIC PREAMPS
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with 12kHz High
shelving EQ,

broadband musical
2.5kHz peaking
Midrange & 8.10Hz Low
shelving EQ.
Constant loudness pan

controls.

MIXERS

Stereo in -place Sala.

routes
signal to "bonus"
Mute button

ARE
DUITE

r;)

outputs

Ak 3 -4 stereo bus
& Control Room

matrix. Handy for both

AFFORD-

ARE NOW

lig

IN STOCK

AT YOUR

LOCAL

applications.

to cut

hum & allow extra long cable runs, but can
also be used with
unbalanced electronics.
except RCA tape jacks,
heaphonejack & inserts.
E

Impedance)

circuitry first
developed for our &Bus
console series dramatically
reduces thermal noise &
crosstalk in critical areas.

THEM

line lumps.

so you can
use high quality
condenser microphones.

Our MicroSeries
1202 -VL1 and 1402 -V11

might have small

footprints, but when it
comes to performance,

they walk very tall.
Since both are

basically chips off our

blockbuster BBus

monitoring,
mixdown & metering
flexibility. Select any
combination of Main
Mix, Tape In and Alt 3 -4
signals for routing to
phones, Control Room
outputs and meters.
Can be used as extra
monitor or headphone
mix, tape monitor,
or separate submix.

Series consoles, they
have big -board specs:

greater than
90dBu signal to
noise ratio, less than

0.005% distortion,

more dynamic range
than compact discs and

Way cool.

frequency response

Tape Assign Ta Main Mix

that's only down IdB at

assigns unbalanced RCA
tape inputs to main mix.

60,000

-

a break.
MSI402-VLZ only: Global
Solo Mode selects PFL or
AFL solo modes.

Hz.

Why own an imitation

when you can own the

brand of compact mixer
that serious pros
prefer. Call for info
today.

Solid steel chassis & thick
fiberglass internal circuit
boards resist abuse.

-

outlet- eating wall
warts or hum -inducing

features.

Control Room/
Phones Matrix adds

as a tape monitor, it can
also add an extra stereo
tape or CD feed into a
mix or play music during

VIZ (Very Low

Built -in power
no
supplies

CHECK

TODAY!

are balanced'

protect against dust &
other crud.

DEALER.

OUT

All inputs 6 outputs

MSI402 -VLI ONLY:
60mm logarithmic taper faders based

on our exclusive ßBus
design. Long -wearing
wiper material and tight
polymer lip seals to

MACKIE

combination of useful

Besides its obvious use

recording and live
ABLE AND

j

a

specs...and the right

stage monitor mix via Aux

3 -band equalization

BOTH

control &

Return 2 level control.
RCA -type tape Inputs 6 outputs.
Peek -reading LED meters with
Level Set LED combined with
In -Place Solo allows fast,
accurate setting of
channel operating levels
for maximum headroom
and lowest noise floor.

-

P,.

boost weak effects.

CHS.

Master level

1

2 Aux Sends per channel
(one globally switchable
pre/post, one post fader), each with 15d0
of gain above Unity to

4 STEREO

I

Return effects into

multitrack outputs.

CHS.

mixer with superb

switch folds Aux

taming hot digital

6 MONO

appreciate.

Effects Return to Monitor

10d8 "virtual pad" for

VLZ

levels even a drummer can

pre/post switch.

weak sound sources and a

1402

But doing ANY audio

job well requires

Aux

channels have 60dß total
gain range for boosting
SERIES

of buses.

of phones to

any set

Trim Controls on mono

MICRO

channels and boatloads

High -output headphone
amp can drive virtually

mic/line channels
allow use of low- frequency
EQ on vocals without
boosting room rumble, mic
thumps, P-pops and
wind noise.

CHS.

requires dozens of input

washers plus internal
shunting capacitors.

Law Cut filters (18dó/
oct. Cce75Hz) on mono

4 MONO

of every

production project

Interference protection
via metal jacks &

headroom low noise
( -129.5 dBm E.I.N.) and
wide frequency response
(over 300kHz!).

1202

_

Radio Frequency

Channel inserts on

mono

channels.

-

LAd4ì'tt',

Phantom power

outputs with mic -line
level switch (along with

XLR

'/4" TR5

outputs on top
panel).

01MÁ
ALE

Control Room

outputs feed

monitor speakers
without tying up the
headphone jack.
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SC Sound
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in a while a
product comes along that is so unique, so powerful. that it
changes the way we look at things.

Such a product is the Aphex 661 Compressor Limiter- creating a new standard
by combining four Aphex inventions. A skillfully engineered instrument of unprecedented flexibility, ease of use and sonic excellence.
Tubessence® - true vacuum tube technology and warmth; High Frequency Expander (HFX) for
automatically retaining the high frequencies lost during compression; Easyrider® circuitry for an Auto
mode that really works; and the world's best VCA - the Aphex 1001, the fastest, most accurate and trans-

parent available.
The Aphex Model 661 - another revolutionary step toward improving the way the world sounds.

ARHEX
SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world sounds
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352
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